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Farm, Garden,and Household. 
Cooking Food for Stock. 
lb. J. A'. C. Smith, who lus been a regu- 
tienuaut of the Club for several years, 
is often •. xprcssed an opinion adverse to 
common prat tic• o! cooking food for 
cock. A !< w weeks since tin Chairman 
request I him to put his ideas upon paper 
.1 give the same to the Club. Mr. Smith 
appeared with his paper to-dav. a portion 
1 ; wli; W. give below. We w iil-late, by 
v,.iy ( l preface, that 1 q\ Smith i> a man 
who his truvclUd extensively, and is a 
•' 1 r\ it c: mi .i :;: ! miugs in gener- 
a •; and, while v, d« n. 1< ndorse all that he 
e 
'li.it ■ n; o '. ai w->r;;,v of a careful 
consideration: 
lie argued tint am.mg 111-- many ways of 
'taking nuu'Ii in. of link; in Hie shortest 
time, t rapidly loieing swme, cattle, 
and poultry to extreme b;:' is receiving 
alienti m -pule beyond its merits. All ani- 
ued- below man n .piiiv tom; m nature pre- 
i b I it lor tlieiu Id, that is, regulated 
by h t« ? m | lain:', ; i.e sea.- on. 11 oblig- 
ed 1 >' sill I>i' ! •. Ml ii:b W hi'. k !i:iS been COoli- 
» i. the t‘111*• itt -i w !i heir healthy cou- 
Id i> 'ii di• j11 ink- an u »; improved by being 
f 1 Tied ; n. W In 11; i-;L 1 e. I! 1!»i IJ; L t ioil.s ai’C 
Jabor.iled injurious i<i t k. m. d'h. ii teeth 
.■nd stomachs are both deranged by urtill- 
ndiy pn pared b>- d. lkith perforin their 
functions best wlieu t!n;vj> no departure 
Mom tli. ii nst inet i Vi' k;dbm, \ determin- 
ation to abolish nature s laws, and establish 
a code i-f our own. ; useless expenditure 
oi indust ry A few ; re t Imofis! may 
attempt very deCnkd r.v.ilutions in rural 
1 ■'•'tioiny. b> I along, 'boiling, steaming, 
mashing. •*: cue'mg f. >•! lor ih.-ir horses, 
co\vs. au-l swine; but ad such elf arts are 
i!n ne umhv of rillhuslastic individuals, 
will h will jiever !> generally adopted, 
iney loiuiie! with the laws ol orgauic life j e<>UsliLU ted in the lower races. A good j 
burner actuated by an honest conviction I 
»at he pursuing an enlightened system 
: economy may become the servant, slave, 
and conk <d a t.iinily ol pigs; but. It is a 
wide depat un in i. me digi.b .^i I his mis- 
'i ii and a ol.tlioii •laws -bi which the 
!:. aiihlul | erpetuily o. hU iiei i> and lloeks 
petal. Making money out of an inlrae- 
■ 
.a oi tile law is n > justification lor per- 
11 be.' Ill deli eg WI Ulg. 1'tieIV ai'O Vat'i- 
III11 Iie> ub O- eivi ;/ ition which 
lia iave l oi_ 
meats >o,.i dailv in the stalls. lf is both 
known and unhesitatingly admiUed that 
at tie and sw ir.e transmit their diseases to 
»vi» descendants, t aiv s ..lily a i< w Weeks 
•bd liave uieeraiioi -. and tiieir livsh, there- 
!-.re, eaiiim; be w ~.»:u.- We cannot 
els it produces when 
:nm;i:g. I w kh our •>wu bi ul. 'id;.* 
!> b'e.b im t I i .ill U UCX ploi’cd ; 
al for •• \ ati.", in that din miou. Wild 
mo- I iave m* studi k ; edit ary taints. j;_\ 
•> 'king \ eget.abie.v, a.v grain, potatoes, & •., 
t-'e-ir lia\ r is destroyed am. tie proper- 
ties nn».I';i• •. 1 so tliev are n.b r. lislied bv 
M tiiials as win a ire-h n»i*I u rai. Lett to 
*hemselw- '',• y mvarkJ.'v ab union artili- 
ia. A I't'.-j ■ I ; i t. j- t;4:i' whu a i- most, 
agreeable an 1 -up :1 !r to tm in the con- 
stitution ; .g lias t !i i*•iiicsl ication 
•<! call j.• ami sw •• dial g ! their internal 
“rgaiiif st rue! uiv. lb b d I«> r the* iveep! ion of 
getati..- 1’o.mI jii'i is prepared by j mother ear; ii r In cooking that tood which j 
they prep r because i; contains elements I 
< sM iiti.il ! * their g;’ii■ i. strength, and i 
health, i' tin re n n \ ... 1 reasons for be- 
leving i;ei\ is.binge: ... h.ng tlieiii iiarm f 
It hit to l!e*ir < ho,-a part I-no of ar- 
Uth ially prepared riiincut would be 
tone heil. in-, met -guides them in paths of 
-a-ely. V c, s.-itv compel-imprisoned swiuc 
and fetaile.I-1. d kirn.* to take what is given or 
have notim g. Alter a while a morbid ap- 
petite i> developed i >r that which is doing i 
thorn tin injury. They have neither langu- ! 
:.ge lor coiiipiaining nor judgment lor re- ! 
straining them iroin excess wiien tiie mor- 
bi I craving has attained tin* ascendency. A 
drunkard under tin- awakenings of a debil- 
itated < n -c. in -', knowing lie is wrong 
;l,id ngc‘ b | i n. < !'•.•<lit, and 
< Veil his own i;’e. g \cs way to the demands 
!o those permam lit laws by which any or 
ol tin* : >w< ranimals;ua sustained, tends 
iry and preiii iture 
dh. 1 .... ..t reasoning 
apl»'n. aid. un i- at< d animals in 
v ie< While av. liing over 
;11 v par! "I lady in a veio.rino, which 
v"" '•1':' : !‘ir t c p-.u ■ ..a drawn by the 
y riv r ii -uuliy t. d them in 
h'.v id. Ii;' 1 ; tin v much pre- 
b >'f< d id...i nn>n naai to tin ir nature, 
lb* contend' 1 baked 'breed Was better for 
ourselves than the dry grain ot which it 
was made. Ib. a; gum. id, vva in*'; her sound 
I"*r remote!> phUosopnn a:. Had he inid 
the sbghie oneept i >u 1 tin* anatomical 
peculiarity ol he i g. iv < app uaIu- of the 
horse and mar h w 1 have s< n there ;s 
no paradeiism w. tii the two. ami hence 
w":1 '• '-veil 1 g a e.! m-c- wlnit they 
i 1 ■ 'I’1 !, I'alhci than w ,-d' baiocchi oil 
aid .! bread, which they swallowed under a 
protest, it they could have said anything on 
he subject. A horse has no gall bladder. 
•Ian has. and hois omnivorous. A horse is 
g: amnivorous. ami is neither obliged nor 
beimtitlcd 1-y having any other food than 
grass and grain 1 it iiy without dwelling 
pertinaciously on p nuts wliicli no more re- 
«ire evidence to sustain them than that 
bn ;her proof i- require i by doubting peo- 
ple to convince them that the sun is the 
centre oi so’mr -\-u-m. it '< assumed to be 
Hue that co .'king th- natural or any food 
'■r mb. tie <. r s\v ne i n oiil> unnecessary 
but their injury. Yio.b.un .u physical laws 
’o their d.-triment reams to the certain iu- 
b'y oi society, inasmucli as diseases are 
engendered ami propagated from such 
-‘»urei• s. In these deliberations on t,lie 
vital economy of domes? ie.itcd animals, on- 
i.v a reference is mad ti those territlc par- 
asite- .tape worm and trichinae, which. 
developed ill the ilesh ami intestinal tube of 
man. are introduced thereby eating pork. 
Nor is it n«<e,.s.sary»:.j a lvert. to a g rati tying 
:a< t in the history of community Shakers m 
this country, distinguished in medical com- 
mentaries as being wholly exempt from 
cutaneous eruptions, scrofula, glandular en- 
largement, and other grave alfeetious com- 
mon among pork-eaters. They even forbid 
1 he keeping of swine on their lands. 
Throughout extensive countries in Asia 
■bid Africa when- I have personally oxamin- 
im 1 into the character ami origin of dis- 
<ase to which tin- inhabit a: its arc principally 
incident. tliose ot the skin and scrofula 
seemed quite unknown. I i.ever saw a 
hog in my < xplorations in the Orient, llotli 
.Mahommedans and .Jew- abhor them as un- 
clean beasts. Notwithstanding it is kept 
distinctly in view in this survey of the ad- 
vantages ami disadvantages resulting from 
< ooking the lood of animals designed for 
man u.-e, aside from being an ignoble em- 
ployment for a godlike being it is presum- 
ed there will always be occasional advo- 
< utes for ih.it. unpiiilo.-ophical pursuit, 
but tin- great body <b inulligeiit far inert 
will not waste their 1 d or m that way. 
'l'here is no economy in cooking food foi 
inimnU i.  
money, under the mistaken impression that 
it goes further. M either is it agreeable to 
them to have it manipulated by chopping, 
or bruising it between rollers. They pre- 
fer to select from the mass of hay that 
which a nice sense of smell instinctively 
determine.'- t<> be proper or improper. When 
that which they would nject is so mixed 
with that which the vigilant sentinel of a 
special sense disapproves, and they cannot 
■‘wparatc by the tongue, we cannot estimate 
tin- affliction tints imposed upon them. Na- 
1un‘ is conservative, and has made every 
the best judge of what is suitable to 
taken into their stomach. They carry within themselves all apparatus and sol- 
vent nunis for extracting nutriment. That 
which is of no further use in consequence of yielding no morn, nutriment is still es- 
sential, preventing the walls of absorbant 
surfaces from being in contact. When a 
volume of food that meets all the condi- 
tions for maintaining their vitality, just as 
tlie love it, is reduced in volutu: not to 
occupy the same space or furnish the re- 
quired amount of distension, the animal is 
wronged and deterioration follows, if per- 
sisted in, the violation of the law of their 
economy will certainly be discoverable. 
With equal propriety might children be 
turned out to grass after weaning as feed- 
ing our useful animals on cooked fodder, 
bne ease is as reasonable ami quite as phil- 
osophical as tlm other. Various experi- 
ments could be collated illustrative of the 
supreme folly of carrying on artificial feed- 
ing on a large scale, simply on the score of 
•economy—every one of which has at last 
been abandoned. Sometimes, on account 
•of the sickness of the animals, the useless 
expense of time, fuel, pots, pans, troughs 
<&c., but more generally in consequence of 
coining to a rational conclusion, in the at- 
tempt of saving a penny by rowing against 
wind and tide—to break down and nullify 
nature’s laws—they lost a pound. Lastly, the conclusions to which we M*rive in these 
investigations may be reduced to the fol- 
lowing propositions, based on the immut- 
able laws of organic life : 
1. The vegetable kingdom exhibits in 
its varied products a reference to the main- 
tenance of animal life of almost countless 
races, whose digestive powers are adequate 
to tiie conversion of such aliment into 
vitalized tissues. 
2. Some animals are specifically organ- 
ized for feeding on certain products that 
yield elements essential to their growth and 
health, and no other. 
■">. The vast extension of grasses on all j .he continents and zones speaks in nntnis- j 
takable language that a reference is thus 
shown for the maintenaujc of those my- 
riads o! animals that were predestined to 
be food of carnivorous animals, whose in- 
ternal structure could not chemically or 
mechanically so alter vegetable products as 
to sustain them. 
1 liot.h the usages, customs, and com- 
mon sentiment of mankind in all ages of 
h. world's history is this, viz. all animals 
arc physiologically moving within pres- 
cribed boundaries, from which they cannot 
be diverted, either by force or the contin- 
gencies of stern necessity, without peril. 
Man is a being whose intellectual en- 
dowments remove him wholly and entirely 
above those spheres, from animals associat- 
ed with him on the earth, which cannot be 
removed without doing violence to their 
nature. 
• '. The condition of animals is not phy- 
sically better in any respect by compelling 
them to deviate from the dictates of their 
instincts. Therefore, cooking their food 
is a violation of an organic law. I’hey 
pivler it as nature presents it, in ample 
abundance i.i verdant fields. If driven, 
however, to the necessity of complying 
with mail's behests, derangements follow 
at last, resulting in forms of disease no- 
where recognized out of the pale of civiliz- 
ation, among wild animals. 
Persistence in feeding out cooked food to 
cattle or swine will undoubtedly produce, a 
larger yield of lard and tallow, but all that 
is gained for the pocket is at the expense of 
of the public health, since it is beyond all 
question, many a life has been sacrificed to 
an unsuspected source—diseased meats— 
and those are produced by going counter to j 
the indications of D.une Nature in prepar- j 
inn them for human food. 
Picked up Scraps. 
\ c irrespondent of t.lie Country Gentle- 
111:111 gives the following directions for 
varnishing pictures :— 
! o/.. Canada balsam. 
J n/.. spirits of turpentine. Mix. 
liel'ore this composition is applied, the 
drawing or print should be sized with a so- 
lution ol isinglass in water. When dry, 
apply the varnish with a camel’s hair brush. 
A piece of isinglass three inches square, 
dissolved in three or four tablespoonluls of 
warm water, is about right. Try the pro- 
cess on some picture of no consequence, 
for the isinglass must be strong enough to 
prevent the varnish from allectiug the pa- 
per. Pretty colored lithographs may be 
treated in this manner with a very pleasing 
client, particularly landscapes, and if fram- 
ed, need no glass, which detracts so much 
from everything except an engraving. 
The nutritive value of dilfereiit kinds of 
cattle food, given by Prof. Johnson in his 
work entitled “IIow Crops Grow” is as 
follows:—Good hav is placed at lOo, oil 
<".ike cl, outs corn 5f’, barley 51, good 
clover hay '.'5, and wheat This is sup- 
posed to be an average. 
Here is something for sugar-makers to 
experiment upon, and think about:— 
Mai-li: Sac. Is there any dilfereiice in 
the llow of the sap of the sugar maple, if 
tapped close to the root or higher up? w. w. 
Trumbull Co., O. Recording to theory, 
-up should be richer as it Hows farther 
along irom tiie small roots where it enters 
tlie tree, by dissolving more matter in its 
progress. 15y an imperfect experiment per- 
formed some years ago, we could perceive 
no difference, however, by careful and re- ! 
pealed tasting, between the sweetness of 
the sup taken out ul the root, and near the 
top of the tree .] 
I. m append a query, while upon this 
topic Why does the sap cease to How 
when the wind is Southerly? This is a 
well-known fact to all who have “been in 
the sugar-bush." Will some one with the 
solution answer? 
The “Maine Farmer” predicts a wet sea- 
son this year. “We look for a wet season 
the coining spring and summer. One ex- 
treme of atmospheric condition in the pass- 
ing years, usually succeeds another. Wc 
have during the winter of 1870-71, experi- 
enced hi unusual drouth—the approaching 
scasou wc shall in all probability have a lar 
greater amount of rain-fall than in the past 
growing season. We coincide with this 
! fully. 
Wc extract from the Rural New Yorker 
j the following plan of making cheap walks 
1 for the garden and about the building: 
A cheap walk can be made as follows: 
l ake two barrels of freshly slaked lime, 
and one of gootl cement, and mix with wa- 
ter, as for mortar. Spread this over a good 
foundation of broken stoue and gravel. As 
! it hardens roll down smooth. 
ne importance ol providing these can- 
not be prized too highly. In spring and 
autumn they protect the feet from wet and 
the house from mud. With a little thought 
we believe that very lew can alford to 
neglect this important matter longer. 
The “lioston Cultivator” thus straightens 
its line of Agriculturists, as the prompt 
general his straggling legions, for a decis- 
ive charge * 
Farmers: 
are you ready for spring’s work ? Ii not, 
make haste, for the advent of spring seems 
at the door. Robins, bluebirds, blackbirds, 
wild geese, with other harbingers of spring 
have made themselves welcome by their 
notes of joy and rejoicing. How cheering 
are tin; notes of these birds to the ears of 
farmers; even the merry peepers of pools 
and swamps are welcome heralds of spring. 
Ail these notes ring out the admonition, 
“lie ready for work.” 
It pays to be careful, of money especially, 
so tlie farmer near South Hampton, Ct., 
thinks, and from which all may learn a use- 
ful lesson if they will. 
A farmer near South Hampton, Ct., sold 
a horse for §250, and on goiug home put 
the money in its place, a dilapidated drawer 
in an old bureau. Ills place for matches 
was the same drawer. A few days after- 
wards, after using a whetstone, he threw it 
into the aforesaid drawer, when, a few 
minutes later, he saw smoke coming from 
the drawer. On a hasty examination he 
found that the whetstoue had iguited the 
matches, and set lire to the greenbacks, 
which were burned to ashes. Moral—Have 
separate place3 for matches, whetstones 
! and greenbacks. 
To Cure Toothache* 
As every one ought to make himself use- 
ful in imparting knowledge or experience 
; others, I will inform the readers of the 
\ ffural New Yorker how I relieved myself 
|rom a troublesome tooth. You may say, ‘have it extracted at once.” But when 
people have teeth that dentists cannot pull ! without breaking them off, they do not 
t wish to have another trial; perhaps their health is poor and nerves very weak, which 
[ makes a dilemma with themselves. To such persons I will say, if you have a 
hollow tooth, and the nerve has come in 
contact with the air, get some spirits of 
niter and mix with alum; saturate a little 
cotton with it and apply it to the cavity. If the pain extends upward to the eye, or 
takes the form of neuralgia, procure some 
horse radish leaves, take out the stems, 
wilt them and apply it on the face over the 
pain, and I think you will get relief. If 
you have no radish, try beet leaves; they 
may answer the purpose. [Rural New 
Yorker. 
Yes and No. 1 
Had I said “Yt;s" when I once said “No,” 
Five years ago—ah, live year* ago!— 
Should I kneel down to-night and bless 
The happy hour when 1 cave you “Yes?*’ ] 
or wish that Time's step could backward go, j 
And give me a chance to whisper “No?” ( 
Would you tell m<• to-night, as you told me then, 1 
That you were truer then other men— I 
That ace might alter the cheek and brow, 
But not the soul? Would you say now? 
Ur should I have suffered that wifely smart. 1 
Half ot your purse ami—half of your heart? ( 
Tilings that we have not might have been ours ( 
Bmls that might have blossomed to flowers; 
Kaidi might have found a perfect rest 
From every woe on the other's breast; 
«>r, as we see that others do. 
We might hate the chain that bound us two. 
Had 1 said “Yes” when I said “No,” 
You might have scolded me long ago. 
A steak undone, or a button lost. 
Half your tenderness might have cost; 
And 1 might have given you, it is true, I 
Ail the sorrow that Caudle knew. 
Bui as 1 said “No,” 1 can always see ; 
Love in your eyes, in mv memory— 
Hear your voice a> sweet as a robin’s song, 1 
And believe that von cannot do anything wrong. 
Had 1 said “Yes,*’ instead of “No”— 
Well, no matter. It was not so. 
Unveiling the Future. ( 
•In a little while,11 says the poet, “our J 
lips are dumb.11 We know that after a [ 
very little while, no matter what have ( 
been our hopes and tears, our failures 
and successes, our sufferings and happi- 1 
ness, w<* shall each and all lie down to : 
rest. Why then should we vex our souls j 
in striving t<» grapple in advance with the I 
events we are destined to meet along the l 
pathway which leads to the inevitable 
doom ? Why not wait calmly and patient- 
ly for our allotted experience, endure it \ 
as,we may, and leave the reason and > 
result in the hands of Heaven? * 
Yci from the earliest ages of the world 
* 
we lind among mankind, civilized and > 
barbarous, ail irresistible desire to draw j 
aside the mysterious curtain, and peer i 
into the shadows and sunshine of the in- 
finite To Come. The disciples of Plato 
and Socrates consulted the Delphic oracle ; 
ini* ueseenuams 01 uoimuus watum-u uiu 
tliglit ot birds and studied the Sybilline j 
books and tin; entrails of victims slain on 
the sacrilieial altar; the people of India 
1 
and China, like those who dwelt on tin; t 
banks of the sacred Nile, sought this vain 1 
knowledge of their priests; the Bible is 
full «d spiritual sights, consultations, and J 
visions; the children of Abraham resort- , 
ed t*> witches ami sooth-saycrs ; the Scotch 
“second sight” is famous, and itscxtraor- l 
dinary pre-visions arc in many cases well 
authenticated. The African negroes and [ 
the American Indians have their medicine 
nu n, and the inhabitants ot Christendom < 
prove their intelligence by frequenting 
tin; haunts of fortune-tellers and clairvoy- j 
ants. So it always has been, and so it 
always will be, down to the last syllable 
of recorded time. f 
What wonder that the public will al- 
ways seek to fathom the mysterious j 
powers of spirit mediums, when such 
men as Bulwcr and a dozen of the 
English Lords who sign their names to , 
the announcement, testify to having seen j 
Hume lifted and carried horizontally, 
feet first, from the midst of them, right ■ 
through an open window, thirty or forty 
feet above the London pavements, and ] 
brought back, through another window, 
feet first, and -afely deposited on his feet ? 1 
Why should not people desire to see, when i 
British Earls, and authors like Bulwcr 
and William llowitt, testify to having , 
seen and handled hands having no con- , 
nection with any mortal body—hands 
having live vigor in them, too, and greet- 
ing tlie witnesses by a hearty and brother- 
ly l»«»;inl-.jl»ivlllwg. 
One of the most remarkable of these 
modern rovelators is Madame (or Made- 
moiselle—which is it?) Le Normand of ! 
Baris. She ha- told astounding things to 
the first Napoleon, and to other crowned 
heads in tin* past. She is a very old 
woman now—very nearly, or quite, Dh ! 
She announced, in the year of Napoleon’s 
disastrous campaign in Russia, nearly 
sixty years ago, that she would live to 
the astounding age of 10$—and she seems 
to be destined to carry out the prediction. 
From a late account of this singular 
woman we quote; 
There was living in Baris as late as 
November, 1$G0, a deal, toothless, nearly 
blind old woman, who had reached the 
age ot ninety-eight years. In spite ot de- 
crepitude and many infirmities, she still 
practised her profession with almost the 
same success that had made her famous 
more than half a century before. A re- 
cent visitor says: 
‘*.$lie is a sorceress as still. Carriages wait at 
her door. Ladies of rank frequent her boudoir. 
The remarkable predictionssbe makes are more 
remarkably verified. I dare not write what she 
told Madame Vernon was to be the future of 
the Emperor. If it should he true—which no w 
seems impossible—the parallel between the 
\ nephew and the uncle would be complete.” 
When it is borne in mind that the lines 
we have italicised were penned a year 
ago, and when we remember what has 
since transpired, no comments are neces- 
sary. 
At Alenson, in Normandy, some time 
in the year 177:*, Adelaide Lenormand 
was born. Nothing is known of her early 
life, except that her parents being poor, 
she was educated at ths expense of the 
government in the Benedictine convent of 
her native place. Vu intimate friend of 
Md’lle Lenormand i i1811-13, says: “She 
remembers having singular powers of ob- 
servation and imagination since she was 
seven years old, and an expression she 
often uses in reference to this period of 
her life, is‘I was awaking somnambu- 
list.’ 
ju seventeen wo mm om ay mi in runs, 
engaged in fortune-telling, and studying 
with great assiduity astronomy and 
algebra, which she held contained the 
fundamental principles of her profession. 
At the beginning and throughout her sub- 
sequent career, she always insisted that 
the art she practiced was neither guess- 
work nor necromancy, but a pure science, 
the most important portions of which had 
beep derived from sources revealed to 
none save herself. Her reputation speed- 
ily became very great, and when the 
revolution broke out she was already en- 
joying tint full tide ot popularity and 
making the most of it by a rapid accumu- 
lation of fortune. By some means never 
satisfactorily explained, Lcnormand, who 
was a devoted royalist, involved herself 
in a plot having for its object the libera- 
tion of Marie Antionette from the prison 
of flic Temple. The plot tailed, and she, 
with a number of fellow conspirators, 
was arrested and sent first to the dun- 
geons of La Petite Force, and afterwards 
to the Luxembourg. The reign of terror 
was then at its height; the heads of nobles 
and plebeians were falling every day into 
the basket of the guillotine, and the stroots 
of Paris, drenched with blood, was a vast 
slaughter-house; but the young girl 
evinced no fears for her safety, “because 
the. stars had told her the imprison- 
ment could be only of short duration, 
and that she would live to become 
a centenarian.” Within the gloomy 
walls of Luxembourg she met a Creole 
lady, the widow of a French gentleman 
whom Robespierre had lately sent to tho 
scaffold. Attracted by the beauty and 
grace of her companion in misfortune, 
Lcnormand offered to unlock the future 
and what consolation lay therein for the 
homeless, friendless woman. A fair white 
hand was presented, its lines examined, 
the cards and the heavens consulted, and 
the wonderful story told. The younf 
widow was startled to find that it cor° 
responded in every particular with tho 
horoscope drawn years before by an 
Obipythoness at Martinique, in the West 
Indies. She lived to see that dual 
horoscope verified—for her name was 
Josephine Beauharnais. 
It is said that after her second marriage 
Josephine confided these revelations to 
icr husband; that he sought an interview 
vith Lenormand, and heard from her lips 
he record of his own life from Toulon to 
It. Helena. But be this as it may, Napo- 
eon appears to have taken a violent an- 
ipathy to her, kept spies upon her track 
ontinually, and more than once ordered 
icr arrest. On one of these occasions, 
)ecember 11, 1809, she was brought to 
he Palais de Justice, and underwent a 
igid questioning. In the course of the 
ross-cxamination she was requested to 
xplain a curious reply given to the judge. 
My answer,” said the undaunted wo- 
nan, “is a problem, the solution of 
vhieh 1 reserve until the .‘‘1st of March. 
814.” Oil that day, as our readers are 
.ware, the allied armies entered Paris. 
Reference has been made to a person 
vho knew Lenormand in 1 s 11 -1 *. This 
>erson addressed a communication some 
wenty-Jive or thirty years ago. to Hr- 
bistinus Kernel*, a German of consider- 
ible celebrity, who gave it to the public. 
Che name signed is Countess N. N.,” 
nit her real title was known to Kernel*, 
vho vouches for the truthfulnes of his ; 
orrespondent. We copy a portion of her 
larrative: 
“On the litli of May, 1811, the Duchess of 
’ourtlaml and L having disguised ourselves as 
itizens’ wives of Paris, drove to the residence 
f Mademoiselle I.., in the llueTournon. * * 
it last 'vhen our patience was almost exhaust- 
d. the door of the room we were in opened, 
nd a figure, of a height and breadth which sur- 
irised us, made Us appearance, ll was Md'lle 
,enormand. There was undeniably something 
inposing in the picture she presented; her 
ulk nearly tilled the door ; her air was marked 
y a stately composure, and the expression of 
er countenance had the kind of solemnity 
finch one expects to find in the professor of a 
ivsterious art. She had broad fiat features, 
nd wore a black silk morning dress, and a cap 
irith border which completely covered her hair, 
he beckoned us into the cabinet, seated herself 
a high arm-chair, and pointed us to two low- 
r seats which we took possession of. She now 
)okod good Immortally at us. and told us we 
fere disguised. When the Duchess was di>- 
osed of mv turn came, and Md'lle Lenormand 
nterrogated me as follows ; 
“The first letter o. your Christian name? 
A.’ -The year, day and hour of your birth?’’ 
Sunday. May IT. 1777, at 4 o'clock, p. in. 
Your favorite colors?' ‘black and white.’ 
Favorite fruits?’ ‘bine and mulberry.' *In 
talking do you like best to go up or down hill? 
Fp.* *Your favorite animals?’ ‘Ragle, swan, 
og and horse.’ 
She now glanced into the chart of the heavens 
old me that 1 stood under the inlluenee of Ye- 
ns and Jupiter, and then proceeded to detail 
ceurately the events of my past life. Follow- 
ig this came a picture of the future, predicted 
n a careful examination of my hand, iroquent 
eference to the astronomical (iiart, and much 
aleulation in figures. * * * As to the ful- 
lmcnt of the prophesy, 1 must >ay that the 
ear 1813 brought all that was predicted. The 
emainder waits for the appoints I time. 1 did 
ave to lly from tin1 invaders of France; three 
tate prisoners did owe their lives to my inter- 
ession: the poet whom I never saw and who 
fas to make a request of me, was Lord byron, 
nd 1 still pray for him whenever I see any- 
hing preeminently beautiful; 1 did go to Italy 
t the desire of a sovereign, (Pope Leo VII) 
nd was promised a decoration which may yet 
»e given.” 
So much tor the “Countess N. X.” 
’resident Von Malehus, a prominent di- 
domut of Westphalia, whose testimony is 
entitled to entire belief, says that while a 
esident of Paris during the reign of the 
irst Napoleon, he made the aequaintance 
►f a Count Morio, who belonged to the 
Wstphalian service, lie noticed that 
vhenevor Morio was detained from homo 
>6yoml a certain hour, he became exceed- 
ingly uneasy; and on enquiring the cause 
vas told that the Countess Morio, many 
•ears previous, had her nativity east by 
lenormand, and that every prediction 
bus far had been realized Among ocher 
hings she was to be married three times, 
ind her third husband would meet a vio- 
ont death. Morio himself was the third 
msband, and his unusual absence always 
brew his on ion: 
Iouec the desire to spare her this dread 
vhenevor possible. Malehus visited the 
ady and verified the story, three days 
liter the interview with the Countess, Mo- 
no was shot and killed by a French tarri- 
»r whom he had in some manner oltend- 
?d. 
I Ills Clliai Kaoie lUIIUUH m ui pi'-wie- 
ion naturally roused the curiosity ol lTesi- 
lent Malehus, and he paid his respects in 
person to Mademoiselle Lenonnand. We 
have not space to give at length the re- 
mits ofthe interview,perhaps it is sufficient 
:o say that her revelations of the past and 
future amazed the gentleman beyond 
measure, and that every event which she 
mentioned did transpire at the appointed 
time. A trilling circumstance shows the 
accuracy other work. Malehus desired 
his horoscope written out, and she con- 
sented providing three weeks' time was 
allowed her. lie said it was impossible, 
as he must leave the city in a few days. 
“You will not leave Paris for two 
months,'1 said Lenonnand emphatically. 
Her visitor laughed incredulously, but 
unexpected political combinations did de- 
tain him for exactly two months and no 
longer. 
While the Spanish war was progress- 
ing, an officer visited the rooms of the 
prophetess to learn his destiny. She in- 
formed him that exactly one week later 
he would receive in a coffee house the 
news of his brother’s death in Spain. 
The recipient of this unwelcome intelli- 
gence resolved to spoil the prediction by 
not entering any coffee house until after 
the time specified. Put on that fatal 
eighth day. as he was passing one of these 
resorts, a friend who knew nothing of 
the matter, dragged him in by force, and 
the instant he crossed the threshold his 
servant brought him a letter announcing 
the death of his brother in Spain. l)r. 
Spangenberg, a physician attached to the 
royal court, was told by Lenonnand that 
“lie would in eight days time receive very 
interesting intelligence, through an old 
friend, respecting affairs in his own coun- 
try ; but the briuger of the intelligence 
would die two days after.” * )n the eighth 
day the actor Narcissc, whom Spangen- 
berg had long known, arrived from Cas- 
sel and brought him important news— 
and two days after Narcissc died. Hor- 
ace Vernet was told in 1809, that within 
thirty years he would become so eminent 
an artist as to be sent by a king of France 
to Africa to paint the storming of a iort- 
ress. He was sent to Africa in 1859, and 
did paint the storming of Constantine. It 
is said that Murat, King of Naples, was 
informed by Leuormand of the time and 
place of his death, twenty years belore it 
occurred; and Talma, Madame l)e Stael 
and other notable people have declared 
in published accounts that the prophesies 
conveyed to them were correct. The au- 
thor of an article in a late number of the 
Overland Monthly, states that he saw 
Mademoiselle Leuormand nineteen years 
ago. “She was then past seventy-nine 
and appeared still older. Her immense 
frame well covered with adipose flesh, 
was a good deal bowed down and her 
gait unsteady. She leaned heavily on a 
cano. Her hair was of snowy whiteness, 
and fell in masses of curls upon the rich 
moire antique silk, and Valenciennes lace 
she wore. She spoke in tones remarka- 
bly clear and soft, without any of the pip- 
ing and quavering of old age, and her 
eyes black and piercing, seemed to retain 
all the brilliancy ol youth. She resided 
in a handsome and well-furnished dwell- 
ing; kept carriage, horses and liveried 
servants, and still practiced her occult pro- 
fession. |Besides her ordinary question 
she asked at this time: 'Do you prefer 
to go up or down ? ‘Does a height make 
you dizzy.’ ‘Have you in moments of 
coolness, ever desired to die ?’ Her guess- 
es—if guesses they were—of past person- 
al events, were certainly remarkable, and 
her predictions of the future have been 
wonderfully verified. It is not germane 
to the question ot hefgifts as to how she 
know the life of a stranger—an American 
—in the past. There is a possibility, nev- 
er so remote, of collusion. But how did she 
foresee that the time-hurried traveler, who 
was asking her questions, would remain 
a decade ot years in Europe; that a great 
civil war would call him back to his own 
countr^; that the nearest in blood to him 
would pass through loss and suffering to 
honor; and that out of the dregs of his 
people the questioner would live to see 
one rise who would become the leader of 
his nation P The writer can only say that 
all that Mad’lle Lenormand predicted to 
him nearly twenty years ago has been 
fulfilled.” 
We may add by way of conclusion, that 
Lenormand said, in 1812, that she would 
live to complete her one hundred and 
eighth year. 
The New Town of Ayer. Speech from 
the Doctor. 
Groton Junction, near Lowell, Mass., 
having been chartered a town by the Leg- 
islature, and named after Dr. J. C. Ayer, a 
celebration of the event was had on the 
6th. Very many of the distinguished 
men of the State were present, from whom 
speeches, wit and humor flowed in abund- 
ance. Upon being introduced to the 
guests ot the occasion, Dr. Ayer spoke as 
follow?— 
Ladic -nd ftentlemcn: On the western coast 
of Scotland where it slopes into the Irish Sea, a 
river, rising on the mountains of the inner 
land, winds down among the hills and empties 
into the Frith of Clyde. From remote time it 
lias been called Ayr from an old S- otch word 
“Ayry,” meaning an eagle’s nest—the river of 
the eagle’s nest. Near its mouth an 1 a con- 
tiguous harbor, long stood a hamlet which be- 
came u royal burg or town named from the 
river, ami now about one-third as large as 
Lowell—the city of Ayr. For more than a 
thousand years it has been noted in the history of 
Scotland." During the wars of Robert Bruce it 
was on? ot his resorts, and was especially favor- 
ed by him because he was there cured of lep- 
rosy. ('livei^Cromwcll made it one ofjthe depots 
and headquarters of his annv in bis attack upon 
Scotland,ainl one.ofhisokl forts i.-.now the Cita- 
del of Avr. 
Bin above all its distinctions, Ayr was the 
birth-nlace ot the poet Burns. And what a 
poet! What a voice has he given to all the en- 
dearments of home! Ilow has lie hallowed the 
eottagi and all it covers—weans and wife, 
patches and poverty, beans, barley, ale, bard- 
shit) and the poor man's toil. Ilow he wraps 
with tenderness whatever he names, even his 
bleak leagues.of pasture, the stuhl.de field, ice, 
snow, sleet, ami rain, brooks, birds, mien 
thistles and heather. IIis Bonny D.mn, John 
Anderson, mv Jo John. Auld Lang Syne, and 
Highland Mary roll round the world in ever 
ringing symphony with what is purest and 
best in human nature. His songs woo and 
melt the hearts of youth and maidens, bring 
solace to the sorrowing and courage to the over- 
burdened bv their lot. His inspiration has set 
the affections to music in strains that are im- 
mortal. 
No other man ever made a language classic, 
but he has rendered that lowland Scotch a 
Doric dialect of fame. The name of his home 
ami his beloved river Ayr was lifted on the 
wings of his pathos, and now the approaching 
traveller yearns to reach the>:»ot his genius 
has sanetiiii *1. 
Along the borders of the sea in a parallelo- 
gram and surrounding the town is a country of 
the same name—Ayrshire. It would weary 
your patience to hear the history of my ances- 
tors from one ancient John Ayr, then John Ayr, 
down through the centuries to this Ayer now 
before you; through their vicissitudes of 
poverty and plenty—of fortune and misfurltim ; 
how they have 'intermarried with Ftigland, 
Ireland and Scotland, and later with the Amer- 
icans, who are an excellent mixture of them 
ail. 
My friends—you have chosen the name l in- 
herited for your town with an extraordinary 
unanimity .kind have thereby conferred an honor J 
upon me, the proper acknowledgment of which j 
1 do not feel able to express. But I beg you to ; 
be assured that it is appreciated,and that it will i 
he gratefully remembered with a living interest j 
in your prosperity while life remains to me, | 
and, 1 tru-t. beyond that by mv children after j 
me. 
If this nanv lias become noted among the 
many that are worthier around you. that is 
greatly due to its publicity. May I he per- 
mitted to state whence that eani"!' Until with- 
in a few centuries all the civilized nations of 
the globe were pent up on the Kastern eonti- j 
licnt. Two or three hundred years ago they j 
leaped over into tin-- few and fearfully at lirst, i 
.... ‘n more and more, but aiv\a\> m men m-uic- 
liionts timidly hugging the* Atlantic coast. 
Within the last two or three generations, they 
have bur.it. out, as it were, and owr-run then' 
vast continents of the West. Now they are 
scattered here and possess these nicasurcie'i 
>tretvdies of mount.bin and valleys. hills, plains, 
forests and prairies,with the boundless pampas 
and mountain ranges of South America. For- 
hut generations mod m villages and towns, 
thickly settled together where physicians were 
plenty and near at hand. Now. the people are 
widely scattered, in many section*; of ther- 
mally countries. For great numbers the time- 
ly treatment of physicians cannot he had; over 
large tracts of country good or competent phy- 
sicians cannot he had at all. Tli v cannot visit 
patients enough many miles apart to live by 
their profession, nor can they carry medicines 
enough with them on horseback for their re- 
quirements. Hence has arised ill these modern 
times, a necessity for remedies ready at hand, > 
with direction for their u>c—a present, recourse » 
for relief in the exigence s of sickness, when no j 
other aid is near. It is a new necessity conse- I 
quent upon the changed conditions of human 
lift—a want I have spent my years in supplying, 
and 1 will tell you something of its extent. Our 
laboratory makes every day some non 
potions or doses of our preparations. These 
are all taken by somebody. Here is a number 
equal to the population of lifleen cities as large 
as Lowell, taking them every day ( or sickness 
keeps no Sabbaths) not once only, but again 
and again year utter year, through nearly one 
third of a century. \Ve all join in the joke, 
about medicines as we do about the Doctor’s j 
mission to kill, the clergyman’s insincerity and I 
1 the lawyer’s cheating. Yet each of these labors I 
arc among the most serious realities of life. j 
Sickness and its attendant suffering are no j 
joke, neither is the treatment of them. This j 
system of transportable relief, to be made I 
available to the people, must keep it remedies j fresh in their memories. Tuis is done hy ad- 1 
yertising. Mark its extent. An advertise- j 
meat, taking the run of the newspapers with ! 
which we contract (some 1000 annually) is 
struck oil' in such numbers that when piled 
upon each other flatwise, like leaves of a hook, 
the thickness through them is sixteen miles. 
In addition, it takes some seven millions of 
pamphlets and twelve millions of circulars to j 
meet the public demand for this kind of infor- j 
mation. Our annual issue of pamphlets alone, I 
laid solid upon each other, make a pile eight 
and one quarter miles high. The circulars j 
measured endwise reach 1804 miles, and these 
assertions arc m;uici» ui luaiurmaiinii certain- 
ty. What ever the estimation in which these 
publications may be held here, they reach the 
firesides of millions upon millions of men who ! 
do treasure and regard them, and who in their 
trials do heed the counsel they bring. 
Not only over these great Western continent s 
but throughout that other 'and so little known 
to you, under our feet, til; Australian conti- 
nent, there are few villages as large as this 
which are not familiar with the name you have 
chosen, and employinglthe remedies that bear it. 
Thus, gentlemen, have 1 striven in my hum- 
ble sphere to render some service to my fellow 
men. and to deserve among the alllicted and un- 
fortunate some regard for the name which your 
kind partiality hangs on these walls around me. 
We may look forward with confident hope to 
the renown you will gather under it, and tin 
prosperity, which there is reason to trust the 
future has in store for you. Situated as you 
are here on one of the main arteries between 
the west and east, between the great industries 
of the plow and the spindle you must aid in 
their exchanges and thrive with them. Soon 
these channels will be opened wide and pour- 
ing through your precincts streams of men an d 
merchandise that will need your furtherance 
and must contribute to your growth. 
Located here in the centre of New England, 
to what dearer spot can you turn that men in- 
habit? Beginning life rich with the honors of 
your mother town whose Influence through her 
schools and her scholars is of itselt ail inherit- 
ance, with such examples as Lawrence, Bout- 
well, Iloar, what mav you not hope for of use- 
fulness in the councils of the state and nation? 
Contrast our condition with that of European 
nations, alternately torn and impoverished with 
wars, credit it as you may to the better educa- 
tion of the people, and you will realize the val- 
ue of the example old mother Groton has set 
you, so worthy of your ambition to follow. 
Build schools for your children and find tal- 
ent to teach them, then intelligence and integ- 
rity in prosperous and happy homes will be 
your sure reward. 
Associated as you have made me with your 
weal and woe, I wish I might he allowed to 
contribute from my means such as they arc, 
something towards this first foundation of the 
public good. 
Gentlemen l have detained you too long. (>p- 
pressed with fear, that I do not deserve the'dis- 
tinction you bestow, 1 pray God to make me 
worthier, and to smile'upoii you with His per- 
petual blessings. 
The N. Y. World is more forcible than 
elegant in its method of paying its res- 
pect to Senator Ames: 
Brigadier-General Ames, carpet-bagger 
and son-in-law of the spoon saint, thought 
the best interests of the Republican party 
demanded the removal of Mr. Sumner, 
who brought that party into existence be- 
fore the theoritieal General was out of his 
baby skirts. 
The Hallowell Flood. 
The Vaughan Brook Reservoir, the es- 
cape of whose contents caused the acci- 
dent at Hallowell Tuesday afternoon, 
when full, covers an area of three or four 
acres; it is situated close to the Litch- 
field road, on the left, a short distance 
from the city. The reservoir dam was 
built at the upper end of a deep detile, 
not unlike a mountain gorge, known as 
the Vaughan Brook, and stretched from 
bank to bank, a distance of about two 
hundred feet; it was constructed ot stone 
many years ago, and from time to time 
has received additions, until its perpen- 
dicular height was between 15 and 20 
feet.' The brook is remarkably sensitive 
to rain falls and melting of snows, and in 
spring and fall discharges an immense 
quantity of water, which goes tumbling 
down into the Ivennebee one hundred and 
eighty-eight feet below, and about half a 
mile distant, it poured over live distinct 
cascades and precipices, and four dams, 
making in all nine abrupt descents, by 
the time it reaches the highway near 
Shepard’s Point. The bed of the brook is 
narrow, while its banks nearly the entire 
distance from the reservoir to the street 
are exceedingly steep, towering hundreds 
of feet above. The brook is a peculiar 
one for this section, possessing all the 
characteristics of a mountain detile. 
At 5 o’clock in the afternoon, after the 
heavy storm which prevailed nearly all 
day, two workmen in the mill farthest 
up stream heard a heavy roar that remind- 
ed them of an earthquake, and looking 
from tlie mill, saw with terror trees bend- 
ing before a torrent of water that filled 
Lhe gorge from bank to bank, to a high 
point, and which was rolling down toward 
them with fearful rapidity; they Hod 
from the mill which, however, was unin- 
jured. It was used by S. Page & Co., 
to grind slate for oilcloths and roofing, 
file dam by which it has been operated, 
was broken, and about 50 feet of the pen- 
stock carried down. The capacity ot this 
mill is about d tons of slate flour per 
week; its operation will necessarily be 
snsuended for a season. 
The torrent rushed past the slate mill 
to the dam a lew rods below, washing 
away several cubic yards of earth at the 
eastern end of the dam; it struck the pat- 
tern shop of (fen It Mettleneh, a liuild- 
ihg 10x10, two stories, the upper being 
filled with patterns of machinery, and the 
lower with lumber. The building was 
much broken and tile patterns damaged 
though none were carried away. The 
watei then struck the blacksmith shop of 
Mr. MeClench, and 8. Page & Co.’s 
building known as the whiting mill. 
The former was left a complete wreck. 
The. latter, not being directly in the path 
of the destroying wave, was only thor- 
oughly drenched with water and mud. 
in llie same building is the gristmill, in 
which at tin: same time were the miller, 
Mr. Towne, and W. C. Horn, who, just 
as one side of the building was struck, 
tied through a convenient door into the 
street and thus escaped harm. About 50 
bushels of meal in the mill were buried 
beneath the wave, and also a large amount 
of whiting. A shed attached to the build- 
ing was partially torn down; beneath its 
roof were swept several immense bould- 
ers from the bed of the brook, one of which 
can not weigh less than ten or twelve 
tons! in contrast witli this deluge at 5 
o’clock, it may be proper to state that the 
miller had to stop his machinery in the 
forenoon of the same day, on account of 
the lack of water ! The penstock con- 
nected with this establishment was car- 
ried away ; also several hundred dollars’ 
worth of prepared clay and other proper- 
tv destroyed. The machine shop 
Clr.n.'H ,,ji the opposite side el the Mi earn 
was thoroughly drenched with water and 
mud, the floor covered with about four 
feet of water, submerging much of the 
murhiuerv. The hands in the shop, 12 
or 1 I in number, had just time to emerge 
before the deluge broke over the premi- 
ses. A large steam boiler lying in front 
of the shop was swept away and has not 
since been seen. 
In its devastating course the torrent 
swept away almost every vestige, of the 
bridge spanning the stream, and then 
dashed against the building used as a 
wool shop inside ot which at the moment 
was the proprietor, Mr. Zenns King. 
The building was instantly tom in pieces 
and borne into the swollen Kennebec a 
few hundred yards distant. The violent 
death of Mr. King makes this deluge a 
mournful catastrophe. He was an old 
resilient of Hollowed; lie entered the 
posed ho was in the basement of the ! 
building at the instant the Hood came. 
The building was of wood 00x25 four 
stories, and worth perhaps$2000. It was 
the property of Mr. King, who leaves a 
wife and grown up children, llis age 
was 70 years, lie was by trade a wool- 
puller. The shop contained 15,000 pounds 
of wool belonging to various owners. 
The probable losses are as follows: 
Page & Stickney, reservoir dam, $3000; 
duo. 15. MeCleneh. $25oo ; George Fuller’s 
dam, $750; Messrs. Millikeu, lumber, 
$150; Zcnas King, $3000; and wool be- 
longing to the following parties: Mr. 
Drew ol Pishon’s Ferry, $1500; Thomas j 
Gage. $1500; Seth Yv iiiiehouse of Angus- 
ta, $1000; Simeon llersey of Hollowed, j 
$1750; Mr. Millikeu of Augusta, $50o ; !• 
Mr. Cram of New Sharon, $250. [Ken- 
nebec Journal. 
ltMiitmni Affection'ani> Suicide. The 
Elmira (X. Y.) Advertiser, tells the fol- 
lowing sad story of unrequiited love and 
self-destruction:— 
Miss Della Benson, ;i very line-looking, 
intelligent, and estimable young lady, has 
been for some time past engaged to Mr. 
Ward Hodgkins, of Watkins, but for some 
reasons he seems lately to have changed 
his mind, and declined to marry her. 
Several letters from him indicate this, one 
saying: “A marriage with you could only 
be to cause you and me a lile of misery 
and wretchedness, for how could we be 
happy without love on both sides?” His 
last letter was dated March 9th, and says: 
"1 have asked you for my freedom a num- 
ber of times; but as you desire it, I will 
answer plainly—no.” Upon receiving 
this, Miss Benson went to her room, and, 
on reappearing, Mrs. Biliettc, the lady ol 
the house, noticed something unusual in 
her appearance. Upon inquiring as to 
what she had been doing, she stated that 
she had taken poison for the purpose of 
causing her death. She stated that she 
had taken strychnine, supposing that 
would produce unconsciousness and death 
without pain. Medical aid was in vain, 
and she died in two hours, alter great 
agony, pronouncing her lover’s name with 
her last breath. She left a touching letter 
to him in which she wrote: “Yes, Ward, 
this day will end my miserable life, I hope. 
1 don’t want to live now, since you have 
changed so much. Oh, Ward, why ili l 
you do by me as you have ? I would have 
died sooner than 1 would have caused you 
to suffer as you have me. Ward, 1 am 
not your first victim, but I ask you, yes, I 
beg t 
sure 
wife, that you love her. Do not rum her 
life, as you have mine. After all you have 
done, 1 love you as well as ever. You 
and your relatives can be happy now. 
You say you have done right; so, of 
course, you will be happy.” 
Father Edes, of the Dover Observer, 
probably the only editor in the country 
who never till last year, rode in a railway 
car, and for lifty years has been scarcely 
outside his town limits, had, it seems, 
quite an adventurous youth. Being ship- 
wrecked on a voyage to Cuba gave him a 
distaste for wandering, and he has qui- 
etly and steadily stuck to the printing 
business ever since. 
The Coming Man. 
While our fine girls are bemoaning the 
lack ot young men, anil the scarcity of 
beaux who are marriageable and who mean 
marriage, there is a class of young men 
whom they do not recognize at all. yet 
who will furnish to the next generation 
its men of enterprise, of power, of posi- 
tion, and of wealth. It is not the sons of 
the rich, who will, as a rule, remain rich. 
The sons of the poor will get rich; and 
there {are to-day, drudging in offices, 
counting rooms, and manufacturing es- 
tablishments of all kinds, the men who, 
in twenty-five years, will control the na- 
tion socially, politically and financially. 
Every man of them means to be married ; 
they will, as a rule, make excellent hus- 
bands; They are all at work trying to 
win success. They are men who would 
be easily improved by recognition, and 
by bringing them into good, intelligent 
society; yet they are as little noticed as 
if they were so many dogs. Excellent 
young men from the country go into the 
city and live for years without any socie- 
ty, and are regarded bv the fashionable 
young women with indifference or con- 
tempt; but these young men have a hold 
upon the future; and when their success 
is known, in whatever field ot enterprise 
it may be. the fashionable world will be 
glad to receive them as belonging to 
their own number. We regret to say, 
that as a rnlc, the young men for whom 
a position has been won by v'rtuous and 
enterprising fathers amount to but little 
in the world; and rejoice to say that 
companions chosen from those who have 
their fortunes to make and their positions 
to win, are those to whom a well bred 
woman can generally with salty intrust 
her happiness and herself. [Holland. 
An Important Decision. Beni. R. 
Bryant vs. Owners ot Steamer Eastern 
Oneen. The defendants are common car- 
riers of passengers and freights, and the 
plaintiff was a passenger on board their 
boat going from Boston to Gardiner, in 
the State of Maine, Sept. 12, ISOS. Dur- 
ing the passage, and shortly alter the 
passengers had risen from the supper 
table, one of the waiters accused a passen- 
ger, named Coggin, of not having paid 
lor his supper, and a talk took place be- 
tween them, at which the plaintiff' was 
not present. The plaintiff soon after 
joined Coggin, and while the waiter again 
accused Coggin of not having paid for 
his supper, the plaintiff* stated that he 
knew Coggin and would pay for his sup- 
per rather than have any trouble. Some- 
thing farther was said, and one of the 
waiters then ordered Coggin into his 
berth. The plaintiff* then remarked that 
ho didn’t think a waiter had any light to 
order a man to his berth. Whereupon 
with some words the plaintiff was set up- 
on by the waiters and severely beaten 
and bruised, and in fact so severely in- 
jured that for months he was unable to do 
any work, and his health and strength 
permanently impaired. 
For the injuries thus sustained,the plain- 
tiff'sued to recover damages, anil the jury 
returned a verdict for $8000. The de- 
fendants excepted to certain rulings of 
the Judge, which the Supreme Court 
have, overruled, and sent down Jthe fol- 
lowing rescript: The contract of the de- 
fendants, as carriers, was not merely for 
shiproom and transportation from one 
place to another, but for good treatment, 
and a personal rudeness and any wanton 
interference with the persons, either by 
the carriers or tin1 agents employed in the 
management of the steamer, including 
the crew as well as the officers. The acts 
proved were in violation of the contract. 
Daniki Webster’s Opinion up Ben 
lit ri.ER For several years Bi.tlor was a 
blaring Democrat, lie was a delegate to 
| all national conventions, and made him- I self conspicuous by bis servile devotion 
to the slaveholding interests. At the trial 
i of Dr. Webster. Butler attracted some 
j notice, and a gentleman who had met 
j him in conversation and taken a strong 
j aversion to him. asked Daniel Webster if 1 he knew the man Butler, and what then 
j was of him. 
•‘I have seen him, sir,” was the reply. 
“He is what we call a sharp practition- 
er. A pert, pushing lawyer, superficially 
educated, with the impudence of the 
devil, and a conscience to match.” 
“Such a man might be dangerous. Is ho 
likely to attain a position in which he cat 
do much?'’ “No sir, no danger of that 
He is certain to be hung before he reaehe: 
a position of that kind.” [Albany Argus 
The Dubuque, Iowa, Times tells how a 
nun load of passengers were saved 
Trough the coolness of an engineer the 
other day. It appears that last Friday 
morning, as a passenger train on a road 
running west from Dubuque was passing 
>ver a bridge across a creek, the bridge 
■ommenced shaking as though about to 
give way. The engineer crowded on 
Team, and just as the last coach cleared 
To bridge it tell into the stream below, 
which was much swollen by the storm ot 
:he previous night. The passengers knew 
nothing of the great danger they had so 
narrowly escaped until informed of it on 
their arrival at Fort Dodge. 
The telegraph, though a serious sub- 
ject in itself, is a fruitful source of laugh- 
able sayings. The old mistake wherein 
"Have you sent, silver forks,” was read 
“have you sent silver for K. S.,” and puz- 
zled an otliee through a dozen repeti- 
tions is supplemented by a recent tele- 
graphic correspondence. A citizen of 
Frie, l’a., had occasion for the services of 
a lawyer in Brooklyn, and not knowing 
any one there, sent to the telegraph man- 
ager, "Ask reliable young lawyer, if he 
can take testimony, March 1,” and after 
a day’s delay received a reply, “Reliable 
Young not known here.” 
A Dill has been introduced in the Ohio 
legislature to make the purchaser and 
drinker of intoxicating liquors lialde to 
the same pains and penalties as are now 
prescribed by law lor the seller of such 
liquors. The Dill contains this principle : 
that the man who outrages decency by 
getting drunk is the real criminal in all 
cases of drunkenness, and should be pun- 
nished therefor as much at least as the 
man who sold him the liquor, who utmost 
is only accessory to the crime. 
1’inksvii.le, Wisconsin, is noted for its 
smart boys. The latest story is told of a 
youth of six summers who was taken to 
task liy his aunt for some supposed of- 
fence, which he persistently denied. 
“Mow, Johnnie,” said she. “I know 
you are not telling me truth; I see it in 
your eye.” Bulling down the lower-lid 
of the organ which had well-nigh betray- 
ed his veracity, Johnnie exultantly re- 
plied: “You can’t tell anything about it, 
aunt; that eye always was a little streak- 
ed.’’ 
_
Divine Providence. 
A little error of the eye, a misguidance 
ot the hand, a slip of the foot, a startling 
ol a horse, a sudden mist, or a great 
shower, or a word undesignedly cast forth 
in an army lias turned the tide of victory 
from one side to another, and thereby dis- 
posed ot empires and whole nations. No 
prince ever returns safe out of a battle, 
but may well remember how many blows 
and bullets have gone by that might eaisly 
have gone through him; and what little, 
odd, unforseen chances of deatli ho has 
seen turned aside, which, seemed in full 
ready and direct career to have been post- 
ing to him. All which passages, if we do 
not acknowledge to have been guided to 
their respective ends and effects by tho 
conduct o( a superior and Divine hand, 
we do, by the same assertion, cashier all 
Providence, strip the Almighty of His no- 
blest prerogative, and make (iod, not the 
governor, but the mere spectator of the 
world. [Dr. South. 
Letter from Florida. 
Correspondence of the Journal, 
Florida, March 1, 1871. 
On a lovely morning, like our mid Juno 
in Maine, we left for St. Augustine. The 
sail down the St. Johns river is magnifi- 
cent, with its creeks, coves ami inlets, 
sometimes narrow and winding, and again 
widening into a broad lake. On the shore 
stand the oaks, their branches with the 
drapery of moss, yards in length, flowing 
gracefully to the water’s edge. The 
stately pine and palmetto, magnolias with 
tlieir dark green dress, the bay and olive 
with their peculiar shades, and the maple 
with its bright leaves, give a cheerful 
thought of home. 
About fifteen miles from Jacksonville is 
Mandarin, where Mrs. Stowe’s cottage lies 
nestled among the orange trees,—the air 
perfumed with the sweet flowers of the 
grove, and the place made gay by the 
passing and repassing of steamers tilled 
with pleasure seekers. Hotels are erect- 
ed at many points on the river, vicing 
with each other in objects of interest to 
hunting and fishing parties. Hibernia is 
a very attractive island, and gives one 
the true idea of the Land of Flowers. 
La-gc grape vines, the honey suckle and 
peach are very abundant. One oleander, 
said to he the second largest in the world 
is here—twenty-live feet high, ami with a 
circumference of thirty feet. Myrtle trees 
with beautiful flowers, like pink crape, 
rose trees in full flower, and other shrubs 
in profusion. Cfreen Cove is where wc 
find a warm spring, spoken of very high- 
ly as a drink, and for bathing uses. Pass- 
ing Magnolia, we reach Tacio, where wc 
take the horse car for St. Augustine. 
Truly, one might worship these cars, for 
they are curiously and wonderfully made; 
tile frame of a horse, and the rope, leather 
and chain harness arc a wonder to behold. 
As the car contained twenty passengers 
with huge trunk*, and innumerable bund- 
les, it was fortunate to have a l>orJ,or with 
us who had been oduraied by the har t 
roads of Maine, to tie knots and improviv 
I shafts. Part of the road i> a sandy plain. 
Not a blade of grass delights the eye, and 
a tall pine occasionally relieves tin- mono- 
tany. The other half of the way is 
through a jungle ol tropical plants, the 
home of the alligators and rattlesnake. 
< >ne snake with thirteen rattles wa* *>n ex- 
hibition, having just been taken. I rand 
valued at ten cents per acre, and high at 
that, one would say to sec it. 
We find St. Augustine to be a most 
(plaint and peculiar place. Long before 
tin; landing of the Pilgrims this was a 
fortified town, and being built by a people 
so dilleivnt in manners and customs trom 
our own, is full ot interest. In Ibilb, the 
first settlement was made at this place, fin* 
buildings are all of the coquina, a mixture 
of tine shells and sand, making a hard 
substance, and very durable. The streets 
arc very narrow, some a mile in length" 
and only twelve feet wide: they look 
almost like a tlue, for. most »»1 the houses 
have high roofs, and hanging balconies 
from the seeond story, and seem almost 
to touch each other. The lamilies « an 
have confidential chats with their neigh- 
bors without going from home. High 
walls arc round most of the houses, and 
only a latticed gate or chink in the wall 
wive# vou a view of the gardens, lull ot 
dowers and early vegetables. Here we 
lind the orange, lemon, date, tig. banana. 
guava ami olive, wlnic grapes aim peach- 
es are very abundant. The plaza is a 
line square, on which is the ancient mark- 
et, the cathedral, convent and oilier old 
buildings. In the center of the square a 
monument is erected in honor of the 
Spanish Liberal Constitute>n. Tiie Cathe- 
dral is over two hundred years old, and :i 
singularly constructed building. fin* 
belfry, in the torin of a bell shaped pyr- 
amid, has a chime of four bells in separate 
niches, and its clock forming a cn»ss. 
The oldest of these bells is marked lns-J. 
The United States Barracks, recently im- 
proved, were built years ago fur a mon- 
astrv. The sea wall of coquina, with im 
capping of granite, protects the sea front, 
and furnishes a delightful pronn nade of a 
mile in length. The city wa- formerly 
walled, and part of the wall remains. 
The gateway is a very imposing ruin, 
with towers and sentry boxes. Tiie ditch 
belore tiie old wall is distinctly marked, 
and often at high tides [tilled with water. 
The old Fort St. Marco, is a great euri«»<i- 
ty. Its material, like every other old 
building, is coquina. It stands on tin- 
sea front, and was one hundred years in 
building. Its lofty and imposing en- 
trance, surrounded by the Royal Spanish 
arms, its battlements, lofty towers, and 
moss grown and massive walls, impress 
you with wonder, while a walk through 
its dark casemates, its Romanish chapel 
with inner altar and holy water niches; 
its dark, vaults, and recently discovered 
dungeons, where your guide takes you 
by creeping very earetully into a dark 
entrance, and by the light of a dickering 
candle, shows you the rusty ring bolts 
where two skeletons were found chained 
in iron cages. These same cages, In* 
lolls you, arc to be seen in Washington. 
You are filled with awe, when told of the 
underground passages, and shown where 
the Seminole chiefs were imprisoned and 
escaped Osceola to he retaken after leap- 
ing down from the tower, and his proud 
spirit broken by long imprisonment. As 
1 had recently visited his grave at Fort 
Moultree, in Charleston Harbor, I was 
deeply interested in the story. 
From the Fort we visit the beautiful 
grounds of some of the residents here. 
I There arc a few elegant houses recently 
erected. A sail to Anastasia Island, to 
see the quarry of coquina, the only 
one in the United States, and a visit to 
the light house built some hundred years 
ago, occupy a day for us—also a call tit 
the convent to see the making of lace, and 
the manufactories of palmetto hats, which 
is a specialty here,and are both interesting. 
The palmetto is a great source of revenue 
to the poorer classes, and hundreds ot 
hats, baskets and ornamental work are 
sold each week for the northern market. 
It is estimated that some twelve thou- 
sands are now travelling in Florida, and 
to see the crowds met everywhere one 
cannot doubt it. The climate at St. Au- 
gustine is said to be fine the year round 
and a luxury for the people of the interior 
to come here for the hot months. A very 
large and fine hotel, called the St. Augus- 
tine House, is filled now with travellers. 
But I must bring my letter to a close and 
enjoy this beautiful sea breeze by walking 
on the shore. My next will be from Kn- 
terprise, on the upper St. Johns 
A. S. M. 
Among several other things, they make 
over 2000 pairs ot shoes every week tit 
the National Military Asylum, Augusta. 
Mr. Sumner's Speech. 
i)n Monday, Senator Sumner made his 
speech upon the resolutions regarding 
sail Domingo, previously introduced by 
him. It is described as the ablest effort 
in the Senate for a quarter of a century. 
The floor, galleries, and every possible 
point of view or hearing were crowded 
to overflowing. 
SENATOR SUMNER’S SPEECH. 
Mr. Sumner, in his opening paragraph, 
defiantly asserts that it is now on evi- 
dence before the Senate that the Navy of 
(lie United States, acting under the order 
from Washington, lias been engaged in 
measures of violence and beligerent inter- 
vention, being war without the authority 
of Congress. The whole business is ag- 
gravated when it is considered that the 
declared object of this violence is the ac- 
quisition of foreign territory, leaving half 
of an island in the Carribean Sea, and 
-till further that this violence has been 
employed first to prop and maintain a 
weak ruler, bimselt a usurper, and up- 
holding him in power, tiiat lie might sell 
his country, and secondly, that it has been 
employed to menace the black republic 
of Hayti. Such facts, Mr. Sumner says, 
are too grave for silence. For the sake 
of the Navy, Administration, Republican 
institutions" and for the Republican Party 
which cannot afford to be responsible for 
such conduct, the case must not pass with- 
out inquiry : but beyond all these consid- 
erations, is the commanding rule of jus- 
tice. The question is not whether the ac- 
quisition of San Domingo is desirable, but 
whether we are justified in the means em- 
ployed to accomplish this acquisition, and 
the evidence now before us shows too 
clearly, that intans have been employed 
which cannot be justified. 
Mr. Sumner then enters into the legal 
arguments, and cites precedents to show 
that a contract for the cession of territory 
must be without the presence of superior 
force and alludes to the fact that recent 
returns of the Navy Department, shows 
the whole island beleaguered by our Navy, 
-ailing from port to port and hugging the 
land with its guns, and unless the reports 
of the Navy Departments are discredited, 
it is obvious beyond a doubt that our gov- 
ernment lias seized war powers carefully 
guarded by the Constitution and without 
t he authority of Congress, employed them 
t trample on the independence of two na- 
tions co-equal with ours. 
1 he senator then characterized Baez 
ami Grant as eo-partners in the nielan- 
■holy affair, ami carefully reviewed the 
history of the former and his unscrupu- 
lous usurpation, reciting the origins of the 
scheme lor annexing half of an island, 
reviewing at great length the circumstan- 
ces under which the Bahcock treaty was 
negotiated, and condemning in the sever- 
est terms the part which President Baez 
had taken in the transaction for the sale 
of his country. Mr. Sumner then repeat- 
ed the allegations in his former speech— 
that Baez is maintained in power by our 
Navy to enable him to carry out the con- 
tract with Bahcock and that to assume 
tins -ale. Ilayti is violently menaced by 
onr licet, and presented voluminous doc- 
umentary official evidence to sustain them, 
quoting the Duke of Wellington : “There 
can he no such thing, My Lords, as little 
war.” The Senator asserted that there 
may be war without battle, and so our 
Navy has thus far conquered without shot, 
and its presence in Ilayti and Dominica 
is war. 
He then minutely reviewed the testi- 
mony to this effect, furnished hv the State 
and Navy departments, from which it ap- 
pearcs that the very agent who signed 
tin' treaties, officially reported that the 
usurper was maintained in power by our 
guns. After completely reviewing the 
testimony establishing beyond a question 
the two propositions: first, that Baez was 
maintained in power by our Navy to en- 
able them to carryout the sale of his coun- 
try. and secondly, that further to assure 
this sale, the neighbor Republic of Ilayti 
was violently being menaced, all this be- 
ing in breach of public law, international 
and constitutional. Mr. Sumner proceeded j 
to show that the conduct was in gross j violation of international law, and ol the 
(Jtitutiun ol‘ tlic G., tuul ollo.l ».-l ! 
uminous authority to prove that the prom- j 
ise made by the President to employ war 
jiowers without authority of Congress was | 
void, and that every employment ofthe.se j 
war [lowers in pursuance of this assump- 
sit was an usurpation, and that this as- 1 
sumpsit in the case of the St. Domingo \ 
treaty is exceptional and abnormal, being j 
absolutely without precedent. 
But, continues Mr. Sumner, even admit- ( 
in" some remote, infinitessimal sem- 
Idance of excuse or apology during the 
pcmling treaty all of which 1 insist is ab- 
surd beyond a question, though not en- 
tirely impossible in a quarter unused to j 
constitutional questions and heeding them ■■ 
little; conceding that the “assumpsit” 
inserted in the treaty by the Secretary of 
State and deceived the President into the 
idea that he possessed the kingly preroga- 
tive of declaring war at his own mere 
notion, and wishing to deal most gently 
even with an undoubted usurpation of a 
kingly prerogative, so long as the Secre- 
tary of State, tin- sworn counsellor of the 
President, supplied tile formula for usur- 
pation, (and you will bare witness that I 
have done nothing but state the case,) it 
hard to hold back when the same usur- 
pation is openly prolonged after the Sen- 
ate had rejected the treaty on which the 
exereise of the kingly prerogative was 
I mnded and when the “agsumpit” devis- 
ed by the Secretary of State had passed 
into the limbo ot tilings lost on earth. 
Here is no remote, infinitessimal sem- 
blance of excuse or apology; nothing. 
This usurpation pivots on nonenity, al- 
ways excepting the kingly will of the 
President, which constitutionally is also 
nonenity. The great artist of Bologna in 
sculpturing Mercury, represents him 
standing on a putt' of air; the President 
lias not even a putt of air to stand on. 
Mr. .Sumner here expressed the deep 
:egret with xvliieh lie made the exposure; 
but tie plead now, as often before, only 
lor justice and peace. He continued: 
In the evidence adduced, 1 have confined 
myself carefully to public documents, not 
travelling out of the record of dispatches, 
naval orders and naval reports. These 
arc unimpeachable authorities and all 
these have been officially communicated to 
ttie Senate. Thus stands the case: Inter* 
naitonal law lias been violated in two of 
its commanding rules; one securing the 
equality of nations and tile other provid- 
ing against belligerent intervention; 
while there is a distinctive, fundamental 
principle of the Constitution, by which 
tlic President is deprived of the kingly 
prerogative asserted by the President. 
This is the simplest statement. Looking 
still further at the facts, we see that all 
this great disobedience lias for its object 
the acquisition of an outlying tropical 
island, with a large promise of wealth 
and that in carrying out this scheme our 
Republic forcibly maintained a usurper 
in the power that lie might sell his 
country, and dealt a blow at the independ- 
ence of the black Republic ot Ilayti, 
which being a wrong to that Republic 
was an insult to the African race, and all 
this was done by prerogative alone, with- 
out authority of an act ot Congress. If 
such a transaction can escape judgment, 
it is dufficult to see what security remains; 
what other sacred rules of international 
law may not be violated, what other 
foreign nation may not be struck at; 
what other belligerent may not be men- 
aced ; what oilier kingly prerogative may 
not lie seized. 
-Never before lias been sucn a resmen- 
tial intervention in tlic Senate as we liave 
been constrained to witness. Presiden- 
tial visits to the Capitol with appeals to 
Senators, and who can measure the press- 
ure of all kinds by himself or agents, es- 
pecially through the appointing power, 
all to secure the consummation of this 
scheme. Thus do we discern in the acts 
of the President, whether on the coasts of 
San Domingo or here at Washington, the 
same determination, with the same disre- 
gard of great principles, as also the same 
recklessness toward the people of Ilayti 
who have never injured us. Before con- 
sidering a treaty or any question of ac- 
quisition, we must at least put ourselves 
right as a nation, nor do I see how this 
can be done without retracing our steps 
and consenting to act in subordination to 
international law and the Constitution of 
the United States. Therefore, on the 
Question of acquisition, I say nothing to- ay, only alluding to some of the ques- 
tions involved. 
Sometimes it is insisted that emigrants 
will hurry in large numbers to this tropi- 
cal island when once annexed, and thus 
swell our means; but this allegation for- 
gets that according to the testimony of 
history, peaceful emigration travels with 
the sun on parallels ot latitude and not on 
parallels of longitude, mainly following 
the istliermal lines, and not turning off at 
right angles, whether North or South. 
Sometimes it is insisted that it will be 
better for us that the people ot this island 
be annexed to our Republic; but this al- 
legation forgets the transcendent question, 
whether it is better for them, better tor 
the African race, better for civilization, 
that a black Republic should be absorbed 
out of sight, instead of being fostered into 
a successful example set by its govern- 
ment for the redemption of the race, not 
only on this Caribean island but on the 
Continent of Africa. Then again, arises 
that other question, whether we will as- 
sume the bloody hazards involved in this 
business, as it has been pursued, with al- 
ternative expenditures for war ships and 
troops, causing most painful anxieties, 
while the land of Toussaint L’Ouverture 
listens to constant whispers of independ- 
ence ; and there is still that other question 
of debts and obligations—acknowledged 
and unacknowledged—with an immense 
claim by Hayti, and an unsettled bounda- 
ry, which I have already called “blood 
lawsuits.” These questions I state only. 
Meanwhile to my mind something better 
than belligerent intervention and acts of 
war with menace, absorption, at untold 
cost of treasure; it is a sincere and hu- 
mane effort on our part, in the spirit of 
peace, to reconcile Hayti and Dominica 
and to establish tranquility throughout 
the island. Ref this be attempted, and 
our* Republic will become an example 
worthy its name and civilization, which 
represents white Republican institutions: 
have new glory, blessings—good men 
would attend such effort, nor would the 
smile of Heaven be wanting; and may we 
not justly expect the President to unite in 
such a measure ot peace and good will 
“He that ruleth his spirit is greater than 
he that taketh a city,” and so the Presi- 
dent, ruling his spirit in subjection to hu- 
mane principles of international laws and 
the Constitution, this country will be 
greater than if he had taken all {lie islands 
of the sea. 
enlarging upon tno declaration tnat tne 
President had placed himself at the head 
of a more powerful and costly Ku-Klux 
than those of the South, Mr. Sumner pro- 
ceeded : 
Had the President been so inspired as 
to bestow on Southern reunionists, white 
and black, one half the time and zeal and 
with personal attention, personal effort 
and personal intercession which he has 
bestowed upon his attempt to obtain half 
the island in the Caribean Sea, the South- 
ern Ku-Klux would have existed in name 
only, while tranquility would have reign- 
ed within our borders. (General ap- 
plause in the galleries, and hisses.) 
The Vice President—The Chair cannot 
consent that there shall be manifestations 
of approval or disapproval in the galleries, 
and he reprehends one as promptly as the 
other. It they are repeated he must en- 
force the order of the Senate. 
Mr. Sumner proceeded: Now as I de- 
sire the suppression of the Ku-Klux 
wherever it shows itself, and the elevation 
of the African race, I insist that the Presi- 
dential scheme, which installs Ku-Klux on 
the coasts of San Domingo, and which at 
the same time insults the African race in 
the Black Republic, shall be fairly repre- 
sented. I speak now of that Ku-Klux of 
which the President is declared the head, 
and 1 speak for the African race whom 
the President has trampled down. Is 
there any Senator in earnest against the 
Ku-Klux ? Let him arrest it on the coast 
of St. Domingo. Is there any Senator 
ready at all times to seek the elevation of 
the African race ? Here is an occasion 
for his best efforts. 
After speaking for three hours and a 
quarter, Mr. Sumner at 11:30 P. M., con- 
cluded. 
State Police Corruptions. 
The revelations concerning the State 
police in Massachusetts are more than 
.justifying all that has been charged. The 
Legislature has been driven to investigate 
the matter by the complaints and specific 
charges which have abounded. AVe quote 
the following from a Boston letter to the 
New York Herald, under date of the 
23d— 
It is a notorious fact that here in Boston 
there have never heen any seizures of liquors 
at the leading hotels, while other dealers of less 
prominence have had their stock taken from 
them repeatedly. The fact is also as generally 
admitted, as it is every where apparent, that no’t 
withstanding the existence of a prohibitory li- 
quor law and the maintenance of a special force 
of officers to enforce it, there are nevertheless 
thousands of open bars all over the city. Now 
it is claimed that these arc allowed on'lv so far 
as the proprietors arc willing to pav tlie State 
constabulary for the constant violation of the 
law, and a special committee of the Legislature 
is now engaged in investigating how far these 
charges of bribery and corruption are true. 
Before the investigation commenced, the Legis- 
lature guaranteed protection to all who might 
testify against the officers, and under this shield 
several liquor dealers and saloon keepers have 
already come forward, and by their evidence 
sustained the long-established suspicions ofthe 
general rottenness of the force, from the Chief 
away down to the lowest deputy. 
It has not thus far In the investigation trans- 
pired that any very heavy bribes have been 
paid. The insignificance ofthe suras, howev- 
er, shows just as well the general corruption which is complained of. A Mrs. Dowd, of New 
York, whose husband dh. 1 only a short time 
since, and who peddled out a little whiskey for 
a scanty livelihood after coming to Boston, says that one ofthe deputies, named Clapp, protect- 
ed her from the law for live dollars a month. 
Richard H. Yeaton, a saloon keeper, on Sud- 
bury street, secured protection from officer Da- 
ly for a single payment often dollars, and was 
subsequently prosecuted by another officer be- 
cause he would not pay him a bribe too. C. W. 
Carter, who was finally broken up in business 
altogether by the demands of the officers, said 
that he paid an officer named Nute at a rate of 
about ten dollars a month, and that he was 
prosecuted after all. It also appeared that offi- 
cers Smyth and Morse had an established fine 
of five dollars for failing to observe anv infringe- 
ment of the law on the part of a dealer named 
Edward It. Pierce. Other bribes of equal finan- 
cial insignificance were also shown, and the 
liberal disbursement of cigars, drinks and din- 
ners was proved to be a general custom. 
The investigation will probably occupy some 
days, and at its conclusion an effort will bo 
made in the Legislature to have the force abol- 
ished. I understand, however, that if such a 
bill should pass it would be vetoed by the Gov- 
ernor. An exposition of the corruption of the 
force, though, will probably secure an entire 
change in the department. 
Rev. J. C. Lovejoy is the complainant ill the 
investigation, and he has for counsel Messrs. 
A. B. Wentworth and J. E. Carpenter. Major Jones, the Chief of the force, is defended'by 
P. Emory Aldrich, of Worcester, and G. A 
Sowerby; and W. ti Masou appears for his ac- 
cused deputies. 
From the Portland Press. 
Hon Isaac Reed Not a Despot. 
‘Downfall of another Despot.” 
To the Editor of the Press: In your issue ot the )Gth inst. the above is the 
caption of an article relative to the elec- 
tion in Waldoboro’. Isaac Reed was a 
candidate lor town office and defeated by 
less Sian one fourth of the voters of the 
town: an unusual occurrence, truly. This is not his first defeat for the office ot 
selectman, since my recollection. He was 
the regular Whig candidate and defeated 
by the “rum candidate,” yet he survived, 
lie will probably survive this and again 
he heard from. That Mr. Reed hasliad 
and now has influence in this town is true, 
lie bears no “Despotic Rule.” Ilis most 
effective weapon is kindness. At the 
commencement of the rebellion it was 
said “Reed has ruined himself; his course buried him forever.” What was the re- 
sult? In 1863 he was nominated for the 
Senate by conventions of the then three 
parties and elected nearly unanimously, 
a few “copperheads” only opposing. So 
he again survived. I have been his neigh- 
bor for more than forty years and know 
his whole life. Active In business; hon- 
est and truthful in all his acts; a friend 
to the poor and distressed ; always ready 
to aid in all reforms and charities; his 
morals never questioned ; if this is the char- 
acter of a “despot" his despotism is of the 
right kind. Not a Politician. 
Waldoboro’, March 20th, 1871. 
A Roman Catholic priest in Rutland celebra- 
ted St. Patrick’s day by making over two hun- 
dred boys take the temperance pledge. 
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Congressional Mischief Making. 
It was a grim joke of Speaker Blaine, 
when lie named Ben Butler as Chairman 
of a committee to investigate and report 
upon the condition of the Southern states. 
Butler, who is, like FaistafF, a coward 
upon instinct, would no more dare to 
trust himselt outside of military protec- 
tion in any of the Southern States, than 
he would scratch a match in a powder 
magazine. Ben. didn’t want that—but 
he did want the outrageous bill that lie 
had framed, and which, ignoring prece- 
dent, right and constitutional limit, con- 
tained the fruitful seeds of civil war. 
To goad the people of the South to acts 
which can be called rebellion, and to put 
the country again under martial law. is 
the aim of the Massachusetts Nero. 
Under pretence of securing the rights 
of the citizens, preserving peace, and 
suppressing the “Kn Klux,” a bill was 
concocted with the most extraordinary 
provisions, of which the following is a 
synopsis— 
The Southern States arc, for the protection of 
civil rights and of civil order placed under the 
authority of the eureuit judges of the United 
Sf fitpfi 
Each judge shall appoint an assistant, called a 
“commissioner,” in cverv county and iu every 
city, with power to receive complaints of any 
“outrage or wrong done against the liberty, 
property or persons of a-citizen of the United 
States within his precinct, with intent to hin- 
der, impair or deprive such citizen of the full 
enjoyment of any right gurrateed him under 
the Constitution of the United States, or any 
violation of any of the provisions of this act,” 
and, upon such ex parte hearing, to arrest the 
accused and to bind him over for trial at the 
Circuit Court, or imprision him, without bail, 
until trial; and to hold in the same way any 
persons who may be wanted as witnesses. 
The Commissioners arc to have authority to 
summon to the aid of their process the civil 
force of their districts; and to call on the Presi- 
dent for the army and navy of the United 
States to enforce it. 
A long list of offences against the United 
States is created by the hj|l, classed as misde- 
meanors, high misdemean«|rs, felonies, and cap- 
ital felonies; thus, to he found on the public 
highway, or near a house, even “unarmed” and 
“alone” or “with others,” “with intent to terri- 
fy” any persons, “so as to hinder them from the 
peaceful enjoyment of their lesral rights,” is a 
high misdemeanor in the day time, ami a felony 
at night, and the fact of a disguise or of “a con- 
cert with others” for whatever purpose is made 
jji i/uu rui.Cc evidence of “the guilty intent.” If any pci.-o» *»»»oU be one of a •« 
night, however large, and “whatever part may 
have been taken by each,” which shall contain 
any person who shall “threaten to assault” any 
person, each and every member of the crowd 
shall be guilty of l'elony and punishable in the 
same way. But if any member of the crowd 
shall commit any act by which a man is killed 
or a dwelling house burned, then each and 
every member of it shall be guilty of capital 
felony, and “shall be hanged by the neck until 
he is dead.” 
This is a bill of abominations. It ren- 
ders liable to the severest penalties, even 
o( death itself, persons guilty of no of- 
fence whatever, even in intent or desire. 
The soberest and most exemplary promot- 
er of law and order would be liable to die a 
felon’s death. No penalties upon a con- 
quered people in feudal times, the galling 
fetters upon the Irish people in the last 
century even, do not equal in vindictive 
cruelty this string of pains and penalties 
which Butler seeks to spawn upon the j 
country. 
The worst feature of the case is the fact 
that there is no warrant in the constitu- 
tion for the punishment of these offences 
by United States authority. It is the 
state in every instance that protects the 
person and property of citizens against 
wrongs like these. Yet a majority of the 
congressional caucus supported the 
measure, and but for the adroitness of 
Speaker Blaine, would have passed it in 
the House. 
it is these repeated and glaring viola- 
tions of reason and common sense—this 
continual straining to magnify a few per- 
sonal encounters and revenges into syste- 
matic resistance to law—that alarms the 
thinking and peacefully inclined portion 
of the republican party. This class can- 
not be made to believe that the people of 
the south, fresh from the experiences of 
civil war, desire to invite the sword and 
the torch again to their homes. With 
ruined farms, burned dwellings, and 
fresh graves before their eyes, they surely 
cannot desire to promote repetition of 
these experiences. Gen. Grant’s own 
testimony, on his return from a tour of 
observation in the South, immediately 
after the war, was that the people were 
well disposed, and desired peace. All 
this talk about the vindictiveness of the 
people of the South, and their intentions 
to make war upon any class of men, is 
insulting to intelligent persons. It has no 
existence. 
The vote in New Hampshire and the 
successes of the Democratic party gener- 
ally are the voice of the people in con- 
demnation of this miserable party policy. 
The country desires peace, needs peace, 
and will have peace, despite the tricks 
and schemes of all the Butlers in Con- 
gress and out of it. Whatever Ben’s am- 
bition to be national hangman, he will 
scarcely be gratified. 
The breach widens. Sumner’s speech 
of Monday opened a yawning chasm that 
no effort can close. The Senator, know- 
ing that he has the good sense of the coun- 
try at his back, and all the argument to 
strengthen his position, can calmly 
await events. The. disadvantage at 
which the President and his followers 
are placed is enormous. Grant’s known 
obstinacy is such that he cannot bo brought 
to abandon this his pet scheme, and the 
consequence will be that the radical house, 
divided against itself, will have its inevit- 
able fall hastened by the dissensions. 
‘‘Whom the gods would destroy they 
make mad,” says the proverb, and prob- 
ably the maddest man in the country 
to-day sits in the White House. 
The West India Swindle. 
We have before noticed the manifest in- 
consistencies involved in the San Do- 
mingo business. And we say again that 
on no reasonable grounds can the rejec- 
tion ot the Danish treaty for the cession of 
St. Thomas, and the hot chase after San 
Domingo, be explained. If General Grant 
and his annexation friends are determin- 
ed upon acquiring island property in the 
West Indies, why do they prefer San Do- 
miDgo to St. Thomas ? They are bound to 
obtain the best bargain possible for the 
nation, when the people’s money is to be 
used. For seven millions and a half of 
dollars Denmark agreed to cede to the 
United States the islandsof St. Thomas and 
St. John, containing forty square miles of 
land and fifteen thousand people. The 
harbor of St. Thomas is admirably fitted 
for a coaling station The man-of-war 
Texas, received there, in August, 1869. a 
hundred and thirty-five tons of coal in two 
hours, the time being counted from when 
she first started from her anchorage in the 
harbor for the coal wharf, to the moment 
when her lines were cast loose ready for 
sea. One corner, the western one of the 
inner harbor, is almost a natural dry 
dock, and an outlay of $300,000 would 
suffice to make it capable of taking up the 
largest vessel afloat. The United States 
government now pays $5,000 a year for 
the rent of a shed at St. Thomas, in front 
of which is a wharf at which our largest 
vessels can lie in perfect security from all 
winds; and for this rent we can deposit 
there, under cover and receive the same 
on board our men-of-war without further 
charge, two thousand tons of coal per 
annum. In Sainana Hay vessels are com- 
pelled to anchor so far from the shore, 
that it recently took six days to coal the 
steamer Tennessee, and then she did not 
take a full supply. The port of San Do- 
mingo City is merely an open roadstead, 
which cannot be used at all for coaling 
purposes. Now, as the senate rejected the 
St. Thomas treaty, why should they favor 
that to acquire Sau Domingo ? Is it be- 
cause a monster land speculation lies coil- 
ed in the latter proposition ? This is the 
allegation and there are abundant facts to 
support such a proposition. Fabens and 
his associates are known to be interested 
in land grants in San Domingo, and they 
are but the catspaws to pull chestnuts out 
of the fire for bigger people. If the pur- 
chase and annexation of St. Thomas were 
not desirable, why should we spend money 
and risk a war to gobble San Domingo P 
The United States cannot afford to buy 
a useless island simply to please a lot of 
speculators in New York, Washington and 
other places. Such a transaction will not 
pay—the people. 
But these are not the only adverse con- 
siderations that enter into the matter. The 
whole history of the island, from the day 
when Columbus set foot upon it, is one of 
war, violence, robbery and revolution. 
The French rule was extinguished by one 
of the most blood}’ and cruel revolts in 
the history of the world. The power of 
the French army and the genius of Napo- 
leon were unable to conquer the ferocious 
blacks in its mountain fastnesses. Nor 
has it fared better in independence than in 
its colonial state. There has been no 
security for person or property. Agricul- 
ture, commerce and manufactures have 
been overwhelmed in successive waves of 
revolution, even if those industries had an 
existence at all. Iler rulers have each 
held sway until some more succcsssful 
pMnt’ (lonncprl him — Pot inn. 
Boyer, Ilerard-Riviere, Pierrot, Solouque, 
Geffrard, Salnave, have each passed from 
the throne to banishment or death. The 
island is now rent into two communities, 
with one of which war is inevitable, if we 
take the place of the other. The people 
are alien to us in everything—in manners, 
in industry, in language, in blood. In 
purchasing the island, we should buy 
trouble, anxiety, expense, quarrels, war 
and disgrace. Neither interest, humanity 
or patriotism call us to the sacrifice, and 
the whole scheme is wild and chimerical. 
More a rout Cain'. Mr. Joel S. Rich- 
ards writes a long communication from 
Camden, setting forth his views of the 
question concerning which Rev. Mr. 
Beecher was in doubt, viz: where did 
Cain get ins wife ? 
Mr. Richards takes issue with us on the 
statement that Cain found his wife in the 
land of Nod, and wants to know where 
it is so expressly stated. We quote from 
the 4th chapter ot Genesis— 
And Cain went outfrcni t lie presence of the I.ord, j and dwelt in the land of :Nod, oil the east of Eden. 
And Cain knew his wife,’* 8tc. 
If the woman hadn’t been a native of 
Nod, but had been brought there as a 
wife, is it reasonable to suppose that her 
husband wouldn’t have got acquainted 
witii her before he emigrated ? Of course 
lie would. And did lie find her there? 
Cain, like every other man who embarks 
in matrimony, was obliged to provide his 
wife with certain food, raiment, etc. 
She was to be Mrs. Cain and found. We 
think the expression justifiable that Cain 
found her in the land of Nod. Any wom- 
an of spirit would have resented the neg- 
lect of a contrary course, and applied for 
a divorce—a proceeding of which the his- 
tory of the times furnishes no record, so 
fas as we know. Cain killed his brother 
and offended the Lord—but he was never 
mean enough to know his wife in the land 
of Nod and refuse to find her. IIow is 
that for commentary, Joel ? 
Railroad Management. 
A writer in a Kentucky paper, contrasting 
present railroad management at the South with 
that in vogue at the time when the roads were 
new, tells some rich anecdotes. It was the 
practice in those days to select the President 
and Superintendents from among successful 
business men without regard to special qualifi- 
cations or practical knowledge of railroading. 
The result was that while some few became 
distinguished in their new vocation, more dis- 
played utter incapacity. One of these latter, on 
being asked what kind of chairs he intended to 
use on his road, replied that they “had not 
furnished their offices as yet; Ihe common 
split-bottomed chair would do them for a while.” 
Another President, newly appointed, ordered a 
lot of “crooked links” (used to couple ears to- 
gether, which have different bights of draw- 
heads) to lie taken to a blacksmith sliop and 
strniglitened;lie wouldn’t submit tosuoh waste. 
This same mail once confidently asked one of 
his road officers, when both happened to lie 
looking at a passing locomotive, “where the 
steom struck the big wheel to turn it round.” 
Another visited the East to procure machinery 
and rolling stock, and in making the contracts 
could not tell the gauge of his road! He had 
to telegraph home to find out. Since then, 
railroad companies have come to understand 
that if their roads are to be run successfully 
their management must he placed in the hands 
of men acquainted with all the details of the 
business, and who arc first class in every re- 
spect. 
There is a world of truth in the above, 
which we find in tiic Boston Journal. 
No business in the world so much requires 
intimate knowledge, experience and prac- 
tical acquaintance with all its details, as 
that of railroad management. This is 
particularly applicable to new roads, in 
which the labor of organizing, directing 
and getting to work is very great, and in 
which railroad experience cannot be dis- 
pensed with, any more than a new ship 
can be fitted for sea by a green hand. 
What is true of all other business, has 
four-fold force in the business of railroad- 
ing. 
—One of the editors of the Portland Ar- 
gus was amused at seeing a wad of news- 
papers fall from under the skirts of a lady 
who had used them for a bustle. The 
Regulator remarks “This throws some 
light upon the end for which editors trim 
their midnight lamps.” Perhaps it does. 
But what becomes of Shakspere's familiar 
quotation—“Let all the ends thou aimest 
at, be thy country’s,” &c. ? If that be 
the aim, the gun shoots wild sometimes. 
—At Goffstown, New Hampshire, a 
radical Ku Klux was brought before Mr. 
Justice Reed, on complaint of the chair- 
man of the Democratic State Committee, 
charged with driving a spike into the vent 
of the gun used at the Democratic cele- 
bration. The justice put him under bonds 
to answer at the Supreme Court. A few 
years ago, such a complaint would have 
been only laughed at. Things are chang- 
ing, you see. 
—The occasion of the swearing in of 
the three Democratic members of Con- 
gress from New Hampshire, created a 
decided sensation’ at Washington, and 
was regarded as the beginning of a new 
era in the politics of the country. The 
members were very warmly received and 
congratulated. Fernando Wood gave a 
party, to which the leading Democrats 
were invited, and at which general rejoic- 
ings. speeches and felicitations were had. 
—A New Hampshire Democrat, an employe 
of a railroad company, was so eager to vote that 
he started alone, at S o’clock Monday evening, 
from Plymuotli, inja handcar,ami propelled it to 
Wells River, a distance of forty-eight tildes on 
an up-grade of eighty-five feet in a mile, arriv- 
ing at his destination at 1 1-2 o’clock on the 
morning of election dal. 
That’s the kind of grit that kept the 
Democratic party bt New Hampshire 
alive and vigorous during the sixteen 
years of radical misrule, and at last re- 
deemed the state. 
—Mr. Hanson, of Bangor, was travel- 
ling on the European road, when a brake- 
man undertook to eject the dog of the 
former. To this Mr. II. objected, saying 
that atthe next station he would put the an- 
imal in the, baggage car. The brakeman 
insisted on moving him then and there, 
when a fight ensued, in which the passen- 
ger was struck on the head with an iron 
poker. Mr. Hanson will sue the com- 
pany. Meantime the question which un- 
derlies the whole matter is—have dogs 
any rights which brakemen arc bound to 
respect? 
—Capt. Temple, of the Tennessee, goes 
to the kernel of the San Domingo matter, 
with a sailor’s directness. “Suppose,” he 
said “Mr. Astor should pick up some aban- 
doned vagabond in the streets of New 
York, and adopt him in his family; that 
would be. no doubt, a fine thing for the 
vagabond; but how would it be for the 
family of Mr. Astor?” 
—Cox of New York neatly inserted his 
stiletto of wit between the ribs of Butler 
the other day. lie had made allusion to 
“the honorable member from Massachu- 
setts.” Butler asked which member he 
alluded to. “I spoke of the honorable 
member from Massachusetts, Mr. Dawes,” 
was the reply. 
—James Grady, a negro, was hung in 
Washington last Friday, for a heinous 
outrage on an old woman. Grady dictat- 
ed a letter just before the execution, ex- 
pressing the opinion that the President 
should have pardoned him, and intimating 
that the highest ollieial ot the country 
was going back on his party ! 
—Portland is supping full of libel suits. 
Mr. II N .Tosp is the last one who seeks 
tlio restoration ot an injured reputation 
through the courts. He asks ot John 
Neal $25,000 for having written an arti- 
cle concerning himself, and of the Argus 
$20,000 for giving it to the public. The 
difficulty has its root in the railroad quar- 
rels. 
—The interesting Florida letter which is 
published on the first page of the Journal 
to-day, is from the pen of Mrs. N. P. 
Monroe, who is passing tjie winter and 
spring in that delightful region, with the 
Doctor and quite a little community from 
Belfast. We shall receive other letters 
from the same source. 
—The Boston Daily Advertiser, allud- 
ing to the verdict of guilty, found by the 
Senate of North Carolina against Holden, 
anil his consequent removal from the 
Governor’s chair, very frankly says—“He 
is a man of such character that there is no 
reason to regret specially his downfall.” 
—The Democrats of CTT.meetieut are 
making a most vigorous campaign, with 
the determination to make a clean sweep 
of the Slate, and largely increase their 
majorities. Over fifteen hundred new 
voters wore made in Hartford in a few 
days. The election takes place April fid. 
—An investigation now going on before 
a committee of the Massachusetts Legis- 
lature, shows that the State Police is little 
better than a band ot robbers. Making 
sham seizures of liquor, and extorting 
money from dealers, appear to have been 
the main business of the body. 
—A daughter of Chief Justice Chase 
was married to Mr. Hoyt, of New York, 
last week, and the papers are full of the 
matter; but it’s of no particular conse- 
quence more than the marriage of any 
pretty girl. 
—At a democratic festival in New 
Hampshire, when they were short of a 
fiddler, Miss Blaisdell stepped forward, 
took the instrument and played the even- 
ing out in a manner to delight the soul of 
Old Rosin the Bow. Good girl. 
—Chili is reported to lie opposed to the 
annexation of San Domingo. Tt won’t be 
heeded, although it might have been 
in the case of Alaska. But San Domingo 
can’t be subjected to chilly influences. 
—We send with this issue an extra 
sheet containing the laws passed at the 
recent session ot the Legislature. There 
isn't much of them in bulk, and the quality 
corresponds to the amount. 
—The San Domingo Commissioners 
have arrived at Washington. Benjamin 
complains of the quality of the native 
rum out there. 
—The Governor and Council are inves- 
tigating the State Liquor Agency at Port- 
land. There are damaging reports about 
it. 
—One of our radical exchanges heads 
an article “There’s no hell,” and acts as 
though the editor believes it. 
Serious Accident. 
Rockland, Me., March 23. 
Mr. Josiah II. Paine, was severely in- 
jured by a premature explosion while 
blasting logs on Rankin Ilill in this city 
to-day. One hand was lacerated, and 
his face and eyes were so badly burned 
that he is in danger of losing his sight 
and perhaps his life. Two boys, sons of 
Messrs, Joseph Clark and Willard Cates 
who were standing by at the time of the 
accident, were also injured, the latter so 
badly that it was thought his sight might 
be wholly or partially destroyed. 
Letter From Boston. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Boston, March 27, 1871. 
THE SEMI-ANNUAL “LINE-GALE” 
was ushered into existence on the twenty- 
first of this month with due form and the 
usual ceremonies. The heavens wept all 
day over the event Not little, gentle, 
tremulous tears, such as course down 
childhood’s and beauty’s cheek when 
matters don’t go exactly right; but great, 
swollen, tumultuous, fast-descending 
drops, like those that relieve the long- 
pent sorrow of an anguished heart. It 
was as if the blue, matchless heaven was 
trying to wash away all the stains, crimes, 
miseries and shames that deface her fair 
sister earth. Old Boreas was also present 
at the celebration of this unhappy day, 
which always has shrieked his most dis- 
cordant notes into the sensitive ears of 
sensitive people, unblushingly lifted 
skirts in the most provoking manner, and 
without hesitation saucily blew the rain- 
drops into everybody’s face. lie's a jolly 
old fellow anyway, and when he goes out 
on a time generally stays, which accounts 
for the fact that he has been spreeing 
around the corners all the week since. 
SPRING ADVANCES, 
and the question is not ot political equali- 
ty. royalty, and republicanism, or the 
soul’s salvation; but, “what shall I 
wear?" In Boston, as elsewhere, the 
shop-keepers arc most obligingly ready 
to answer this most profound and puz- 
zling of all questions. They have won- 
derful acumen on the subject, and from 
their storehouses of knowledge, are smil- 
ingly willing to pour into your listening 
ear the desired information as to what is 
considered the most stylish, what will be 
best suited to your complexion, how 
many yards will be required of this, that 
and the other, and accommodatingly 
make change for any bill, however large, 
you may present. Jordan, Marsh & Co. 
lead the van in presenting the spring 
styles, for their customers’ inspection, 
having had their first spring opening on 
Wednesday last. Among the dress goods 
were some pretty new poplins of silk and 
wool for suits They were soft, shining, 
and in all colors, though the deep blue, 
and black and white, more generally pre- 
vails. In black and white they arc nar- 
rowly striped, or have the old, well 
known combination of pepper and salt. 
There was also a good display of hand- 
some moires and Irish poplins, which are 
to be revived for more stately occasions. 
In silks the new varieties contain the de- 
sired black and white, either in stripes or 
checks. Later in the season these will 
give place to colored silks, to be worn 
under while muslin. In all the new goods 
and spring suits one sees the attempt to 
revive me om lasmon oi two or more 
colors. and the old Quaker suits of brown 
and drab will not he considered a la 
mode, the coming season. In millinery 
there seems to be no abatement in the 
abundance of lace, dowers, feathers and 
ribbons used. Bonnets will be more gen- 
erally worn than for many years past. 
Indeed, it will be almost an indispensable 
article to every well-dressed lady. These 
will be of the gypsy shape, in different 
forms, and to the obliging Madame Julia 
we are indebted for their names. The 
Dora, the Woodbine, the Bohemian and 
the L.zzie. This latter will undoubtedly 
find favor, combining as it does round 
hat and bonnet, and by a simple arrange- 
ment of the strings and the manner of 
puttiig on may be worn for either. For 
fiats the matinee is the most desirable. 
It has a small round crown with flat 
drooping brim, a little narrower at the 
front and back. There are one or two 
varieties of turbans for those who consid- 
er them indispensable, but they w ill not 
be considered so stylish as the little round 
cottage hats and gypsys. All of these 
are to bo found in Leghorn, Chip and 
Queen’s braid, the two former being j 
most desirable. Trimmings will consist 
largely of lace, velvet, and flowers. A 
prevailing style will be to trim towards 
the back, with long streamers ot ribbon 
or round scarf of lace. Trimmings tor 
dresses will consist of scant ruffles, bound 
with some pretty contrasting color, or 
crossway bands of silk and velvet. Long 
overskirts and loose flowing sleeves still 
hold sway. Outside garments are found 
in the small, jaunty basques, or the pol- 
onaise, which comprises overskirt and 
sack. This latter garment, made in black 
silk, will be found very useful for slender 
purses, as they can and will be worn dur- 
ing the summer over white dresses and 
muslins. We didn’t come away from this 
vast establishment without following Mr. 
Duncan into the lady’s furnishing apart- 
ment, and taking a peep into the numer- 
ous dainty boxes that hold such wonder- 
ful collections of tucks, ruffles, laces, and 
embroideries, all of which we have no 
time to toll you about. But one new 
fashion that wrc saw deserves mention. It 
was a high-necked, long sleeved robe for 
an infant. Yes, the good dame is some- 
times sensible, and just now she says the 
babies’ necks and arms shall be covered 
up. The sleeves and high pointed yoke 
is a mass of tucks, puffs and insertions'. 
The skirt long and full. It may be either 
belted with ribbon or left loose and flow- 
ing. 
AMUSEMENTS. 
Last night inaugurated a succession of 
entertainments, in the shape of concerts 
and theatricals, that are to make the next 
two weeks in Boston very attractive to 
amusement seekers. The entertainment 
last evening was a grand sacred concert 
at the (iloho in aid of the French Fair, in 
which many of Boston’s favorite vocalists 
took part. A large and select orchestra 
was also in attendance. To-night wit- 
nesses the production of a new Comedy, 
entitled “Birth” at the Boston Museum, 
and a new dramatization of Charles 
Dickens Story of “No Thoroughfare,” at 
the Boston Theatre. This latter play will 
be offered under the title of L’Abrima, 
and is arranged by Mr. Fechter, who 
with Miss Be Clever), will take the princi- 
pal characters. Wallack, Barron, Mc- 
Clunnin and Mrs. Chnnfrau each take 
benefits during the week. Saturday and 
Sunday evenings wc are to have Nillson 
in the “Oratorios” of the “Messiah” and 
the “Creation." Next week brings the 
grand annual benelit of Mr. l’eck—the 
treasurer of Music Hall. This is always 
a] great event in Boston musical circles, 
as the very best musical talent is employ- 
ed. Clara Louise Kcllog, Annie Louise 
Cary, Miss Meligh, and Theodore 
Thomas’ orchestra are to be the attrac- 
tions this year. Mr. Thomas and Miss 
Meligh will also give a concert during 
the week. The last of the Harvard Sym- 
phony Concerts took place on Thursday 
of this past week. 
VARIOUS ITEMS. 
A colony of one tnousand persons are 
soon to start from Boston and vicinity 
for the distant State of Colorado. 
The price of admission to the French ] 
fair is fixed at fifty cents, and prizes are I 
iffered to persons selling one, two, five I 
ind ten hundred tickets. A paper will 1 
ie printed in connection witli the Fair, to 
je called the Balloon. 
The malice of a woman has brought 
he Young Woman's Apprentice Associa- 
ted! to an untimely end, and the mourn- 
ers go about the streets. 
Extensive preparations for Easter are 
joing forward. Many of the Protestant 
is well as Catholic churches will be hand- 
somely decorated. One enterprising 
Elorist already has orders for twelve 
hundred bouquets, besides a large num- 
ber of other decorations. A cross made 
for the St. James Church during the cele- 
bration of the “Forty Hours Devotion,1' 
was thirteen feet in length, composed of 
heath, white carnations, callus, and one 
thousand rosebuds. 
A new style of advertising is to give j 
open air exhibitions oi steroseopic views. 
Every other picture is a tablet bearing 
the advertisement o! a firm. 1’kri 11:. 
Letter From Rockland. 
CorrospondPiice of the Journal. 
Kockt.and, March 27. ls71. 
Our season of muil has commenced unusually 
early this spring. Yet, notwithstanding the 
traveling is unusually had for this season, our 
citizens have become »o accustomed to it, that 
it very little retards their progress or business. 
The lime kilns, which noware mostly Jin tho 
hands of the Cobb Lime Company, are all on 
fire, turning out large quantities of lime, ami 
the large fleet of lime coasters, which have been 
hauled up at the wharves during the winter, i 
are now bending their sails, and taking in « ar- 
goes. 
The Cobb Lime Company, notwithstanding 
the repeal of its charter, has organized umi«T 
the general statute, which provides for the oi- 
ganization of corporations for manufacturing 
purposes, and is 'going on swiminglv. We 
have yet seen no very disastrous results since 
its organization. 
The March Term of the Supreme Judicial 
Court for this county, closed its session here on j 
Friday last, Judge Kent presiding. Very little ! 
business was done during the term, and but i 
few cases disposed of. Only one ea>c was sub ; 
initted to a jury, and in that no verdict wa* i 
rendered. 
The Masonic fraternity of this city received 
from the Legislature, the past winter, a charter 
to build a Masonic Temple, and I am informed 
that sufficient money to build the same ha> 
been already subscribed, and a lot of land on 
which to build the same has been purchased. 
On Saturday evening last, on a call of the 
Mayor, a meeting of the citizens was held at 
the City Hall, to take into consideration the 
matter of building a large public hall in con- 
nection with the Masonic building: but no 
definite action was taken. Ilowever, it is to be 
hoped that some such arrangement will !••• 
made, as we are now without a hall in b by 
of any considerable size. 
The season opens with a better prompt <-l <>f \ 
business, than the past; and though tin* pro.— ! 
pect for shipping is no brighter, still quite a 
number of our citizens are preparing t.. Sudd 
vessels during the coming summer. 
me new city government nas neen organ1./.i *1 
and the ever troublesome subject of -nvcG au i 
street commissioners is now un«l< r oon>i«l ra- 
tion. It is a matter of fact that thi- ity nv- 
pends more money every year on its stress 
and highways, than any other town or city in 
the State, and yet they are hardly pa—abf at 
any season ot the year, owing to the gn at 
amount of heavy teaming. It is to be hop“d. 
but hardly to be expected, that some method 
may be devised by our city government, where- 
by permanent improvement may be made in 
the matter of road building. 
Messrs. Webber &■ Ilall, of this city, and Mr. 
Mayo, of South Thomaston, have purchased the 
old Sears estate, at theBrook (so called) in this 
city, and are erecting a Steam Mill, to be used 
for the purpose of manufacturing hogshead 
staves, and as a grist mill. Great complaint i- 
made by owners of real estate on Main rdreet, 
in that vicinity, that thqfe is no established 
gPrt'lo r»rtV»r» sfront 01.1 Mvim;- vvlili \vi>tl to i*IVCt 
brick buildings are deterred from doing so for 
that reason. N'omev. 
The Portland Advertiser says: "The Belfast 
Journal has tile best Boston correspondent of 
any paper in this part of the country, but we 
eoutd never quite make up our mind whether 
‘Percic’ was man or woman." We endorse the 
Advertiser’s opinion. [Lewiston Journal. 
As much curiosity lias been manifested 
to learn something concerning tlm writer 
of the letters alluded to, wo will state that 
they are from the pen of Miss Melvina 
A. Patterson, of Stockton, now resident in 
Boston. She is a young lady ot decided 
ability, whose name, we predict, will be- 
come more widely known in the world of 
literature. Her letters are much admir- 
ed and extensively copied by the papers 
of other states. The letter in which she 
described the Musical Jubilee was the 
best that fell under our observation. Mr. 
Gilmore solicited a copy to be incorpora- 
ted into his history of the event, which is 
about to be published. 
A Proclamation and a Message. 
The following Message was on the :14th 
sent to Congress— 
The condition of affairs now existing in some 
States of the Union, renders life and property 
insecure, and the carrying of mails and the col- 
lection of revenue dangerous. The proof that 
such a state of affairs exist in some localities is 
now before the Senate. That power to correct 
these evils is beyond the control of the State 
authorities 1 uo hot doubt. That the power of 
the executive of the United States, acting with- 
in tile limits of existing laws, is sufficient for 
present emergencies is not dear; therefore I 
urgently reccommend such legislation as in the 
judgment of Congress shall effectually sorur-' 
‘life, liberty and property in all part- ..! <h ■ 
United States. It may bo expedient to provtd. 
that such law as shall he passed in pursuan.. 
tiie recommendations, shall expire at the end I 
the next session of Congress. There is no 
other subject on which I will recommend legis- 
lation during the present session. 
U. S. Grant. 
Subsequently the following proclama- 
tion was made public— 
Flv the President of the United States ot 
America: i 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas, it is provided in the Constitution of 
the United States that the United States shall 
protect every State in this Union on the applica- 
tion of the Legislature, or of the Executive, 
when the Legislature cannot he convened, 
against domestic violence; and, 
Whereas, it is provided in the laws of tie 1 
United States that in all cases of insurrection in 
any State, or obstruction to the laws thereof, ;t j 
shall be lawful for the President of the United j 
States, on the application of the Legislature. «»t 
such State or Executive, when the LegLyiiun 
cannot be convened, to call forth the militia "f 
any State or States, or employ such part of the 
land or naval forces as shall be judged necessary I 
for “the purpose of suppressing such insurrec- 
tion, or causing the laws to be duly • xeeiilol : 
and, ! 
Whereas, I have received information that 
combinations of armed men. unauthorized y 
law, are now disturbing the peace and safety "t 
the State of South Carolina ami committing :i«-s 
of violence in the said State, of a character and 
to an extent which rentier the power ot th< 
State and its officers unequal to the task of pro- 
tecting life and property, and securing public ( 
order therein; and. 
Whereas, the Legislature ot said Mate is m> 
In session, and cannot be convened in time to 
meet the present emergency, and the Executive 
of said State has therefore made application to 
me for such part of the military forces of the 
United States as may be necessary and adequate 
to protect said State and the citizens thereof 
against the domestic violence herein-before 
mentioned, and enforce the due execution of the 
laws; and, 
Whereas, the laws of the United States re- 
quire that whenever it may he necessary, in the 
judgement of the President, to use military 
foree for the purpose aforesaid, he shall forth- 
with issue a proclamation to command such in- 
surgents to disperse and to retire peaceably to 
their respective abodes within a limited time, 
now, therefore, I, Ulysses S. G rant, President 
of the United States, do hereby command the 
persons composing the unlawful combinations 
aforesaid, to disperse and retire peaceably t>‘ 
their respective abodes within twenty days 
from this date. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 
hand and caused the seal of the United Mates 
to be affixed. Done at the city of Washington, 
this the 24th day of March, in the year of our 
Lord eighteen hundred and seveuty-one, and ol 
the independence of the United Statesi the nmety- 
8fth. fSigned) U. 8. GRANT. 
Bv the President: 
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of state. 
Generalities. 
Miss Lucy J. Henry received some fifty votes 
mi came neur b^ing elected one of the S. S. 
ominituc Ilf Brouksville at the last annual 
aceting. 
All the ludi«-s of Cincinnati arc sayinja? ”D, 
ny 1” oy. r ;i female infant born in that city on 
iVednesihty. and weighing precisely one and 
lalf pounds at its birth. 
A Cincinnati paper tells of a charitable man 
n that city who keeps a pair of dogs chained to 
nis front door, so that poor people who stop 
‘to get a bite," can be accommodated without 
aking the trouble t«» go into the house, 
The X. Y. Post tells tie- Republicans it is the 
luty of the party to settle the Southern ditlicul- 
ies. not to magnify them. 
Sloop Manhattan lias been condemned in 
Slew York for smuggling. She had a coasting 
in n-r ind would go beyond Sandy Hook, meet 
British Vi'-M'l, take a cargo of liquors, Ac., 
utd return md discharge unsuspected. 
Some years ago a man bought apiece of land 
n Chicago, for $15 and ajumle. He sold it, and 
s now not worth a cent, while the hind is worth 
$1,000,000. 
lion. Samuel II. Blake of Bangor, whose 
erm a- railroad commissioner expires May 2, 
ias been re-appointed for another term by the 
governor and council. 
If you want toplca-ca newspaperman, learn 
.he art of making a long story short before ■••til- 
ing upon him. 
Hie late war lias proved fatal to many of the 
i-o-operuti\• societies in Germany which were 
reported about a year ago to be in such a pros- 
perous condition. Their I >-ve- have been ex- 
ceedingly heavy, and not a few of them are in- 
solvent. 
Boston papers tells of a Maine man, who 
went into the wilderness, and took what he 
supposed to be his compass, but found, when 
he needed its guidance, he had taken his wife’s 
daguerreotype. It brought him out all right. 
The Journal says that a French woman in 
Lewiston, who keeps a fish market, received 
some splendid pickerel, four pounders, the 
other day. she lost nil knowledge of the 
English langurge, however, when she was 
asked wher- they came from, and the only 
answer inquirers received was "No speak 
Inglis.” 
The Albany L iw Journal has this quip : 
Wliv is a grant of real estate more valid if made 
on Sunday? Ueeause the better the day, the 
better the deed. 
Augusta, Me., Mar- li 25. The amusement 
Hall at the National Military Asylum was 
burned this morning at about two o’clock. 
The lire took about the >tago. Loss about 
$*25,000. 
Grace Ross, daughter >f Hugh Ross. Esq., 
of Bangor, recently returned from Germany, 
has been offered a $10,000 engagement by the 
Dresden iGerman) opera Co. 
A deacon in Illinois objected to the organ 
purchased by his church, and when called upon 
to close the s.-rvi, ■ with praver said : “Gall on 
the machine’ If it can sing the glory of God it 
can pray too Gall on the machine!” 
A. F. < 'll uabcrlain, of Ke.u N 11 hie hi 
his possession tie* gun whi< h, ;a the hands of 
his great-grandfather. Jo-cph < h-unberlain, 
killed Patigus, tin* lndi m ■•hi' I. 
A saloon in Kansas < ity display-, the follow 
ing in large letters: "M*ct friendly; drink 
moderately; pay on li\ ■ •••> part | <-a* abl\ 
c all again often." 
Mr. Squares, of Kentucky, escorted a girl to a 
fair; the next day she began a $15,000 breach of 
promise suit against him. He makes the girls 
*ign a pa| •cr releasing him from all responsibili- 
ty before he takes them anywhere, now. 
The Boston l’< V tells of a man in Tp v “who 
left a So'irding house just because a rat bit off 
hi- ear. When people get that particular about 
tritles, they ought to quit boarding and go to 
keeping house.** 
A Mobil" paper i> indignant at a contempora- 
ry !•" announcing that “Mobile is the fourth 
coffee poi :n tie country." Investigation prov- 
ed < itton port" was meant, but the thing got 
mixed ^ 
A beautiful little maiden in Nashville dis- 
courage.i h--; lover until lie lost bot.li legs by an 
accident, wie-u stm married him without a mur- 
mur. Wasn’t that like womant 
Having !- >t the tirst wife by suicidal hanging. 
Mr. -I M ir’ow N. II.. married her sister, 
and last week she Po:owed in the footsteps >f 
her predec"SM»r. L>n*-s thinks hanging i> 
hereditary in that family, and is courting a 
young woman in an adjoining county. 
The government is about to erect a new build- 
ing for a eiis'otn house r M ichi-t-. 
A n-public-m in (Quincy ,1 iI., who h< urd the tu- 
iniiltiiousjrejo icings of tin- democrats over their 
unexpected victory. :it last turned appealingly 
to on-- of tli.'tn and .-he I. --Where i- New 
Hamfisliire. .anyhow ?' 
The Messrs. I.. "i caught ;i iti:i p cm 'roil', 
in the water pi! of' i!i. ir pap.-l- mill -it Sk'.whe- 
gan. 
r .XV Ittiinrs, ;i t, ,y ,*f i X t e 11, had 111' fo( t 
sawed of! in a Gardiner saw-mill. 
That was a funny question asked in a United 
State' Uourl in < 'ineinna; i, tin-otlier day, bv a 
juror who had just help.-. I to find a man guilty 
of receiving brib.-s ;i> < J >v* rnim nt otiieer. 
He wanted to know it President Grant could 
not be indicted and tried tor the'aim; offmi.-*-' 
The negro, Lloyd Brittain, who was hung at 
Williamsport, Pa., died with a laugh and a lie 
on his month. He hud slaughtered a German 
for attentions to his sweetheart. Ife was also 
pious. 
Mr l>ani»-l Bos.*, .i *>f the nm-t prominent 
physicians in Knox .-ounty, died at his rc.si- 
idenee in I nomaston oil Tuesday. He received 
his medical degree at t h* Maine lm-dical school. 
Bow.!*i n College, in 1*37. He was president 
of the Stat. senate in 1 and land agent ill 
i. He was in practice at Thomaston 
for thirty-four years. 
Mr. Weston is in luck more wavs than one, 
for it 'eems that his worthy lady honors him 
as much as the people. \ any rate, tie had a 
tell pound family addition last night, the loth. 
We understand that the Demoeraii> ranks will 
be augmented in twenty-one years thereby. 
"It never rains but. it pours." [Concord 
Patriot. 
The wind blows with "ii<-Ii force in Colorado 
that vvlit'ii a man !os*s his hat lie has to tele- 
graph to tie- next station to have smile one stop 
it. 
Tie- Hon. Frank .Lutes of Portsmouth, has 
presented one of his big oxen, weighing ‘200o 
pounds, to the city of Manchester, as a reward 
tor Weston’s triumph in that city. It is eon 
ditionally presented,—vi/... that a grand bar- 
becue shall be had at an early day. 
A correspondent it II ksport writes that 
stepmother in tint town heat a little child so 
badly that it ran awuvto a relative in Orland. 
A re.--lit meteor in X-w York was large 
enough to. tsf well defined shadows. 
Tin* saw mill .-! G.-orge 1'stes, in China, was 
burned on Wednesday night. The gate was 
i- f'f in 'in h a manner that it got started up in 
the night, and letting tin* vv Per oil the wheel 
th mill w:h set running, and aught tire from 
II I. t ion L >" *300. 
V youngster, while perusing a chapter m 
Genesis, turning to his mother inquir* 1 it the 
people in those days used to do 'iinis on the 
ground. It was discovered that he had hern 
reading the passage. “And tile sons of men 
multiplied upon the face of the earth.” 
Book Notict‘9. 
The Library ok I’oklry \m> Sono. At- 
tention is called to the advertisement of agents 
wanted for the sale of this new and elegant 
work. We have not seen the book. hut there 
is every reason to believe that it is one of the 
most elegant, and useful works that has of late 
issued from the pr* ^. I >: iiam ot William 
Cullen Bryant is enough to give it a passport 
with every one who appreciates true poetry. 
A hook compiled and arranged bv him will have 
no mistakes of taste or selection Henry Ward 
Beecher, in the Christian i'nion, thus notices 
the work— 
“The ‘Library >f Poetry and Song’ is excep- 
tionally excellent in its mechanical features; 
hut while its shapely tavo pug-, beautiful 
paper, and line ivd-iine margin instantly at- 
tract the eye, the really meritorious character- 
istic of the hook lies, where ir ought to lie, in 
the choice and wisdom of its selections. To us 
iht- opportunities tor criticism seems singularly' 
few. Throughout the hook one feels that, 
though Mi. Bv rant may not have been absolute 
in hi-* editorial supervision, vet much of it' 
sy mmetry and catholicity of choice is due to 
his watchful eye. The introduction is wholly 
his. and we do not remember any paper which, 
in so condensed a space, ever handle the »pies- 
ti"ii of poetry in its popular hearing, or sum- 
med up the relations of the different poet-schools 
with greater force, or in '■> happy a tbrm. as 
does this prelusive essay of Mr. Bryant.” 
The Laws ok Heu.ih i\ Kki vuon m 
THE Hem v Form. By lb U. Brin ton, M. 
1>. Published hv W. d. Holland, Springfield. 
As it is more especially the business of the 
ladies to make thcin'.-.’ves beautiful and at- 
tractive, this book i' intended for their use, al- 
though it contains much that may he of value 
to either sex It trats of rules tor preserving 
health by die*, v. iciso, A for keeping the 
symmetry •»: body which nature gives and 
habit so ''bcu detonns, for preserving skin, 
hair, teeth, eyes, Ac. The secrets of the toilet, 
»f cosmetics, washes, A are all treated of, 
md mu di excellent and valuable advice given. 
Recipes tor the hair preparations so common 
m the market are given, as well as hundreds 
■>f others that have value, if any such have. 
The hook is handsomely printed and bound, and 
contains about 350 pages. Mrs. Kalish has re- 
ceived the agency for this vicinity, and will 
>ffer the book to the ladies of Belfast. 
Local Items, A c. 
Mews of the County and City. 
o in,, -.him. On Monday morning 
\\ a i --ii A. Moore, a well known busi- 
i:i.in of our city, committed suicide by eut- 
his throat in his store on I’heni.v Row. 
Mi. O'i us Pax is. who had just opened the ad- 
1 iiiii/? store o! Mr. AVells. separated only bv 
wooden partition. heard the groans as of some 
ic in distress, and made some search about 
I he hack door, but was unable to dbeowr any- 
thing. lb went to his breakfast and oil re- 
turning, in about half tin hour, discovered that 
Mi Moore's stoi h :■ 1 In i. opened, the shutters 
ik< n d »\\ an it' do l". ked on tlie inside. 
I H !<■ h all • lit: :111 '« sonic of tin lieigll- 
o-- ‘>roke '-I iin d-> >i 11 icy found Mr. Aloorc 
11 the do*.] at tin' icar of the store, with a 
i; iM-. c.a-h in lib throat and <juite detul. AVe 
Hi ide ii '.v a in >u at ion of the body and surround- 
dies soon after the discovery. The deceased 
h id gone fibout th act in the most systematic 
lo.nnet. Hi coat. \ est and collar were removed. 
A -oking glass stood upon a dry goods box. 
mmg against the wall, and beside it was a 
H He had videnllv stood before the glass 
oi 1 o'lei to see in -t how to cut, and the jets of 
..I h-'d covered the glass, the wall and box 
" ith i'-d '■patter* of gore. Falling to the floor, 
T LI -od had poured out, and covered the 
■ard> hi great pools. He lay upon his face, 
" ith the sleeves and front ot hb slurt saturated 
'. oh gore. The razor was found by his side. 
Hi' gash 111 the throat severed the jugular vein 
od windpipe, so that death was immediate. 
•u'oHi‘i p.>orsummoned a jun of impiest. e(>m 
■lol tic following il'/.i-ns: John (i. Brooks, 
'I H. .John-m, ,1 r.. I! ram (’base, T. \V. 
b tin I ico. 1 AVhite. <’yru- Patterson, 
Albert Small and A-a A. Howes. They re- 
amed a verdict ot death by suicide. 
Ah's. Moore says she had observed nothing 
mistial iu her husband's appearance of late, 
ei ther than that he seemed slightly ill, and ate 
paringly. Before leaving the house on the 
Oal morning, she noticed that he took his razor 
emu its usual place ami put it in hb pocket, 
-at the act excited no suspicions cm her part. 
Mr. Aloorc was a native of Searsmonf, fortv- 
iiio years of age, had been resident :n this city 
■•lit twenty-live years, and was a brother of 
I".- late Geo. B. Aloorc, formerly editor of this 
1 a He wa- eccentric in his ways, 
onetime- to a degree amounting to insanity, 1 
Jcl a result of thb kind had been feared by his j 
lends, lie leaves two children. 
WiiKki.'s Tmiman- That's the inquiry 
hat goes torth Iron: numerous individuals in 
it\ an-1 the region round about. Some 
eks ago a in.r voting man who presented his 
Mr. Then Totman, dealer in fish and 
visions ai t^uiney. Mass., put in an appear- 
h,-re, in search of eggs and smelts. lie 
gotiated with Anson K. Durham, Frank 
A hitmore. F.lwell. and others for regular sup- 
*’v "t th*i'1.’ « oinmodities, which were duly 
a warded i«> steamer. IF also arranged m 
her lot alities. In short his appetite for eggs 
md smelts was enormous. It was soon noticed, ^ 
imwevci. that there was no corresponding flow I 
a greenback' in response Ij the stream of lish i 
■ 1 eggs that was sent westward. The dealers 1 
onldn't eggs-a.-tly understand it. Thetransae- | 
'on seemed fishy—it smelt of smelts. The 
hatlers have waited. 1.' these many days, and 
here is n«> satisfactory response t<> the inquiry 
— •Where’s TotmanV’’ 
1’. S. Since the above was put in type, the 
piestion lias been answered. The police cap- 
ured him, and lie is in jail, charged with 
windling. Parties can now tell better where 
“find Totman than where to look for their 
•ggs and smelts. 
Joseph Hasty, who, during the building of 
»nr railroad was familiarly known as “Big • who weighed some over ;Un l!»>. avoirdu- 
ba> gone to the land of hi-, fathers, lie 
w as formerly quite a prominent man. but pole- 
id proved bis deadly enemy. [Prog. Age. 
I he above is iii F-.dta-t-'. Poor doe served 
■ ui railroad company faithfully. ready to lend 
i-o'siFle e .■ -v a1 a;i tiin• -. lie wa- a man 
•t inti !!ig«-n.-e and education, wb was never 
• u-ed o: a dishonorable act. Ii is wrong to 
advantage of bis friendless death to east 
■! jests upon hi' grave. If “pole.•at,” was 
deadly enemy in lifc.be ought now to be 
d '»'< d the attentions of the family. 
"M>\\ ^ldJiM. W|„ ...., .] |li.> |i«>n-tike 
n Monday7. A furious 
uorth-i a>t slonn raged all day. depositing about 
a to.,t of snow, mu li drifted. The trains on 
the railroad made their regular trips, but the 
"tearners were eompelled to make harbors. The 
amhridge lay in Koekland until Tuesday 
morning. The <’iiv ol Richmond did not leave 
Portland until six lock Tuesdav morning. 
She brought a very la aw freight. 
"’e i( nrn from Mr it. ", Rich of Thorndike, 
tiiat iln buildings of Amos Whitney ol that 
I * were destroyed by lire on Tuesday night. 
A Fart of the furniture was saved, but the house. 
ww,,d shod, grainery and hay barn, together 
wall a mowing machine, a horse, some hogs 
I provisions were desroyed. The fire origi- 
•.t-d in a defective chimney. Loss about 
Insured for si too. 
1 here will be a xx ial gathering in the Me- 
thodist Vestry. Wednesday ey» ning. April Ath, 
t“«* the benefit of Rev. L. P. French, whose 
third v.*ar with the six-iriv will soon close. A 
general invitation to all is extended. 
Ar meeting of the I’nitar an Parish, on Sun- 
A last, it was agreed to raise a fund of $1.j00 
Ib v. Dr. Palfrey, of which siOOO was sub- 
ribed on the spot. K wa> also voted that he 
.... v the parsonage for the present. No ac- 
ion was taken in rest eet to a successor. 
11 A, l’urker did not sell his interest in the 
lery stable to .Mr. Soutbwortli, ns reported, 
•bat bargain was reconsidered, ami the sale 
made to Charles 11. Mitchell. Mr. Parker n- 
tains his interest in the Stage Company. He is 
"<>w hi negotiation for lie- Bay View House, at 
atnden. 
'Hie Prog. Age, after noticing Mrs. Liver* 
lecture, and wresiling with the woman's 
ights agitation through a full column, comes to 
this eonclusion— 
It will tend to show women what they can 
'heir ambition: make them more 
1 ll-rchant. and tic them to "go it alone" if they not find a good clianc" to do otherwise. 
Among some smuggled goods advertised to lie 
•id hv the Collector of Customs in this city is 
lot ol Starch. Hadn't it better he kept to 
•diffen up the party? 
I he sender of the sonnet and accompanying 
suggestion can get an answer on personal ap- 
lication at this office. V'e don’t, care to print 
it. 
The dog population of Bedfast is entirely too 
large. The oily government ought to enforce 
I he dog tax. 
Short Carr. "Now is the winter of our 
discontent” March 28th with S inches of snow. 
...A gentleman in this city, recently from 
Nevada, says the nearest the Germans th?re can 
net at our “how is that for high?” is by saying 
"how high up ish dat?".Last week the wild 
geese, crows and robins put in an appearance. 
Has any one beard the bull toads warble yet? 
.1. C. Whitten closed the season Friday 
night with a social dance. We dropped in 
aw bib*, and only regretted that we had not on 
in' good clothes, Unit we might have taken a 
Imp when he gave them “Walking down Broad- 
way, as only Jerry can do it.We saw a 
number of equestrian gentlemen out the other 
morning before the dew was oif the grass, so to 
speak, taking an airing. They gave”* very fine 
representation of John Gilpin's famous ride 
...We have seldom seen anything more- 
touching than the following lines from a Mas 
sachusetts paper, appended to the death of a 
child— 
“Sweet Nelly she has gone to live 
In mansions in the sky, 
And sings as smiles plav o'er her face, 
Oh how is this for high'?" 
.The ladies of tiic Unitarian Sewing Society 
contemplate having a sociable at Hayford Hall. 
.F1-v 'be way, a few drops of oil in the hinges 
“f the hall doors would slop a good large squeak 
" Inch is rattier annoying when there is a lecture 
or concert.Gorham rings us out of our 
little bed at seven now. Those who imagine 
they are slumbering till half past seven err 
"Hilly.The school houses are undergoing 
some repairs.Hamlin the “figurative” man 
bus been showing his skill at the ball this week. 
.There are to be two new camps built at the 
ponds this spring. Country residences arc be- 
coming quite fashionable witii oursporting men. 
1 lie steamer Alliance, having been repaired, 
will be upon the route this week. 
The central school district voted to raise $1200 
tlii> year, against $2000 the last, and re-elected 
M. 1*. Woodcock agent. 
< >ur subscribers in Jackson will get their pa- 
pers regularly on Thursday hereafter, we think. 
The wash-mit <>u the railroad was repaired so 
that trains passed on Wednesday the 22d, and 
have since been running regularly. 
Town! Election. 
Noiu.khoro. Moderator, James Hodgkins; 
| T..vvii Clerk, T. G. Pillsbury; T. G. rillsbury, 
1 >avid Geiithncrjjand Samuel Oliver, Selectmen, 
Assessors and Overseers of the Poor; Theron 
II. Uollin.s, Treasurer, Albion K. Engley; 
S. School Committee. 
Morrill. The town officers elected in Mor- 
rill for the ensuing year are as follows—Moder- 
ator, J. K. Paul; Clerk, Barak E. Hatch; Select- 
men Air., James Mears, Robert Cushman, Silas 
storer; School Committee, Albert Currier, 
dames M. Colson; Collector and Constable, 
Thomas Storer. 
Belfast Police Court. 
Reported for the Journal. 
Mary Dining an elderly matron, resident of 
Bangor, charged with stealing two vests and a 
pair of sheets from Pataick Kilby, which she 
tore up and sold for paper-rags to procure 
money to buy rum. Sentenced to thirty days 
in the County jail. This is the same woman, 
who the past winter has beeuexciting the sym- 
pathies of the benovelent of our city in her be- 
half, at one time stating that she lived in Monroe, 
and was very much suffering for the want of a 
stovt—at another, that she had four children 
suffering for necessary clothing. 
Governor Holden Found Guilty. 
Raleigh, N. (;., March 22. 
The Senate sitting as a high court of im- 
peachment to-day voted on eight of the 
articles prepared by the House against 
Governor Holden, and found him guilty 
by more than the requisite two-thirds vote 
on all except the first two. 
An order was then passed removing 
Gov. Holden from ollice and disqualify- 
ing him from holding any ollice of profit 
or honor in the State. On this order the 
vote stood 3d in the affirmative and 13 in j 
the negative. All the Senators were pres- j 
ent except one republican. The complex- 
ion of the Senate is 3d conservatives and ; 
It republicans. 
An acquaintance called on the President, 
the other day, and, the conversation turn- 
ing on Sumner, Grant said : “lie says I 
don’t know anything. 1 know we have 
been licked like the devil in New Hamp- 
shire by his conduct.” [(’in Enp. 
A countryman in Albany lent a court- 
eous and urbane gentleman $SJ0 to do 
some business in the bank, and stood 
watching the door till he should come out. 
His business must have required time as 
well as money, lor he hasn’t come out 
yet. 
A Grateful Acknowledgement, a. J. 
Charlock, a printer in the office of the Ohio 
Weekly Clarion, writes to the proprietors of the 
Plantation Bitters as follows: “Three 
months ago T was the mere shadow of a man, 
and so debilitated that mv limbs shook under 
me while at work. The compositor at the next 
case said to me one day, ‘Andrew, you need a 
tonic; that’s what’s the matter; and there’s no 
tome that wax ever got up equal to Planta- 
tion Bitiers. Try ’em. I have ‘tried’em,’ 
and you are at liberty to state (referring to me 
for confirmation) that they have restored my 
health, and, I believe, saved my life.” 
Extracts—“I consider Fellow’s Com- 
pound Syrup of IIypopiiospiiites superior 
to any similar preparation yet offered to the 
public. 
“('HANDLER CRANE. M. !>., Halifax, 
N. S.” 
“It is a really good medicine, well adapted to 
build up the system and impart vigor of body 
and mind.”—From the St. John. N. B., Jour- 
nal, Tlh Dee., ISUS. 
More than forty years have elapsed since 
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment was first invent- 
ed, during which time hundreds of thousands 
have been benelitted by its use. Probably no 
article ever become so universally popular with 
all classes as Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. 
Pills which contain antimony, quinine, and 
calomel, should be avoided, as severe griping 
pains would be their only result. The safest, 
surest, and best pills tire Parsons' Purgative i 
or Anti-Bilious Dills. 
Renne’s Pain-Ivilling Magic Oil is an excellent 
remedy for toothache, headache, and many 
other kinds of pain. All our readers woul l do ! 
themxelves a great favor by keeping it on hand 
for use, and set' how quick ten or a dozen drops 
will cure cholic pains, given to your children. 
Dr. A. K. Wing of Auburn Me., is a scholar j 
■>f until ing industry, and rare medical genious. j Nix medicines have won great popularity. 
t TT"A profuse and many times excessively j 
offensive discharge from the nose, with “stop- 
ping up” of the nose at times, impairment of 
the sense of smell and taste, watering or weak 
eyes, impaired hearing, irregular appetite, oc- 
casional nausea, pressure and pain over the 
eyes, and at times in the back of the head, occa- 
sional chilly sensations, cold feet, and a feeling 
of lassitude and debility are symptoms which 
are common to Catarrh,'yet all of them are not 
present in every case. Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Rem- 
edy cures Catarrh in its worst forms and 
stages. It is pleasant to use, and contains no 
poisonous or caustic drugs. Sent by mail on 
receipt of sixty cents. Address R. V. Pierce, 
l”*d Senaea Street, Buffalo, N. Y. Sold bv drug- 
| gists. 
For Neuralgia. Immeasurably the best 
known cure for neuralgia, rheumatic pains, 
h'-adar'hes and ailments of that nature, that has 
yet been brought to public notice, is Briggs’ 
AJlevantor. This valuable compound is pre- 
pared by Dr. J. Briggs, the celebrated chiropo- 
dist, and like his corn curative is an undoubted 
sueesss. 
Pipes! Dp. J. Briggs’ unrivalled Pile Rem- 
edy is mild, soothing and reliable for Internal, 
External, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It af- 
fords immediate relief and rapidly cures the 
most distressing eases, except those requiring 
surgical operation. 
Few individuals are aware that the deseases 
of the feet, if not fatal to one's life are eertainlv 
as annoying as can be, and the remedy is sim- 
ple and sure; the corn, bunion, or inverted nail 
must be skilfully and carefully treated, and the 
pain entirely ceases* The best way to obtain 
this relief is to burchase a box of Briggs’ Alle- 
viator or Curative, can be obtained at any drug- 
gist store. Sold by Richard H. Moody, S. A. 
Howes & Co. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsport, 
Roberts A Ilichborn, Stockton. Mudgett it 
Sibly, Prospect, J. W. Lonev, Frankfort, and 
all druggists generally. 
Skins of the Zodiac. A philosopher in 
the West, grown iuto admiration of the Cherry 
pectoral, writes Dr. Ayer for instructions un- 
der which sign lie shall he bled, which blister- 
ed, and which vomited, and under which he 
shall take Ayer’s Pills for an affection of the 
liver: also under which sign his wife should 
commence to take the Sarsaparilla for her ail- 
ment. He adds that he already knows how to 
wean his calves under Taurus, change liis pigs 
in Scorpio, cut his hair in Aries, and soak his 
feet in Pisces or Aquarius as their condition re- 
quires. 
.Schoolmasters, start for Wisconsin, and vis- 
it Mr. Ham when you get there. [Lowell 
Daily News. im32 
Sf.a .Moss Fakink from pure Irish Moss for 
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac, Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deli- 
cious food in the world. 
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET. 
Monday, March 27, 1871. 
BUTTER—We quote strictly fine butter, of which there it very little offering, at 39a42c per lb; prime lots ot New York and|Vermont butter at 32u34c; lair 
to good do at 25a30c: Canada 23a2Gc for fair to choice 
lots; Western roll at 22a25c per lb. 
CHEESE—We quote fine and fancy factories at 
10al7c per lb; good and choice do 14al5c; fine daries 
HalGc; good do 12c; common and fair do 8al0c. 
EGGS—The market is steady at 20a21c for Eastern; 
18a20c for Western, and 17al8c per dozen lor 
Southern. 
BEANS—We quote choice hand-picked mediums 
$2 60 per bush; common do at $1 75a2 00 per bush; 
yellow eyes at $3 12; choice hand-picked pea beans 
$3 00; common $2a2 50 per bush. 
GRASS SEEES—We quote jobbers’ prices as fol- 
lows :—Red Top $0 50a7; Herd Grass $6 75a7 per 
bush; Clover growth of New York State, 131*2al4c; do Western 12al2 l-2c. 
POTATOES—The market is not brisk, but there is a moderate demand for good lots of Jackson 
Whites at $1 15al 20 per bush. 
H AY-We quote choice Northern and Eastern hay at $*28a29 per ton and New York $27a28; common hay sells at $20a22,and Straw at $90 per ton. 
UELE.UT PRICE) CURRENT. 
I'orreded Weekly for the Jourtuil. 
Belfast, Wednesday. March 22. 1871. 
i' lour, jfs.uotoll.00 | Corn Meal, 1.05to0.00 
Kye Meal, l.25too.00 
Kye, 1.00 to 0.00 
Corn, 1.05 to 0.00 
Barley, 05 to 70 
Beans, 2.00 to 2.75 
Marrowfat Peas.l.OOto 1.25; 
Oats, 55 to 001 
Potatoes, 1.00 to 0.00 
Dried Apples, 8 to 00 
Cooking, do. 75 to 1.00! 
Butter, 33 to 35 
Cheese, 20 to 00 
Kggs, 18 to 00; Lard, 17 to 00 
Beef, 8 to 10 
Ap’ls, Baldwin, 1.25 to 1.50;! Veal, fito 8! 
Dry Cod, fito 8, 
Round Hog, 10 to 11 
Dlear S’t Pork$22 to 24 
Mutton per lb. 6 to 8 
Lamb Der lb. 7 tn y 
30 
25 
00 
18 
22 
00 
42 
Palled 40 to oo 
Hides, 7 to 00 
Call Skins, 10 2-3 to 00 
SheepSkins 1.00 to $2 
Wood, hard,$5.50 to 0.00 
Wood, soft, $4.00 to 00 
Dry Pollock, 4 to 5 
Straw, $8 to lo 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Ask for Dr. Clarke’s Skerry Wine Bitters. 
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. 
Clarke is upon the label of each bottle. No other 
is genuine. They arepuerly vegetable and will not 
intoxicate. tfsp 
Consumption, 
ITS CT7BE AND ITS PREVENTIVE, 
By J. H. SCHENCK. M. D. 
Many a human being lias passed away, for whose death 
there was no other reason than the neglect of known 
and indisputably proved means of cure. Those near and 
dear to family and friends are sleeping the dreamless 
slumber into which, had they calmly adopted 
DU. JOSCfi'15 £1. SCTI EM'M'S .MNPLE 
TREATMENT. 
and availed tltemselvcs of his wonderfully efficacious 
medicines, they would not have fallen. 
l>r. Schenck has in his own case proven that wlierc- 
ever sufficient vitality remains, that vitality, by ids medi- 
cines and iiis directions for their use, is quickened into 
healthful vigor. 
In tills statement there is nothing presumptuous. 
To the faith ot the invalid is made no representation 
that is not a thousand times substantiated by living and 
visible works. The theorv of the cure by Hr. Sehcnck’s 
medicinos is as simple as it is unfailing. Its philosophy 
requires no argument. Jt is self assuring, self-con- 
viucing. 
The Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are the first two 
weapons with which the citadel of the malady is assailed, 
f wo-thirds of the eases of consumption originate in dys- 
pepsia and a functionally disordered liver. With this 
condition the bronchial tubes "sympathize" with the 
stomach. They respond to the liiorbilie action of the 
liver. Here tlien comes the culminating result, and the 
-.etting in, with all its distreftlug symptoms, of 
CONSUMPTION. 
The Mandrake Pills are composed of one of Nature s 
noblest gills—the Pedophillum Peltatum. They possess all 
the blood-searching, alterative properties of calomel, but 
unlike calomel, they 
LEAVE NO STINO fiiEHINO.- 
The work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated and 
mucous deposits in the bowels and in the alimentary ca- 
nal are ejected. 'The liver, like a clock, is wound up. It 
amuses from its torpidity. The stomach acts responsively, 
and the patient begins t.> feel that he is getting, at last. 
A Ml PPIjY OF 41001) BLOOD. 
The Seaweed Tonic, ia conjunction with the Tills, per- 
meates ami assimilate:-, witli the to.nl. (Jhylification Is 
now progressing, without its previous tortures. Digestion 
becomes painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand. 
There is no more flatulence, no exacerbation of the sto- 
mach. An appetite sets in. 
Now tomes tho greatest Blood Turiflcr ever yet given 
by an indulgent lather to suffering man. Schenck's Pul- 
monic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to 
hasten and complete the cure, it enters at once upon its work. Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens 
the impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the 
form of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration, 
amllo l in a very short time tho malady is vanquished, 
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made 
new, and tho patient, in all the dignity of regained vigor, 
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was 
Cl 1 VEX VP AM LOMT. 
Tho second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm 
room, until they get well; it is almost impossible to pre- 
vent taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but It must 
be prevented or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and 
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the fall and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who 
recommend that course lose their patients, if their lungs 
.ire badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house 
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the 
ro<*m as much and as fast as the strength will bear, to get 
up a good circulation of blood. The patients must keep 
in good spirits—be determined to get well. This has a 
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great point to 
gain. 
To despair of cure after such evidence of its possibility 
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is 
sinful. Dr. Schenek s personal statement to the Faculty of his own cure was in these modest words: 
Many years ago 1 was in the last stages of consump- tion confined to my bed, and at one time my physicians 
thought that 1 could n<>t li\ e a week; then like a drowning 
man catching at straws, 1 heard of.and obtained the pre- 
parations which I now oiler to the public, and they made 
a perfect cure of me. It seemed to me that 1 could feel 
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the 
matter in mv lungs, and I w ould spit up more than a pint of offensive yellow matter every morning for a long time. 
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains and night sweats all began to leave mo, and mv appetite became so great that it was w ith difficulty that I could 
keep from eating too much. 1 soon gained my strength, 
and have grown in flesh ov.-r since. 
I was weighed shortly after my recovery," added tho 
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; my weight 
was only ninety-seven pounds; mv present weightis two hundred and twenty-five (’Nib) pounds, and for years I 
have enjoyed uninterrupted health. 
Dr. Schem-k has discontinued his professional visits to I 
New York and Boston. He or his son. Dr. J. II. Schenck, 
Jr., still continue to see patients at their office. No. 15 j 
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from‘J ! 
A. M. to :i P. M. Those who w ish a thorough examina- 
tion with the Kespirunietcr will be charged $5. The lies- i 
pirometor declares the exact condition of the lungs, and ! 
patients can readily learn whether they are curable or 
not. 
The directions for taking the medicines an- adapted to 
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions, and kind Nature wdl do the rest, excepting that in some 
cases the Mandrake Pills are to be taken in increased 
doses; {lie throe medicines need no other accompaniments 
than the ample instructions that accompany them: First 
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is tho most 
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let 
the despairing at once be of good cheer, flood blood at 
once follows, tin- cough loosens, the night sweat is abated. 
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gone 
forever. 
Dr. Selu nek s medicines arc constantly kept in tens of thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while the 
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, may be 
regarded ns ti prophvlactcric against consumption in any 
nf its forms. 
Price of the Pulmonic Bvrup ant Seaweed Tonic, $1.50 
n bottle, or $7 ■■■') a half dozen. Mandrake Pills, 25 cents 
a box. or sal.* by all druggists and dealers. 
\ *<1.''. 1 ».<>01)W1N Agents, Boston. 
M. A. CULLNAN, 
HOUSE PAINTER, 
I-Al-ERHANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, 
WHITE-WASHING, ENAMELING 
AND VARNISHING. 
Painting and Papering Front Entries, 
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a 
Specialty. 
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL. 
W All work done in the best manner. Orders 
lel't on Slat promptly attended to. 
Shop over FRANK 15. lvNOW ETON’S Store, 
Higla Street. Belfast, Me, 
3m35sp 
THE CELEBRATED 
HOM? 
STOMACH llliTEKS! 
Are endorsed and prescribed by more leading Phy- sicians than any other tonic or stimulant 
now in use. They are 
A SURE PREVENTIVE 
For Fever and Ague. Intermittants, Biliousness 
and all disorders arising from malarious causes. 
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic, and in case ot Indigestion are invaluable. As an 
Appetizer and Itecuperant and in case of General 
Debility, they have never in a single instance lailed 
in producing the most happy results. They are 
particularly 
BEIEFIC1AL TO FBBALE8 
Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The 
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the 
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulanthas ever betore 
been offered to the public so pleasant to the taste 
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed 
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It 
costs but a little to give them a fair trial, and 
EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE 
A BOTTLE. 
JAS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors, 
Laboratory 105 & 107 N. 2d at., St. Louis, Mo. 
For Male ity all Druggluti and DeulVrs. 
3mos34sp 
MARRIED. 
In Waldoboro, by Rev. Jonas P.Tlallowell, Chas. 
E. Creamer to Mary Winchenbaugh. 
In South Molunkus, Col. J. F. lSvitchell of Old- 
town and Clara L. Clemons of South Molunkus. No 
cards, no cake, nobody’t business. Ciam Chowder 
this evening, March 22d. Friends and relatives are 
invited. [ Bangor Whig. 
In Bangor, March 23. Gen. Samuel F. Hersey and 
Miss Emily M. Sanborn, daughter of Abram San- 
born, esq., all of Bangor. 
DIED. 
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age, 
must be paid for.]- 
In this city, 28, inst., Maria F. Durham, daughter 
of Samuel Madilocks, aged 25 years. 
In Wuldoboro, 25th inst., Mr. John Demuth, aged 
94 years and 3 months. Mr. Demuth was the oldest 
person, and one of the most esteemed and respect- 
able citizens of Waldoboro. 
In Warren, March 19, Mrs. Hannah F., wife of Mr 
John Sermon, aged 57 years 4 months and 10 days. 
In Augusta, March 25th, Willie E. Marden of 
Palermo, aged 20 years 8 months. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
March 22. Soli N. Clifford, Shute, Orland, lor 
Roundout. 
23. Mary, McDonald, Bucksville. 
20. Banner, Cnrtis, Rockland. 
SAILED. 
March 23. Sell Orion, Osborn, Roundout; Mar- 
tha Weeks, Flowers,do; Adaline 
Darby, Boston; Morning Star, 
Sylvester, Baltimore; Cameo, 
McCarty, Bucksport; A, C. Hor- 
ton, Lancaster, Rockland. 
24. Jack Downing, Patterson, Rock- 
land; Banner,Curtis,do; Henry, 
Carter, Salem. 
25. Belvidere, Pendleton, Bangor. 
20. Thomas Hicks, Rockland. 
27. N. Clifford, Shute, Roundout. 
29. Gen. Meade, Cunningham, Bos- 
ton. 
LIVERPOOL ANDGADIZ SALT. 
OfVin HHDS., LIVERPOOL, & SOOhhds., Cadiz Salt. For sale at Boston prices, 
by SAMUEL ADAMS. 
Castine, March 17,1871. 6w37 
Assessor’s Notice. 
rrtHE SUBSCRIBERS, Assessors of the City of JL Belfast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants 
of said Belfast, to make out and bring in to them 
true and perfect lists of their polls, and all their es- 
tates, real and personal, not by law exempt from 
taxation, which they are or may be possessed of on 
the first day of April, A. D. 1871, and that they will be in session at their office over the store of Oakes 
Angier, in said Belfast, from the first day of April 
to the tenth day of April next, for the purpose of 
receiving said lists. 
Highway Surveyors of the several districts are re- 
quested to bring in their several tax-books of 1869, 
after the first day of April. 
Agents of the several School Districts are request- ed to make returns in writings to the assessors, of the number of scholars belonging to each family in their School Districts, their name and ages, together with the nameg of the heads of the family, as soon 
as may be after the first of April next. 
OAKES ANGIER, > Assessors of 
GEORGE WOODS, > the city 
NOAH M, MATHEWS. > of Belfast. 
March 30, 1R71. 38 
T H E 
RELIANCE WRINGER. 
_ 
SPIRAL GEAR. 
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE 
FOLLOWING REASONS: 
1st. 1 he ROLLERS are of large size and Beat 
Quality of White Rubber, and arc secured to their 
Shafts in the most permanent manner, by the Moul- ton Process. 
2d. The SPIRAL COGS used ou this Wringer 
gives the utmost ease and steadiness in working, 
and will not throw out of gear. 
3d. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily 
adjusts this Machine to tubs of any size or thickness fastening the whole width of the Wringer. 
4th. SIMPLICITY, STRENGTH, and BEAUTY 
are combined in this Machine, with all the requisites of a first-class Wringer. 
Prices as low as other standard Wringers. 
4®* Orders by Mail or Express, solicited and will 
receive prompt attention. 
FOR SALE BY 
ALBERT C. BURGESS, 
72 MAIN ST., Belfast, Maine. 
3m38 
SPRINGFIELD 
FIRE & MARINE 
INSURANCE COMPANY! 
OF 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
COX <Sc FIELD, 
AGEXT8. 
ANNUAL STATEMENT 
Of the 8PRI5EGFIBLD FIRE A MA- 
RINE INSURANCE COMPANY, of 
Springfield, in the State of Mass., to the Insurance 
Commissioner of said State of Maine, for the year 
ending on the 31st day of December, 1870. 
I. Assets. 
1. Gross amount of assets at their true cash value, 
$936,400.94. 
2. Detailed statement of same, showing different 
classes of assets and amount of each, 
Real Estate owned by Company, $75,000 00 
Loans on Real Estate, 92,163 33 
Loans on Collateral, 35,271 51 
U. S. 5-20 of 1865, Reg. Bonds, “Old,” 
$100,000, 107,000 00 
U. S. 5-20 of 1865, Reg. Bonds, “New,” 
$70,000, 76,825 00 
U. S. 5-20 of 1868, Reg. Bonds, $10,000, 11,075 00 
U. S. 0’s of 1881, Reg. Bonds, $50,000, 56,500 00 
1146 shares Bank Stocks, $114,600, $146,487 00 
1743 shares R. R. Stocks, $174,300, 243,170 00 
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg R. R. 
Bonds, $2,700, 2,700 00 
Potsdam and Watertown U. It. Bonds, 
$7,000, 7,000 00 
St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute R. R. 
Bonds, $5,000, 4,800 00 66 shares Springfield Aqueduct Co. Stock 
$6,600, 7,590 00 
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents, 01,450 66 
Office Furniture, 2,363 07 
Accrued Interest and Rents, 4,005 37 
$936,400 94 
II. Liabilities. 
Losses and Claims adjusted but unpaid, $20,046 48 
Losses and Claims unadjusted and re- 
ported, 22,437 34 
Loans, none. 
Amount required to reinsure outstand- 
ing risks, viz : 50 per cent, of premi- 
ums received on fire risks, 261,056 80 
Whole amount received on Marine and 
Inland, none. 
Other liabilities, viz: Commissions du» 
Agents on December business, 0,300 00 
$309,840.62 
E. FREEMAN, President. 
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary. 
COX & FIEBD, Agents, 
3"38 BELFAST, Maine. 
The Great Remedy For 
RHEUMATISM ! 
'vsT’iRra-’si 
Myalgia Liniment, Myalgia Pills 
-O- 
Myalgia is derived from two words, one meaning 
muscle, and the other pain or pang, it therefore 
means muscle pain. 
Among the medicines for Rheumatism, WING’S 
MYALGIC LINIMENT and MYALGIC PILLS 
stand far ahead of ail others, none even approxi- 
mate a rivalry. 
The PAIN of Rheumatism fades away by the use 
of this Liniment so rapidly and so permanently that 
everyone who lias used ir, is astonished at its salu- 
tary effects. 
The MYALGIC PILLS restore all the secretions, 
and cleanse the blood, making a complete cure and 
§ reventing a return oi the disease. Try them. Sold y all Druggists. 
Wing's Adhesive Phenol Salve, 
Is put up in rolls,fitted for family use, and no family should be without it. Its healing properties are un- 
equalled by any Salve ever before in use. Its adhe- 
sive qualities are such, that it cannot be washed off 
of exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hands, &c. 
It immediately sooths and removes the pain of an inflamed Sore, and quickly puts an end to all symp- 
toms of malignancy. Try it and you will never be 
willing to be without it. 
WING’S PHENOUNE, 
Is au unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, free 
from stain, and its healing properties are such, that if once one becomes acquainted with them, they will 
always keep it on hand. For Chapped Hands, Pim- pies on the Face, Sore Lips, Sore Eyes, and Lesions 
of Cutaneous and Mucous surfaces, it is the most 
positive cure. Among all the medicines tor Catarrh, 
nothing approaches the benign action of this ap- plication. It quickly restores the glands of the 
mucous membrane of the nasal cavities to a normal 
and healthy action, No family should be without it 
a single day. Full directions accompany each arti- 
cle. Sold by Druggists. 
Wing’s CatMicon, The Great Remedy For Pain. 
It has a wide range of application. The sure and 
most immediate relief from pain. Indispensible for 
Colds, Cough, Diarrhoe, Dysentery, Cholera, &c. 
Made expressly for those who want the best, and 
know after they get it. None others need buy. 
Every person ought to have it, whether at home or 
abroad. Sold by all Druggists. 
March 30, 1871. Iyr38 
500 VOLUMES' I N ONT 
Agents Wanted 
FOR 
The Library of Poetry & Song 
Beiny Choice Selections from the Best Poets, 
Engl lull, Scotch, Irish and American. 
With an Introduction 
By WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT. 
Under whose critical supervision the volume was 
compiled. 
The liandaomest and cheapest subscription book 
extant. Over MOO pages, beautifully printed, choice- 
ly illustrated, handsomely bound.’ A Library of 
over 600 volumes in one book, whose contents, of 
no ephemeral nature or interest, will never grow old 
or stale. It can be, and will be, read and re-read 
with pleasure by old and young, as long as its leaves 
hold together. 
“A perfect surprise. Scarcely anything at all a 
favorite, or at all worthy of place here, is neglected. 
It is a book for every household.” IN. Y. Mail. 
“We know of no similar collection in the English 
language which, in copiousness and felicity of selec- 
tion and arrangement, can at all compare with it.” 
[N.Y. Times. 
Terms Liberal. Selling very rapidly. Send for 
Circular and Terms to j. B. FORD A CO., 
*1 Bark Place, Nf. A". 4w38 
A^L?'V FOR SALE. 
SITUATED IN NOKTHPORT, 
one mile from Saturday Cove, on 
m”~ ■'the road leading over Beach Hill, 
containing about one hundred acres of the best land 
in Town, cuts about 20 tons of hay, has 20 acres of 
second growth wood, well fenced, and plenty of never-failing water, a good House with L, 40 feet 
long. The place will be sold at a great bargain, to- 
gether with the stock and farming-tools. If re- 
quired, one-half of the farm, with the buildings will be sold to suit the purchaser. 
It has a Carriage-House, Joiner-Shop, Blacksmith Shop,and Barn. Call on the subscriber on the prem- ises. DAVID DRINK WATER. 
March 27,1871. 3w3S 
ICE ! ICE ! 
-O- 
I HAVE IN STORE A LARGE LOT OF THE thickest, coldest, clearest and purest ice ever gathered in this or any other locality—frozen ex- pressly to order. I shall be happy to supply custom- ers regularly and in any quantity. 
A w ITHOMAS LOGAN. Belfast, March 29, 1871. 2m38 
Court of Bankruptcy. 
A COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, for tile fifth Congressional District, also for the Connty of Lincoln and so much of the County of Knox, as is included in the fourth Congressional District, will be held at my Office, in Rockland, on April 15, 1871. 
at 9 o’clock, A. M. PETER THACKER. 
Register in Bankruptcy. Rockland, March 20,1871. 4w37 
Spokes! Spokes! 
Just received ten thousand 
HICKORY AND OAK SPOKES, 
For light and heavy Carriages. All sizes thorough- ly seasoned, and for sale low by 
ALBERT C. BURGESS, 
Mala St., Belfast, ITIalne. 
2m38 
THE 
NEW YEAR 
FOR 
SimontonBros. &Co 
For the generous patronage re- 
ceived from the public the 
past year we extend our 
sincere thanks and 
trust that with 
an 
Enlarged Stock Low Prices 
we shall secure a continu- 
ance of the same. 
Having just taken Stock, this firm 
has resolved to keep one of 
its members in the Bos- 
ton and New York 
Markets most of the time, conse- 
quently we are receiving 
Large Invoices of Goods 
by every Steamer, intending 
to close them out at tre- 
mendous Low 
Prices. 
Dress Goods. 
Those in want of Goods in this 
department will find it for 
their interest to exam- 
amine the Goods, 
as we have made 
them 
EXCEEDINGLY CHEAP. 
_ 
BEAVER MOHAIRS. 
^ -ZBADESflmTRrl^^ 
Are still the favorite Brand for 
our customers, and as we 
cannot find their equal 
for cheapness and 
quality, we 
shall 
continue to keep our usual Large 
Stock of them, as well as all 
grades of Alpacas. 
COTTOIlfCLOTHS. 
This department will be found to 
contain all the Leading Brands 
of Bleached and Brown 
COTTONS. 
Look at our Prices of them. The 
popular Bleached Hill Cotton, 14 
cts, sold recently at 18 cts. 
BOOT B. BLEACHED COTTON 
at 12 1-2 cts. Sold everywhere 
at 14 cts. 
We have most all the different 
Brands of Bleached Cottons, that 
we intend to close out cheaper 
than ever sold before. 
BROWN COTTONS 
Great bargains in this depart- 
ment. We shall sell a good yard 
wide Cotton at 9 1-2 cts. per yd. 
Sold recently as a good bargain 
at 10 cts. Extra Weight Cottons 
marked down from 14 cts. to 12 
1-2 cts. 
R ilsf T S 
A new case of Beautiful Prints 
just received, selling at 10 cts. 
GrUST GKErI-A.Iv<rS 
Selling at the Low Price of 12 
1-2 cts. 
Cotton Flannels 
At the surprising price of 10 cts. 
per yard. 
O R X S H 
Good Crash Towelling at G cts. 
per yard. 
Spool Cotton. 
A largo assortment of the Best 
Make of Spool Cotton in Buff 
Shades for Basting 2 spools for 
5 cts. 
LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS. 
Endless Quantities of all Linen 
Handkerchiefs sold from 8 cts. to 
12 1-2 cts. in good qualities. 
The great sale we have had on 
these goods, prove that low prices 
insure large sales. 
PAPER COLLARS. 
We cannot say too much in favor 
of these Collars that are having 
such an Extensive Sale with us. 
Linen Finish, Cloth Lined Button 
Holes, 2 Boxes for 25 cts. 
Hamburg Edges. 
The largest stock ever in this 
city. We call the attention of 
the Ladies to these goods, as we 
give them the benefit of a large 
assortment at Cheap Prices. 
FANCYGOODS. 
It has been our aim to keep a 
large and varied assortment of 
Fancy Goods, and the recent pur- 
chases have made this department 
very attractive. 
Country Dealers. 
We are always happy to see 
Country Dealers and will sell for 
Cash, goods at prices that will in- 
sure them a good profit. 
Dodge’s Rug Patterns. 
Stamped in Brilliant Colors on 
Burlap. Eor Sale Here. 
The New Year will be devoted 
in englarging our Stock and Trade 
and for that reason have made 
improvements in the store to ac- 
commodate our increased Stock. 
Those indebted to us are re- 
quested to call and settle their 
accounts. 
SIMONTON BROS. & CO , 
Hayford Block, Belfast. 
A 
* 
REPUBLICAN 
JOURNAL 
ENLARGED! 
A 32 COLUMN PAPER! 
-o- 
In presenting the Journal to 
the public in its new form, the 
Publisher calls attention to its 
attractive features as a newspa- 
per. It will have departments 
devoted to 
Agriculture, 
Tales & Poetry, 
Local Sketches, 
Editorials, News, 
Correspondence, 
Paragraphs, 
Markets, &c. 
-()- 
Politically the Journal is Demo- 
cratic, in favor of 
Low Taxes 
Tariff Reform, & Diminished Expenses. 
-o-- 
Cash Premiums Offered. 
All persons are invited to pro- 
cure cash subscriptions and 
forward, with following of- 
fer of premiums for year- 
ly subscribers : 
For 5 Subscribers, $1.50 
For 10 and one copy 
to person sending. 4.00 
For 20 Subscribers & one copy 
to person sending. 9.00 
Premiums to be deducted from 
cash sent. The names must all 
be sent at one time, with the 
money. Send cash in shape 
of drafts, post office orders, 
registered letters, or other safe 
conveyance. 
Subscription, $2.00 per year in advance. 
-o- 
Specimen Copies Mailed Free to 
Persons Applying. 
Address W. H. SIMPSON. Publisher 
Belfast, Maine. 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
District of Maine, ss:—At Rockland the twelfth 
day of Aug. A. D. 1870. 
T11E UNDERSIGNED hereby gives notice of his appointment as assignee of Alden Litchfield, oi 
Rockland; in the County of Knox and State of Maine, within said District, wio has been adjudged a Bank- 
rupt upon Petition of his creditors by the District 
Court of said District. 
O. S. ANDREWS, Assignee. 3w3t>* Rockland, Maine, 
District Court of the Uni- ) lKJ 
ted States. District of Me. j lii Bakkrl toy 
In the matter of ALDEN LITCHFIELD, Bank- 
rupt. 
THIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been presented to the Court, this loth day of 
March, A. 1). 1871, by Alden Litchfield of Rockland, 
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be 
decreed to have a full discharge from all Ins debts, 
provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition, It is Ordered by the Court that a 
hearing be had upon the same, on the fifth day of 
June A. D. 1871, before the Court in Portland, in 
said District, at 10 o’clock, A. M., and that notice 
thereof be published in the Rockland Free Press, 
and t’he Republican Journal, newspapers printed in 
said District, once a week for three weeks, and that 
all creditors who have proved their debts and other 
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
prayer of said Petition should not he granted. 
W M. P. PREBLE, 
3w37 Clerk of District Court lor said District. 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
To the Honorable .Judge of Probate for the County 
of Waldo. 
AMOS W. SPROWL, Administrator of the estate of John G. Sawyer, late of Montville, in said 
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the 
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased are not 
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges ot 
Administration, by the sum of four huudred and 
fifty dollars. 
WHEREFORE your petitioner pray your honor to 
grant him a license to sell and conv ey so much of ! 
the real estate of said deceased, (including the re- 
version of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will 
satisfy said debts, and incidental charges of admin- 1 
istration. AMOS W. SPROWL, 
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday 
of March, A. D. 1871. 
Upon the foregoing PetPion, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order 
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in 
the Republican Journal, a paDer printed at Belfast, 
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held 
at the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on tiie 
second Tuesday ol April next, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, and shew cause, il any they have, why 
the same should not be granted. 
ASA TlUIltbOUGlI, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field Register. 3w37 
CALL AND EXAMINE 
THAT 
Now and Elegant Stock of 
Paper Hangings! 
CLOTH & PAPER 
CURTAINS. 
Books and Stationery 
JUST OPENED ! 
And selling with a rush at 
GEO ROE BLISS’ Bookstore, 
:tw3? Waldoboro, Maine. 
Assignee’s Sale. 
In Bankruptcy. Maine District SS. 
In the matter of ALDEN LITCIIFIELD, Bank- 
rupt. 
By virtue ot authority from the District Court of 
the United States for the District of Maine, I shall 
sell at public Auction, on Monday, the 27th day ol 
March,Inst.,at Centre Harbor, Eggemoggin Reach, 
In the town of Brooklin, at 10 o’clock in the fore- 
noon, the 
SCHOONER HICKORY, 
together with her tackle, apparel and furniture ns 
she now lies at said Brooklin. Terms Cash. 
O. S. ANDREWS, Assignee, 
Rockland, Maine. 
Rockland, March 15,1871. 3w37 
Rooms to Let! 
Three pleasant rooms to let,on High Stre t, enquire at 
J. CACCIOLA’S 
tf'to BARBER SHOP. 
DINSMORE 
i s 
Selling Ont 
Before April 1st, 1871, 
B C. DINSMORE 
Will Sell 
Boots, 
Shoes, 
Rubbers, 
Stock, <3c.c., <3c.c., 
A T 
Boston Prices! 
For he is going to close out his whole stock 
without regard to cost. 
WCome and See. * 
Country Dealers 
Will do well to come and look over his goods, for 
he will self them at the 
Lowest Cash Price! 
All Persons Indebted to 
13. C. Dinsmore, 
are requested to call and settle before Apiil 1st, 
or their accounts will be left with n 
Lawyer for settlement. 
3w36 B. C. DINSMORE. j 
THE AMERICAN 
Movable Comb Dae Hive 
Having purchased this valuable patent for Waldo County, I will sell farm rights with directions for making, for $3,00 each. 
Bee.Keeper’s Text-Book, 144 pages sent post paid, 40 cts. Also Hives and Glass Honey Boxes for sale, at low prices. Italian Queen Bees raised from 
selected stocks of undoubted purity, seat by mail or 
express. Purity and safe arrival guar anteed in all 
cases. New circular for 1871, sent free. 
Address J. fr. GRAY, 
:imos:i5eow_Dixmont, Me. I 
Dress and Cloak Making. 
LENURE J. PEIRCE will return soon from Boston to Belfast, to continue her business as 
a Dress and Cloak Maker. Having had extensive 
practice as a cutter for the firm of .JORDAN, MARSH & CO., she feels confident that she can 
please the ladies of Belfast. Thankful for past favors she hopes for a continuance for the coming season. 
March 13, 1871. tf3G 
Rare Chance for Sale 
A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND ! 
IN SEARSPORT, ME. 
rIIIIE WELL KNOWN, M«ar*port II«»«•*<*, 
JL three stories high, finished in Modern Style and containing 35 or more large and convenient 
rooms, is now offered for sale. Attached is a Stable 
nearly new, 40x70, both House and Stable abundant 
ly supplied with water. The LIVERY STOCK 
8 to 10 Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Robes, Sic will also be sold. 
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the place is situated in the central part of Searsport, at the head of Penobscot Bay, one of the most beautiful 
bays in the world for fishing and sailing, which renders Searsport a fine summer resort, one that 
has already become very popular witli the traveling public, and whose patronage is constantly iucrcas- ing. Fine roads afford every facility, for pleasure 
driving. 
Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily within six miles of Railroad 'oinmunieation with 
daily trains for Boston and Portland. One of the 
most desirable locations in Maine, lor the Hotel 
and summer resort, sold on account of business in 
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate 
attention. 
If not disposed of at private sale prior to May 1, 1871, the property will be sold at Public Auction, on the 10th day of May. 
Full particulars as to terms of sale &c., on appli- j cation to the proprietor. 
W, 11. MATHEWS, Searsport, Me. 
By C. C. CRARY, Searsport, Me. yw35 
STATE OP MAINE. 
W ALDO, SS.—To the Sheriffs of our respective Coun- 
ties or either of their Deputies, 
Greeting : 
,-- WK command you to attach tin goods or L.S estate of Uriah B. Patten ot Linco.'nville, in the County of Waldo, now coinraonnt of the city of New York, to the value of Miron hundred 
dollars; and summon tlie said defend! nt (if he may be found within your precinct, to appear before our lustflfes of our Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast, within and for the County ol Waldo, on the first Tuesday of January next, then and there in our said Court to answer unto the In- 
habitants or Lincolnvillo, in said County, in a plea ol the case-ior that defendant, at said Belt .st, on the day of the purchase of this writ, being indebted 
to Plaintiff in the sum of one hundred and thirtv- 
nine dollars and twenty-six cents, according to the 
account annexed, for that amount expended in the relief and support of Joanna his wife, she having become ehargable to said town and she having their 
legal settlement, in said town, in consideration 
thereof, then and there promised the pill ’s to pay them said sum and interest thereon on demand. Yet 
though oiten requested, the said defendant tin same 
has not paid, but neglects and refuses so to do, to 
the damage of the said plaintiffs as they say, the 
sum ot three hundred dollars, which shall then ami 
there be made to appear with other due damages. And have you there this writ witli doiugs therein. 
Witness, Jonathan G. Dickerson, Esquire, at 
Belfast, the ‘..'9th day of November, iu the vear ot 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred ami seventy. 
S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Waldo, ss,, ) 
Sup. .Jud. Court, Jan. Term, 1871. \ 
And now it appearing that Uriah B. ratten, de- fendant in the above action is not within the limits 
ot this State, and has not had legal notice of the 
pendency of this suit, it is Ordered, That the plffa. 
give him notice thereof, by causing an attested copy 
of their writ with this order thereon, to be published 
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, 
a public newspaper published at Belfast, lu the 
Countv of waldo, the last publication to be not iess 
than fourteen days before the next term of said 
Court to be holden at Belfast within and for the 
County of Waldo on the third Tuesday of April 
next, that said deft, may then and there appear and 
answer to said suit it he shall see cause. 
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
A True Copy of writ and order ot Notice thereon. 
2w3G Attest—W. G. FRYE Clerk. 
To the Honorable, the Justices of the Supreme Ju- 
dicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast within 
and for the County of Waldo,on the third Tuesday 
of October. A. D. 1871. 
T71MELINE BROWN, of Searsmont, in snid 
lli Couty of Waldo, wife of Jonathan AI. Brown, 
of parts unknown, respectfully libels and gives this 
honorable Court to be informed that she was law- 
fully married to the said J. M. Brown,at Belfast,on 
the 28th day ot Dec., A. I). 1801, and has had by him 
one child, Cora E. Brown, now living. That your 
libellant, since there intermarriage, has always be- haved herself as a faithful, chaste, and affectionate 
wife towards the said J. AI. Brown, but that the 
said Jonathan AI. Brown, wholly regardless of his 
marriage covenant aud duty, did on the lirst day of 
January, A. D. 1803, desert your libellant, leaving 
her to take care of her child and herself alone, which 
she has done by her daily labor. That she has not 
seen said J. AI. Brown; since January, A. D. 1.803, 
nor does she know where he now is. 
Wherefore, she prays that she may be divorced 
from the bonds of matrimony between her and her 
said husband, and that the custody of her child, 
Cora E., may be intrusted to her; and as in duty 
bound will ever pray, EMEL1NK BROWN. 
Dated Sept. 0, l«ro. 
STATE of MAINE. 
Waldo, ss., ) 
Sup. Jud. Court, Jan. Term, 1871. j 
On the foregoing Ordered, That the libellant notify 
the said Jonathan AI. Brown, of the pendency there- 
of, by publishing an attested copy of her libel and 
this order thereon, three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, in 
the County of Waldo, the last publication to be 
fourteen days before the next term ot the Supreme 
Judicial Court to be holden at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of 
April next, that he may then aud there appear and 
show cause, if any he have, why the prayer of said 
libellant should not be granted. 
Attest—W. ti. FRYE, Clerk. 
A True Copy of libel and order of Conrt, thereon. 
2w30 ATTEST—W. G. FRYE, CLERK. 
SEWING 
'M A CHI I ESI 
FLORENCE k HOWE 
’MACHINES 
Ill It SALE AT 
Carle & Morison’s 
HARDWARE STORE, Belfast, Me. 
-o- 
43‘Also needles, oil and all the fittings for both 
Machines kept constantly on hand. trio 
Foreclosure of Mortgage. 
I JOSEPH W. SHAW, of Swanville, hereby •give public notice, that I claim to own. by virtue 
of a mortgage deed from John B. Huff of Swan- 
ville, to me dated the eighth day of March A.D. 1870, 
the following described piece of land situate in 
Swanville, bounded northly by land of T. R. Nick- 
erson, easterly by the County road leading from 
Swanville Mills to Searsport Village, southerly by 
land of John Sanders, and westerly by land of Janies 
Lewis, and being the same premises conveyed to 
said John B. Ilutf by Ambroze Strout, by his deed, 
dated November 2lst A, D. 1863 and recorded in 
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 124 and page 324, 
and the concfition in said mortgage having been 
broken, by reason whereof, I claim a foreclosure of 
the same. Dated March 13,1871. 
8w30* JOSEPH W. SHAW. 
Inside Line to ILin^or. 
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK. 
first Trip of The Season! 
—-—o- 
THE STEAMER 
City of Richmond 
Ciipt. DKNNISON, 
»¥ in leave »> 11 a ivr loot Ol rulin' 
street, every .Tliinilay, lieilnemlay. A Fri- 
day Kven in git, at 10 o’clock, or on arrival ol •» 
o’clock, P. Al. Express Train lrom Boston. 
Commencing Monday, 27th, 
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lin- 
colnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucks- 
port, Winterport and Hampden. 
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wed- 
nesday and Friday mornings at 0 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving at Portland in time to connect with f> o’clock, P. M. Express 
Train for Boston. 
F'or further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdi- 
vant, 179 Commercial Street, or 
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen'l Agent. 
Portland, March 20, 1871. 37 
SANF O HD’S 
INDEPENDENT LINE 
FOR 
Boston & Lowell! 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT FOR 1871. 
THE STEAMER 
'CAMBRIDGE, 
Capt. J. I*. Johnson, 
»uu antr wouuuy, iuarcn in, win miiKe two 
trips per week, leaving Bella st every MON'L»A V and 
TUUItSDAY, at 2 o’clock, I*. M. 
RETURNING — Will leave Boston every Tuesday 
and Friday at 5 o’clock I*. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON, $2.50. 
CiEO. Ci. W ELLS, Agent. 
Belfast, March 20,1871. tf24 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 
COMMENCING MARCH 10. 
INSIDE LINE TO THE 
PENOBSCOT&MACHI AS. 
OJE TRIP PE It WEEK 
I lie Favorite Steamer 
LE WIS T ON, 
Capt. CHAS. DEEKIM., 
"in leave (.until iuriuer none ■tauroiut 
Wharf. Portland, every 
FRIDAV EV KM ING, 
AT 10 O'CLOCK, 
Or on arrival of Express Train from Boston, lor 
Rockand, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castiue, De. 
Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, Mt. Desert. Mill- 
bridge, .Jonesport and Machiasport. 
Returning will leave Machiasport every Tuesday 
morning at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named 
landings. 
For full particulars inquire of Boss & STL DI- 
VANT, 179 Commercial Street,Or CYRUS STL Dl 
VANT, General Agent. 
Portland, Feb. 25, 1871. ff34 
STEAMSHIP 
ALLIANCE, 
Will resume her regular trips, leaving Bostou 
every Thursday at 2 o’clock, 1*. M., for BELFAST, 
SANDY POINT, BUCKS POUT, WINTEUPOK1 
and BANGOR. 
Returning—Will leave Bangor at 8 o’clock, A. M., 
touching as above. 
The ALLIANCE is in line sea-going order, having 
new Boiler, Shalt, Stc., and being thoroughly n 
paired throughout. 
38 ROSS G. LEWIS, Agent. 
STEREOSCOPES 
VIEWS, 
ALBUMS, 
(11 ROMOS, 
FRAMES. 
E. & H. T^ANTHONY & CO. 
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Invite the attention of the Trade to their < .\tensi\<- 
assortment ot the above goods, of their mm (mbit 
cation, manufacture and importation 
Also, 
PHOTO LANTERN SLIDES 
and 
GKAl’ilOSCOPKS. 
NEW VIEWS OF YOSKM1TE, 
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.. 
591 Broadway, New Yore, 
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel, 
importers and mani'Fa< tuuki:s of 
PHOTO««It.4I»III< tfl ATl Itn ■> 
-1 inos.lt 
United Stales Hotel, 
Cop. FULTON AND WATER STS. 
Near Fulton Fkkuy.NEW YORK. 
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently 
been renovated, remodeled and furnished n w and 
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the F.ur'q" a 
plan, and has ample accomodation for four hundred 
guests. 
flic location is more accessible to all parts ot N. u 
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the 
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every 
three minutes besides various lines ot street cars 
one of which intersects every other route in New 
York. 
It being but two blocks from Fulton > rrv, niiki 
it convenient tor those wishing to visit the "City ot 
Churches,” as from this Ferry diverge all the prin- 
cipal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn. 
GEO. N. &C H. S. TERRY, Ppoppictors. 
lyr'M 
CPOKES ISO II1 IBS ! 
JUST RECEIVE!*, 
5000 Best New Hampshire WHITE’ OAK AND 
HICKORY SPOKES, from 1 1-8 to e inches 
wide. Alsoagood Assortmnt ot i' .md III U>, 
l will warrant the above goods to boot t tie best qual- 
ity and will sell at low prices. Uti" all at m\ -u>tv 
No 1 l’henix Row. tf::» o.YKKs ANGIER. 
l^rciioil LI\F NTEinEKM 
Sail, kvkry Wkdnksdav and Satiiidw, i> 
AND K1IO.M 
NEW YORK AM) liLASCOW 
falling at Londonderry to land Mails md Passim 
gcrs. 
rhc Steamers of this favorite line re bu:ii e\ 
pressly tor the Atlantic Passenger l'rade. and titti <1 
up in every respect with all the modern improvi 
ments calculated to insure the safety, comfort, an 1 
convenience of passengers. 
Passaok Ratks, Payuu in ft i.ia.M y 
TO (i LAS(.O W, LIYER POOL & I.ON IM >N D1 RI: V 
FIRST CABIN, $f*r» Sc $7.‘i, according to Location. 
Cabin Return Tickets, $i:te. securing best accomm. 
dations. 
INTERMEDIATE, s l-l. \ sTKKltAt.E, 
Parties sending for their friends in the Old Coun 
try can purchase tickets at reduced rates. f or bo- 
ther particulars apply to I1E.NDF.KSON RRo'i fl 
ERS,7 Rowling Or •-■n, N. A'or to ( < >.\ \ FIERI*. 
Insurance Agents, Belfast, Maine. mu-tir 
NEW 
Blacksmith Shop. 
J M. .1. BlODfiETT, having to eated himself in hi> new l»n< k 
Shop,opposite I.. A. Knowlton S: 
Co’s. Store, would inform Ins old 
customers and the need\ public, that 
ho is roauy to attend to all jobs in las im> iiu .ua 
iug Ship work and general repairing. 
Belfast, Feb. 8, l.>7l. tt.Jl 
BEAL ESTATE FOR SALE 
IN THE TOWN OF MONROE & JACK ON. 
CCONSISTING OF A GRIST Mil.I.. and privi- J leges, with four run ot stones, two ot them 
French Burs, and two Bolts; it is one of the best 
Country Mills in the State, the lower part is con- 
structed of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill m 
good repair with opportunities for other Machinery. 
all the lumber manufactured tin.Is a ready marki t 'a 
the Mill. Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s sin..,, 
House lots, &c., all situated in the flourishing Vi 
lage of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or 
Belfast&M. L. R. R. some six miles. Also in the 
town of Jackson, several lots ol valuable timber 
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth of 
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar. The above 
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe where 
the logs may be driven at small expense. Most ot 
the land is within four miles of B. ft M. H, L. R. R. 
The Hemlock Bark finds a market at Plymouth which 
is distant about ten miles, or at Belfast. For par- 
ticulars apply to 
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or BEN.I. 
WILLIS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me. »i:to 
NO CAITALIPST IS TOO RICH 
NO FARMERIS TOO POOR, 
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR 
to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for 
the water-closet or common privy, anil places with- 
in reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the 
country, a simple means tor providing, in the house, 
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort, 
neatness and health. Prices to fit •. Send lor 
Circulars to 
T BA Of 
f Earth Closet 
Cuiii|iauy. 
19 DOANK ST., 
HOSTON, 
p §. IlCKEHDOn, 
Counseller $ Attorney at Law! 
OFFICE, IIAYFOKD BLOCK, 
Belfast, Maine. 
pLACE WAIIEII! 
AS AN EDITOR, OR ASSOCIATE EDITOR. 
Good references given. Address X. V. /.. 
Journal Office. 
tf37 Belfast, Maine, 
A Great Secret. 
My frier..I. lu re's a secret 
l\y which you may thrive: 
1 am tifty years old.' 
And my wife's forty-five— 
A <|ueen among beauties, 
'l b- wi dding-guc.*t> said, 
\\ 11- n we went to the eliureh 
With the priest, and wen- wed. 
That’s thirty long years past; 
And i can avow. 
She w as no more a beauty 
To me. then, than now ! 
I or never the south of a 
Petulant frown 
II i< ploughed with its furrows 
Her young roses down. 
And still, like a girl, when 
Her praise* I speak. 
Her heart fairly blushes 
Itself through her cheek. 
Her smile is more tender 
For being less bright; 
And the little bit powder 
That makes her hair white. 
And all the soft patience 
That shows through her face. 
In my eyes, are only 
1 .ike grace upon grace. 
For *til! we are lovers. 
A* I am aliw, 
Though I. sir, am tifty. 
And she** forty-live! 
And here'* half the secret 
1 meant to unfold, 
She don't know, my friend. 
Not the least, how to scold! 
Nor dm she get pettish. 
And >ulk to a pout. 
So. since we fell in love. 
We never fell out! 
And In n 's the full seeret 
That *afe* u* from strife : 
1 kept her a sweetheart, 
in making her wife! 
And if you but wed on 
My pattern, you'll thrive, 
For 1, >ir, am iifty, 
MY wife, forty-live! 
From Lippeneott’a Magazine. 
Her Message. 
\i a. while the mellow crescent, dreamy-heam- 
< I. 
< l l' ii' the 'tilliiess of this lonely land, 
I. frit•nd, who*c latest earthly day has gleamed. 
Murmur a nu *sage, clasping the true hand. 
11 11 him. when you twain -hall hereafter meet, 
1111w .'tubboriily 1 have hoped on, and heard 
Iti verv >ound the sound of his loved feet— 
11 i- \ bice in every lua e/.e and stream and bird! 
Tell him how all my dreary life had grown 
A \ earning deeply passionate, though dumb, 
\i.,on- inv dark to-morrows to have known 
A blight to-morrow that has never come! 
T. !! him that I have acted o’er and o'er 
one hitler part since its cold, solemn close: 
1 i, him the fault wa* neither his the more. 
V >r mine the le*s. F.ach was to blame, God 
know-! 
'i.: tell him that my fate was far the worse— 
That I. being woman, must sit calm, aim feel 
Th" heart's -low breaking, cursed with that 
great curse, 
of lovimr when hope turns from Love's ap- 
peal ! 
T.-ll him the man could mix with men, and let 
strong worldly clamors drown his spirit's 
cry : 
Tlx woman only could regret, regret. 
And. wearied with regretting, yearn to die! 
Hymn of Forbearance. 
ItV 1TTZ HI GH I.l'DLoW. 
“< * living were a hitter thing, 
A riddle without reasons, 
each sat lonely gathering 
Within his own heart's narrow ring 
The hopes and tears encumbering 
The llight of earthly seasons. 
“Thank God that in Life's little day, 
Between our dawn and setting. 
We have kind deeds to give away, 
<ad hearts for whieh our own may pray 
And strength when we are wronged to stay. 
Forgiving and forgetting. 
••Thank God for other feet that be 
By ours in Life's wayfaring— 
For blessed Christian charity. 
Believing good she cannot see, 
Snth-ring her friends' infirmity. 
Fndiiring and forbearing.'’ 
“We all are travelers, who throng 
A thorny road together, 
And if some pilgrim not so strong 
As |. but. toot-sore, does me wrong, 
i'll make excuse, the road is long, 
And stormy is the weather.” 
“What comfort, will it yield the day 
Whose light shall find us dying, 
To know that mice we had our way 
Against a child of weaker clay, 
Ami brought our triumph in the frav, 
With purchase of his sighing?” 
“Most like our Loid, are they who hear, 
Like him, long with the sinning; 
The music of long suffering prayer 
Brings angels down the Golden stair. 
Like those through Olivet's darkened air, 
Who saw our life beginning.” 
The President's Father in the Role of 
an Office-Broker. 
(’i v inn v t,March 1 In the consolida- 
tion of revenue districts the first and 
second districts of Ohio—Hamilton coun- 
ty came in for consolidation as the first 
district. 'Flic sorest of the deposed of- 
ficeholders arc the Stoms family of this 
« ity. who held the assessor’s office in the 
first district. For years Jesse 11. Grant, 
postmaster at Covington, Ivy., across the 
iver from this city,[a resident of that city, 
and the father of the president, has been 
notorious as a dabbler in nearly all the 
offices in the government patronage on 
both sides of the river, in lour districts. 
From time to time he has been held up to 
public ga/.e in this light, both in stolen in- 
terviews and editorial articles. His greed 
Ibr gain has been as much the gossip of 
people as have his tall, bent form and 
slmilling step been familiar to political 
meetings, at which it was his wont to in- 
troduce himself with: “I’m the father of 
the president of the United States.” Un- 
doubtedly Horace G. Sfcomes procured the 
otliee of assessor through the old gentle- 
man, and was long retained there, partly 
through his influence. Until a compara- 
tively recent period the most cordial rela- 
tions have existed bet ween the Grant and 
Stoms families. Recently, however in 
an interview with a reporter who called 
on the president’s father under an assum- 
ed character, the latter let out some un- 
pleasant facts about the Stoms family as 
officeholders, showing plainly that he 
might be at work against their retention 
under the proposed new order of things. 
Their removal lias led to the publication 
of the following letter from Horace G. 
Stoms to the president: 
STOMS TO GRANT. 
‘•Cincinnati, <>.. Jan. 10. lsTl. To Gen. U. 
S. Grunt, President—Sir: I understand that 
through the influence of Mr. Jesse It. Grant, 
Messrs. Pullan and Wcitzel have been appoint- 
ed as collector and assessor of the first and 
second Ohio consolidated districts. Mr. Jesse 
li. Grant has favored my removal for over a 
vear, for the following reasons, viz.; He re- 
quested of me the reappointment of a removed 
gauger, displaced for misconduct in otliee, ac- 
companied with proposition which I sincerely 
trust I may never be compelled to disclose to 
any one but yourself. (He Mr. Grant), in con- 
versation with me, made use of these words 
substantially. So-and-so has offered me §500 
lor a reappointment as gauger. He is a rascal, 
hut if you will recommend him I will take his 
money and give you one-half ot it. I declined, 
lienee his opposition. My friends are curious to 
know win. Mr. Grant, mv supposed warmest 
advocate, did not secure for me either the as- 
sessorship or collectorship of the new district. 
I trust when I hear from you I will be enabled 
to reply that there is no further occasion to in- 
terrogate me upon the subject. 
11. G. Stoms.” 
A reporter oi the umcinnati uommer- 
cial, to-day, interviewed the aged parent 
of the president at his home in Covington. 
The old gentleman could only make the 
following statement to that $500 matter: 
“My reply is that it is a consummate lie. 
Stoms conceals all the facts, and publishes lies. 
That's about the amount of it. The fact of that 
matter is this: A third person, a very wealthy 
man, said,‘I would give $500 for the appoint- 
ment of one of these men as gauger.’ I went 
to old Hilly Stoms, father of the assessor, be- 
cause he was really the assessor, and said : *A 
third party proposes to give $500 if one of these 
men can be appointed. You might as well take 
that $500 and give it to the poor. It will be 
only transferring it from a very rich man and 
giving it to the poor.’ At the same time, mind 
you, I told Stoms there might be something 
sinister in the affair, and that while he could 
appoint the man and take the $500 to give to 
to the poor, he could watch the gauger, and if 
lie found anything wrong, why he could oust 
him. Now you see how Stoms covers the 
truth in this matter. He wants to make out 
that I wanted that money or part of it.” 
And this is all the denial that the father 
of the president of the United States 
could make for publication to a reporter 
of a charge that he had sought to sell an 
office in the gift of an appointee of his 
son. 
Auburn manufactured 2,0<mj,000 pairs of 
shoes last year. 
Casta Diva. 
“Heigh ho!” sighs Mr, l’arton, “what 
a forlorn thing it is to live alone!” and he 
drew his easy chair close to the fire and 
cneoiised himself therein, wrapping his 
tri-eolored dressing gown about him. “I 
wish 1 were married ! I know a lady— 
boards in the same house, too, and I be- 
lieve slic’d have me if I were to ask her. 
I mean the pretty music teacher. She is 
young, delicate and amiable; only there 
seems to be something melancholy about 
her, as though she had known sorrow; 
besides, she is a widow. I like her, 
though, and 1 believe she likes me. 111 
think this over. I have plenty of money, 
and nobody to spend it upon. Yes, 1 
think 1 will ask pretty Madam t ictor to 
marry me.” 
Rap, tap, tap. “Come in!—who s 
there?” 
“Blease, sir, it’s your clean clothes !” 
“Clean clothes! and pray who are you, 
you little cherub, and where do you come 
from ?" 
•■1 am Lauretta, sir, and 1 live with 
Bridget, who washes your clothes, and 
she sent me with a basket to-night.” 
••Yes, 1 should think she had, you little 
duckling; and the basket is bigger than 
yourself! Come and sit down in this 
(■hair by the lire and warm your toes— 
there now! 1 want to talk with you. 
Are you Bridget’s child ?” 
“Oh. no, sir;" a look of care passed 
over the little lace. 
■ No, 1 thought not. Washerwomen’s 
children don't have such eyes, nor such 
broad foreheads, nor such solt hair. 
Well, birdie, how came you with Bridget ? 
Have you no parents ?" 
•■1 don’t know. I only dream I have. 
Bridget lets me stay with her because 1 
can sing.” 
“Sing! and what has that to do with 
it ?” 
“Oh. sir, 1 sing my songs in the great 
house, and they give me sixpences, and I 
take them to Bridget.” 
“Aha! you pay your board then? 
Well, little Lauretta, will you sing to me 
now ?" 
■■Yes, indeed,” and the little one stands 
up in the middle of the rug and opening 
her little rosebud mouth, she sings “Casta 
Diva." 
■Bless my stars, what a voice! 1 
know something of music myself—at 
least enough to know that such a voice 
should he a fortune to the one who pos- 
sesses it. Little one, where did you 
lc-arn that?” 
“Nurse taught me that.” 
“Nurse! who is nurse?” 
“Nurse is dead.” Tin: dark eyes tilled 
with tears, and the ruby lips are quiver- 
ing'. 
Mr. Parton walks up ami down tnc 
room. His curiosity was excited as well 
as his pity. 
“Please sir, shall I leave, my basket ? 
Bridget will scold it' I stay so long.” : 
“No, little one, 1 will carry the basket; ! 
1 am going home with you.” 
“It's up live flights of stairs, sir, and 
there is no light in the passage—” 
“AH the more reason 1 should go with 
you. Now I am ready. Come, my little 
singer, you and I will be better acquaint- ed'before long. Don’t fall down these 
stone steps; keep hold of my hand; here 
we are in Broadway. Now where do 
we turn? Down Prince street, hey! and 
now down Crosby. What, do you live in 
this alley? Oh, never tear, little Casta 
Diva; I shall tread safely enough while 
this little hand loads me. Ugh! bow- 
many more flights are there ?—only two ? 
Well, well, I can climb them if you can. 
So. this is the door ?” 
“Oh, and is it you, sir, that would be 
after coming to see a poor woman at this 
hour? Will you be seated, sir?” said 
Bridget wiping a wooden chair witli her 
apron. “Your shirts were not ironed to 
be suiting run, maybe?" 
“Shirts all right, Bridget, 1 came to 
bring home your little girl, and to ask 
you something about her. She lias been 
singing to me. Will you tell me where 
sin' come from ?” 
“Ye takes a bit o' trouble for a lone hit 
of a child, indeed, sir; but her story is 
not so very long. She lived with a furrin 
woman in the room below, named Ther- 
esa. The woman said she was waiting 
maid in Lauretta's family, in Italy some- 
where, and while she was out w-ith the 
child, then only two years old, for the 
sake of air, there came a big row in the 
city, a- d the child's father was in Ac 
middle of it, and got kilt; and when she 
reached the house all in a fright, sure it 
was all on lire, and the mother ot it was 
gone, and never was she abie toTmd her 
at all. So she kept the child and comes 
to America with it; for she heard it told 
how the streets were paved with gold, 
and when she come and found nary gold 
nor food but for working, she had to go 
to work as we poor creatures do; and 
she took to washing in the one room down 
stairs, but never a bit would she lot the 
child do for herself, but waited on her 
like a slave, and only taught her to sing, 
“as its mother did betore it,” she said; 
and last year Theresa died. This poor 
little creature took on so bad that I took 
her myself, only I’ll be bringing her up 
ditVerent entirely; PH teach her to earn 
her bread at any rate; and so I sends her 
out every day to sing to the great tolks, 
and makes her help me carry around the 
clothes; and that is all. sir 
“It was very good in you, Bridget, to 
take the little orphan. You have saved 
her from a sad fate. You will be reward- 
ed, you may depend.” 
Bridget raised her eyebrows and drop- 
ped a courtesy, while Casta Dl-a, as Mr. 
Parton then and ever since has called her, 
hid her face in the bed, and sobbed to 
hear her story related. The kind gentle- 
man looked at her tenderly, and said : 
“I have a plan for this poor child which 
will at once relieve you ot her charge, 
and repay you for your goodness of 
heart, (rood night, little one. 1 will 
come to-morrow. Dry your tears, for I 
will make you happy. Here, Bridget, is 
some money for you, and be sure you do 
not send her out" to sing again. I have 
something better for her to do.” 
Bi idget dropped another courtesy, and 
her mouth opened wide, lor she was all 
mystified and bewildered. An hour later 
and Mr. Parton is again seated in his easy 
chair before his bright coal tire, with his 
dressing gown once more tolded about 
him. The only difference is that he smiles 
instead of sighing as he did before. 
“Ah yes,” he says. “I sec my way 
clear. I can now, without hesitation, call 
upon Madam Victor in her room, to inter- 
est her about my little Casta Diva, i 
will tell her the story, and engage her to 
cultivate the voice of my little protege. 1 
will see her to-morrow morning, and per- 
haps she will accompany me to Bridget’s 
lodging. Not a very romantic walk to 
invite the lady of my heart to share, but 
then the circumstances are peculiar.” 
“Now I think ot it, I must engage ot 
my landlady the little bedroom next to 
mine. I am determined to adopt this 
singing cherub as my own. I will change 
her name to Casta Diva Parton. It 
sounds musical, and she is music itself. 
If sweet Madam Victor only sees in her 
what I do, we shall be an amazingly hap- 
py family. I declare I feel like a bus- 
band and father already. I shall lind 
enough to do with my money after all.” 
And so lie goes to bed and dreams of 
his future joys until he fairly laughs aloud 
in his sleep. 
Now it is morning: and if you will put 
your head out of the door you can see 
him going along the hall. He stops at 
No.Si—knocks gently; but the rich toned 
piano, touched by a thrilling hand does 
not allow so love-like a rap to be heard. 
This time he knocks louder; the music 
stops ami the door is opened by a beauti- 
ful woman, who smilingly invites him to 
enter. Well, I don’t wonder he is in love 
with her! They close the door. Let you 
and I go peep in at the keyhole, and hear 
what they say; I’ll never tell—will you? 
Hark! Well, after all, I can’t tell what 
they said now, because I promised I 
wouldn’t, but Mr. Parton has staid in 
there a great while and he didn’t ask her 
to sing or play once all the time. 
Now the door opens again, and they 
come out together; he in his overcoat and 
hat, she in her cloak and velvet bonnet, 
lie looks very much excited and she looks 
pale and trembles so she can hardly 
speak. She takes his offered arm, goes 
pown stairs and out at the street door. I 
do believe they are going to Bridget's 
Anil so they were. 
Good Mr. 1’arton walks slowly down 
with the sweet lady, tor she has every 
reason to tremble; she believes she is 
Lauretta’s mamma; lor she has been tell- 
in" her friend how her husband wras kill- 
ed0 in a mob one dreadful day, because he 
was a great politician, and when they 
burned his house they took her and threw 
her into prison, where she remained a 
whole year, and only made her escape 
when, during terrible troubles in Italy, 
the prison doors were unbarred to all. 
She had sought frantically for her child, 
but in vain; .and believing that Lauretta 
and her nurse were crushed in tho same 
mob that killed her husband, she came 
to America to try and earn her livelihood 
among hospitable strangers by her fine 
musical education and uncommon voice. 
Madam Victor believes that Lauretta is 
her child, because their stories are so 
strangely alike. Five years have passed 
since she had left Italy; but she knows 
her eyes will not deceive her. Her baby’s 
features are indelibly engraven upon her 
heart. Her kind friend supports her no 
the five tlightsoi' stairs, and then she stops 
to take breath and nerve herself for either 
intense happiness or heavy disappointmeni. 
They were about to enter the room 
when a little voice greets her singing, 
with a wonderful powerful expression, 
an Italian melody which the lady herself 
used to sing in her own sunny land. She 
stops and grasps the arm of her friend. 
■■Oh, wait,” she whispers; “let me try;” 
and with great etfort, she continues and 
completes the unfinished strain in a voice 
that angels might not exceed. 
11c opens the door. 
Lauretta stands in the center of the 
room, alone, pale, and agitated; her 
great eyes dilated with emotion long re- 
pressed in her heart which vibrates on 
her memory like a glimpse of heaven. 
Madam Victor sinks upon a chair and 
gazes long and earnestly upon the mo- 
tionless figure ; then she suddenly .stretch- 
es out her arms and whispers “Como 
here." 
Lauretta slowly advances; and when 
she is close to the beautiful lady she 
nestles her head upon her bosom and 
draws a long deep sigh, fell me your 
whole name, sweet one.” 
“Lauretta Victor.” 
The lady pressed the little form still 
closer, "itai ling, I am your mother." 
“I know it;” sighs the child. 
■ “You know it, my angel?” 
“Yes; I have seen you in my dreams 
and always called you mother; and when 
you sang just now it brought it all back.” 
Good Mr. 1’arton went to the window 
and wiped his eyes. 
* * + * * * * 
Once again-we see him sitting in his 
easy chair before the bright coal lire, lly 
hissiile sits a beautiful young lady; one 
hand lies in his and the other is tenderly 
stroking his hair; but her eyes rest upon 
a little fairy who sits at the piano, silent- 
ly1 dreaming over some of Handel’s 
music, which her “papa” has brought 
home to her. 
And so they were married. 
The lady is his wife. 
'fhe fairy his Casta Dina. 
A Clerical Anecdote. 
1 >r Elliott, a noted clergyman of an old 
Connecticut town, being “well-to-do,” 
and keeping neither looks nor holts on his 
possessions, was frequently visited by 
burglars in a small way. 
One dark night lie went for his horse in 
the barn, which was at some distance 
from tlie parsonage, .lust as he was 
about to enter, he heard some one coming 
out, and immediately concealed himself 
behind a large bush in the lane, hiding 
his lantern with his cloak. Presently the 
wide barndoor swung open, and a man 
appeared, bending beneath an immense 
load of hay hound by a rope. Through 
loops of this rope lie thrust his arms, ami 
carried the huge mass like a peddler’s 
pack, ’flic doctor suffered the thieving 
Atlas to pass him; then, taking the can- 
dle from his lantern lie crept softly for- 
ward and set lire to the hay, and again 
concealed himself. In a moment the 
moving haycock was a great, crackling 
blaze, and the thief, with wild cries, was 
lrantieally Hinging it from his head and 
back. lie succeeded in extricating him- 
self without help, and then rail as though 
pursued by fiends across the snowy fields. 
Some months after this there came to 
the doctor’s study, a pale, thin, melan- 
choly looking man, who, after much hes- 
itation, expressed a desire to make a 
confession of sin. With a serious and 
sympathetic manner, yet with, 1 suspect, 
a’ sly twinkle in his eye. the minister set 
himself to listen. 
“I’ve had a dreadful load on my con- 
science for a consid'ble spell; and it does 
seem, doctor, as of ’twould kill me I’m 
a’most dead now.” 
“All! is it possible ? What can you 
have done? You are a respectable man, 
and a church member;” the old farmer 
then [sinking his voice to an awesome, 
confidential tone, lie continued: “Hut 
I’m a dreadful sinner for all that, doctor: 
and being a church member, my sin, you 
see, was of too much account to bo winked 
at, and judgment followed close on after 
it. O dear, O!” 
“To help yourself to a little of my sur- 
plus hay, ch ?” 
“Yip, doctor jes so! Hut I never got 
homo with that ar hay. The Lord would 
not let me do it. L had a load on my 
back, an’ was carrying it way, when all 
at once it burst into a blaze about my 
ears.” 
“Struck by lightning?” 
‘•No, doctor, it was a clear night. I’ve 
just made up my mind that fire dropped 
down from heaven and kindled that nr 
hay. 'Twas a judgment an’ a warnin,’- 
an’ I’m afeared a sort of forerunner ot 
the ilames of hell. At last, 1 thought 1 
might feel a little better it I’d just own 
up to you, an’ ask your pardon an’ your 
prayers,” 
To the astonishment of the poor peni- 
tent, the minister laughed out merrily. 
Then he said : “He comforted, neighbor; 
your little thieving operation was hardly 
of such consequence to heaven as all that, 
it was I who caught you at it, and set 
fire to the liny from my lantern; and i 
must say you yelled lustily and ran brisk- 
ly for a man of your years. Why didn’t 
yoUjtellpno if you wanted hay ? Now go 
homo in peace, get well, and steal no 
more.” 
“You, doctor ! You ? lie you sartin sure 
you set fire to that ar hay ?” 
“Yes, quite sure; that was my own lit- 
tle bonfire. I noticed when you came to 
meeting the next Sunday, that your hair 
was a little singed. As tor the Ilames of 
liell, neighbor, that’s your look out. I 
trust there is time to escape them yet.” 
“So, so, ’twas you that did it all! The 
Lord be praised!” exclaimed the farmer, 
fervently. “It really is amazin’ relict an’ 
my old woman was right, for .she says: 
.’Go to the minister and confess, and that’ll 
lift the biggest belt of the s'n off your con- 
science, an’ he better than doctor stuff.’ 
An’ you did it? Well, folks says you area 
master man for a joke; but this one was 
more solemn than a sermon to me, an’more 
effectual, doctor, I do believe.” 
So saying the farmer departed in peace ; 
and the parson kept the secret of bis name, 
even in his own family, always, I think 
A notable meeting took place at Ann 
Arbor, .Michigan, a week or two ago, 
when, for the first time, Miss Anna Dick- 
inson and Miss Lilian S. Kdgarton laid 
eyes upon each other. They were coun- 
terparts long sundered, the former being, 
as all the world knows, a pretty, petu- 
lant, fiery, little brunette, and the latter 
an imperial blonde, a massive Alruna 
maiden, who might have sung to the 
“wolves of the Goths” in search of As- 
gard. Miss Dickinson is an unflinching 
advocate of woman’s right to vote, but 
Miss Edgarton thinks women should not 
be enfranchised. For a long time they 
had vainly yearned for each other, but, 
at last, they met at a hotel in Ann Arbor, 
and each exclaiming “’tis she,” they 
rushed like torrents into each other’s 
arms, or, rather, the superb blonde open- 
ed her arms and the small brunette nestled 
within them, purring like a little brown 
kitten. Henceforth they would be sisters, 
and the last that was seen of them was a 
tableau of the brunette sitting on the 
blonde’s knee, while both sipped from 
the same tumbler a liquid which the in- 
genious hotel clerk called a hot lemonade 
“with fringe.” [World. 
Jtcfo lybtrcrttscmcnts. 
WALTHAM 
WATCHES. 
The extensive use of these watches for the last 
fifteen years by Railway Conductors, Engineers and 
Expressmen, the most exacting of watch-wearers, 
lias thoroughly demonstrated the strength, steadi- 
ness, durability and accuracy of the Waltham Watch. 
To satisfy that class in all these respects, is to de- 
cide the question as to the real value of these time- 
keepers. 
More than 500,000 of these watches are now 
speaking for themselves in the pockets of the peo- 
ple—a proof and a guarantee of their superiority 
over all others. 
The superior organization and great extent of the 
Company’s Works at Waltham, enables them to pro- 
duce watches at a price which renders competition 
futile, and those who buy any other watch merely 
pay from ^5 to f*o per cent, more for their watches 
than is necessary. 
These time-pieces combine every improvement 
that a long experience has proved of real practical 
use. Having had the refusal of nearly every inven- 
tion in watch-making originating in this country or 
in Europe, only those wore finally adopted which 
severe testing by the most skillful artisans in our 
works, and long use on the part of the public, de- 
monstrated to be essential to correct and enduring 
time-keeping. 
Among the many improvements we would par- 
ticularize : 
The invention and use of a centre-pinion of pecu- 
iar construction, to prevent damage to the train 
by the breakage of main-springs, is original with 
the American Watch Company, who, having had the 
refusal of all other contrivances, adopted Fogg’s 
patent pinion as being the best and faultless. 
Hardened and tempered hair springs, now univer- 
sally admitted by Watchmakers to be the best, are 
used in nil grades of Waltham Watches. 
All Waltham Watches have dust-proof caps, pro- 
tecting the movement from dust, and lessening the 
necessity of the frequent cleaning necessary in other 
watches. 
Our new patent stem-winder, or keyless watch is 
already a decided success, and a great improvement 
on any stem-winding watch in the American market 
and by far the cheapest watch of its quality now of- 
fered to the public. To those living in portions of 
the United States where watchmakers do not abound 
watches with the above mentioned improvements ; 
which tend to ensure accuracy, cleanliness, durubil- j 
ity and convenience, must prove invaluable. 
The trademarks of the various styles made by the i 
Company are as follows 
American Watch Co., Waltham, Mass. 
Amn. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass. 
American Watch Co., Crescent St., Waltham, < 
Mass. 
Appleton, Tract & Co., Waltham, Mass. 
American Watch Co., Adams St., Waltham, 
Mus.-. 
Wai.tjiam Watch Co., Waltham, Mass. 
1*. S. Bartlett, Waltham, Mass. 
Wm. Ki.lkuy, Waltham, Mass. 
Home Watch Co., Boston, Mass. 
Examine the spelling of these names carefully be- 
fore buying. Any variation even of a single letter, 
iudicates a counterfeit. 
For sale by alHeading jewelers. No watches re- 
tailed by the Company, An illustrated history of watch-making, contain- 
ing much useful information to watch-wearers sent 
to any address on application. 
1IOHRIY8 A APPLETOX, 
General Agents for American Watch Co., 
IMi Broadway, 3few York. 
WA1TED!—Wide-awake Canvassers for J. S. C. Abbott’s tl Prussi  and the Franco- Prus- 
sian /Far,” in both English and Herman. Book for 
the times. 15. 15. Kusskll, Tub., Boston, Mass. 
I1REE TO HOOK AKEYT8. V Pocket Prospectus of the best Illustrated Family Bible 
published, containing Bible History, Dictionary, 
Analysis, Harmony, ami History of Religion:-. Sent 
tree on application. HORACE KING, Publisher, 
Thompsonville, Conn. 
Dll. 8. 8. FlIOH’S Family Plirulciun BO pages; sent by mail free. Teaches li>»w | to cure all diseases of the person; skin, hair, eyes, 1 complexion. Write to 714 Broadway, New York. 
! INCREASE flic fast-growing West can afford to 
pay l'> and 1- per cent, interest on 
VOJR fir st-class security. Address Fkan- 
< is Smith, Broker, Indianapolis. 
INCOME. Reference given. 
1 4 Crront Oifpr l,OIlAci: Waters, tsi ^1 \JI LUL yJJJU Broadway, N. Y., will dis- 
pose of One Hundred Pianos, Mklohkons. and 
Oroans of six first-class makers, including Waters’, 
at KXTRKM ELY LOW PRICES, EUR CASH, HIRIN'. 
this month, or will take a part cash and balance in 
monthly or quarterly installments. 
SPENCERIAN 
PENMANSHIP 
l*uhlihIiimI Im Ivision. ItlaLfiuan 
Taylor A Co., Tew York. 
Tito Spencerian Synteni is more practical, 
more thorough, ami more original than any other 
system. It is republished in England, and advertised 
there as the American Standard. It is the atcred- 
Roil Hoiirvo from which the lies* ponuion of 
the country have ilorivoil their know ledge and 
nKsii in tim v.»o it i^ used in more wi 
Wrlioolr anil IBurfne** C'ollogo# than all 
other systems combined. It is more generally 
used than any other system. Circulars containing 
prices and full particulars furnished on application 
as below. 
SPENCERIAN 
STEEL PENS. 
Tliinitfurtiireil l»y the Orighr.il Inventor 
of liteel Pen*. 
These pens are of superior English manufacture 
and combine Elasticity of Action with Smoothness 
of Point, and are a nearer approximation to the real 
| MIV ,4 IT <| riiL than anything hitherto invented 
MnPLi: ( lllll. containing all the 
\ 14 mnuiMT*. artistically arranged and securely 
inclosed, sent by mail on receipt of '* • < F VT«i. 
Address 
W. A. WILDE & C0„ 
Publishers, Booksellers and tatiou ers. 
No. I Cornhill, Boston, Mass. 
FOR $2 PER LINE, 
We will insert an advertisement 
OSJE MONTH 
In Thirty-one First-class 
MAINE NEWSPAPERS, 
Including Five Dailies. 
We refer to the nublisher of this paper, to whom 
our responsibility is well known. 
List So Lit Fr oo. 
Address UEO. I». llt»W El.I. A CO.. 
Advcrtiiiiig AgeiilM. 
To*. 40 A 41 Park How, Tew York. 
$5 TO $10 PER DAY, 
who engage in our new business make lrom Co 
$IO ]»«r day in their own localities. Full par- 
ticulars ami instructions sent free by mail. Those 
in need of permanent, proiitable work, should ad- 
dress at once. GEORGE STINSON & GO., Port- 
land, Maine. 
DOLLAR STEAM ENGINE! 
Wonderful and Ingenious; no humbug, but a per- 
iod Reciprocating Steam Engine, with Copper Boil- 
er, Steam Chest, Cylinder, Piston, Fly-Wheel, &e. 
No possibility of explosion, Instructive and nruus ing, showing the whole science of steam power. Sent in box,by mail, prepared, for $I.‘IO,aml given 
away to any one who will procure 7 subscribers to 
the Young Peoples' Helper, (50 cts. a year), the best 
youth’s paper lor the price in the countrv. Address 
Z. POPE VOS E. llock la ml. Jflc. 
US E T11E V EG ETA B1 E 
PULMONARY BALSAM.” 
The old standard remedy for Coughs, Colds, Con- 
sumption. ‘'Nothing better.” Cutler Bros. & Co,, 
Boston. 
CAUTION 
Should occasion require you to purchase B. A. Fahnestock's Vermifuge, be particu- larly careful to see that the initials are 11. 
A. This is the article that has been so 
Favorably Known Since 1829, 
And purchasers must insist on having it it they do not wish to have an imitation 
forced upon them. 
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY. 
Prizes cashed and information furnished bv GEO. 
UP1IAM, Providence, R. I. 3 
EMPLOYMENT foMLLL 
d>OA *ALAHY PER WEEK, and ex 
penses, to sell our new and useful discov- 
eries. 
Address B. Sweet & Co., Marshall, Mich. 
TO TIIE WORKING CLASS.—We are now pre- 
pared to furnish all classes with constant employ- ment at home, the whole ot the time or for the spare 
moments. Business new, light, and prolitable. I’er- 
son8 ot either sex easily earn from 50c. to $5 per 
evening, and a proportional sum by devoting their whole time to the business. Boys and girls earn 
nearly as much as men. That all who see this notice 
may send their address, and test the business, we make the unparalleled offer: To such as are not 
well satistied, we will send $1 to pay lor the trouble of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample which will do to commence work on, and a copy of The People's Literary Companion—one ol the largest and best family newspapers ever published—all sent free by mail. Reader, if you want permanent, protit- able work, address K.<\ ALLEN &CO,, AmihSTA, 
Maink, 
Beta liiturtiscmmls 
PSYCMOMAYClf.-Any lady or gentleman can make $1,000 a month,secure their own hap- 
piness ami independence, by obtaining l’SYCHO- 
MANCY, FASCINATION, or SOUL-CHARMING. 
400 pages; cloth. Full instructions to use this pow- 
er over men or animals at will, how to Mesmerize, 
become Trance or Philosophy of Omens and Dreams 
Brigham Young’s Harem, Guide to Marriage, &c., 
all contained in this book; 100,000 sold; price by 
mail, in cloth $1.25, paper covers $1. Notice.—Any 
person willing to act as agent will receive a sample 
eopy of the work free. As no capital is required, 
all desirous of genteel employment should send for 
the book, enclosing 10 ets. for postage, to T. W, ; 
EVANS ft CO., 41 South Stli St. Philadelphia. 
STRICTURE V aricocele, Fistula, Hemorrhoids, ■ Irritable Bladder, Starvation of the Blood and 
Nerves by exhausting discharges, Circumcision a 
cure for arrest of developement. 14 pages. 25ets. 
Bv E. H. Dixon, M. D., Now York P. O. •‘Every 
lino from the pen of Dr. Dixon is of value to the 
whole human race.—Horace Greeley. 
("'I BE4T MEDIC’4L HOOli and x FSIEYCI1 NECMIETf* lor Ladies and 1 
Gents. Sent free for 2 stamps. Dr. Honapart- &! 
('o., Cincinnati, O. 
4 VOID Hr.ICKH.-A victim of early in 
x\.discretion, causing nervous debility, premature 
decay, &c., having tried in vain every advertised 
remedy, lias a simple means of self-cure, which he 
will send tree to his fellow-sutlerers. Address 
,J. II. TU ITLH, 78 Nassau st. New York. 
IlE.tl4LE Irr«*»iilari<i«‘M anil Olmtriic* ion*.—Dr. \Y. Foster's Female Periodical 
Pills regulate and remove all obstructions. Nothing 
injurious to health. $‘*abox. Oilier No. 11'.* Nassau 
st., Room 14, New York City. Sent by mail any- 
where on receipt of the amount. 
WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L. 
Mf)\ " DIN it failing to cure in !<•.-.> time 
tiian any other physician, mure effectually and per- 
manently, with less restraint from orcnpul ion or It ss 
exposure to all weather, with sate an 1 pleasant med- 
icines. 
SKLF-ABUi>K AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their etfect and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND S! IT ATIO.Xs, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies. 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of 
the Skin; Fleers ot the No-..*, I hr., it and Boon 
Pimpled on the Face; Swelling of the .Joints; N 
vousness; Constitutional nud other Weakne-sv- in 
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of 
BO I'll SEXES, SI NOLI-: OR M \ RIMED. 
■Ml. I.. Ml V’* 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
iI Kiulicalt Street, Itostiui, itla.i**. 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each 
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office i- 
Xo. *-51, having no connection with his residence, 
consequently no family interruption, so that on no 
account can any person hesitate applying at his 
office, 
DR. Dl\ 
boldly asserts,. and it cannot he contradict' d, ex- 
cept by quacks, who will «ay or do anything, even 
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that 
he IS T1IF. ONLY HER FI-All CRAM \ FF PHYSICIAN 
ADVF.UTISINR IN I’.OSTuN. 
TWENTY YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so 
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Mer- 
chants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that In is much re- 
commended, and particularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape impo-nt ion of foreign and na- 
tive quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other 
large cities, • 
DR. 1)1 X 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physi- 
cians—many of whom consult him in critical cases, 
because ol fiis acknowledged skill and reputation, 
attained through so long experience, practice, and 
observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, 
l»e not robbed and add to your sufferings in being 
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresenta!ions, 
t dse promises, and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know but little of the nature and character of 
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some < 
tiitiit forged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, 
which never existed in anv part of the world oth- 
ers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained, 
unknown; not only assuming a id advertising in 
names o! those inserted in the diplomas, but to fur- 
ther their imposition assume names of the cclebrat- 
,i.l i-.i.-M-i Inner I \either l»e docpivrwl liv 
(> U AC Iv N OST n L* 3I-M A Iv 1-: US, 
through false- certificates ami references,and recom- 
mendations of their medicines by the dead, who 
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides, 
to further their impositions, copy lrom medical 
books, much that is written of the qualities and ef- 
fects ot different herl-s and plants, ami ascribe all 
the same to their 1’ills, Kxtraets, Specific-, Xc,, 
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of it< ‘-curing everything.” 
but now known to -‘ kill more than is cured," and 
those not killed, constitutionally injured for lif«-. 
IGXORANCK OF tjl'ACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-MAK FRS, 
Through the ignorance of the Ouaek Doctor, 
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mi:kci i: v, 
and gives it to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, &c., 
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to 
his so-called Kxtraets, Speeitics, Antidote, Xc.,both 
rolyinupon its effects in curing a f.-w in a hundred, 
it is trumpott d in various wavs throughout th laud; 
but, alas nothing is said of tin- ba’.amv, some of 
whom die, others grow worn ami are leti » linger 
and suffer for months or years, until lelh v d or 
cured, i: possible, by competent physicians. 
but all hijacks arm not iunorant. 
xNOLttiUi ‘lamili.s; «l... «... 1.^ I.H-O ,i! >■ Ximnu 
some quack doctors and uo.-trum-makors, yet, re- 
gardless of the liti' and health of others, there are 
those among them who even perjure themselves, 
contradicting giving mercury t«> their patients, or 
that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the 
usual fee” may be obtained for professedly curing, 
or the dollar,” or fraet ion >f i!,” may be obtain- 
ed for the nostrum. It is thus that many an-de- 
ceived, also, and spend large amounts lor experi- 
; meats with quackery. 
DR. DIMS 
charges are very modi'rate. (jotTummic.ilions sa- 
credly coni.dential, ami ail may rely on him with 
the strictest secrecy and -. nfidencc, what* ver may 
be the disease, condition »r -ite.ation .1 anyone, 
married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and Kxpress : -.11 part- of 
the United States. 
All letters requiring ad vice must contain one dol- 
lar to insure an answer. 
Address Di:. L. Dt\,No. .’! Kudicolt Street, Ib*-- 
ton. Mass. 
Boston, Jan. 1. !sri—1 yr. 
rpOTHK LADIKS.—Th*-celebrated DR. I,. Dl\ L particularly invites all Ladies who need a Me,l 
icul or Surgical adviser to call at hi- Rooms. \M 
Kndicott St., Boston, Mas--., which they will liml 
arranged lor tlieir special accommodation. 
DR DIX having d< voted over tw. aty years to 
this particular branch of the treatment of all dis- 
eases peculiar to t-.-males, is now conceded by all, 
(both in this country and Furope.' that be excels 
all other known praetieiomrs in the -at.-, speedy 
and effectual treatment of nil lrmnl«- eomplaiuts. 
His medicines are prej>ar<-d with the expr-v*- nr- 
pose of removing all diseases, su.-l, as debility, 
weakness, unnatural suppressions enlargement <•! 
the womb, also discharges whh-h tiowfrom a mor- 
bid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully 
prepareil to treat in his peculiar style, both medi- 
cally and surgically, all diseases of tin- female se.x, 
and they are respectfully invited 1 » call at 
I¥<». ’ll SNuIicoH .*•«.. EKotton, 
All letters requiring advice' must contain one dol- 
lar to insure an answer. 
Boston, Jan, 1 1S71 — 1 yr. 
FISHERMEN! 
TWINES AND NETTINGS, 
jl AX! r.\( TT!!KI» 15V 
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS. 
#3jr*Send for Trie*' List. Hu".' HaliiiiitiiT. Till, 
Co-Partnership Notice. 
|T 11 K L'NDKRS1 (. N Kl >, having this .ia> tornn d :l X Copartnership under the name and sf\ !e of 
CARLE & MORRISON, 
For tlie purpose ot carrying on the 
Hard-ware Itusiness, 
At the old stand of F. A.CAULF.. No. 0 Main St., 
take this method ot inlorming ai! old customers 
and others that we are now prepared to oiler goods 
of the best quality and at prices as low s the lowest 
by adhering strictly to our motto, quick sales ami 
small profits. We hope to meet a liberal -hare of 
patronage. f. a. caki.i 
Belfast, Jan. D, lis71. 3mosg? k. .i. vouia -<>n, 
TWO TORY DWELLING HOUSE 
FOR SALE AT A BA RGAIN. 
A Perfect Title Given ! 
IN OR 1*Fit TO CLOSE A COX- 
cern.the Two Story House and L, 
in Rockland, on South side of Rock- 
land street, adjoining Benjamin 
KnowItoiFs, will be sold very low, 
and possession given immediately. The house is 
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, five or 
six minutes walk from the l’ost Office, High School 
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished rooms, 
numerous closets and other conveniences. Cellar 
under the whole. The house i- in good repair, has 
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spa- 
cious entries, above and below, all which are ele- 
gantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for 
a private dwelling, or tor a Boarding House, and is 
convenient for one or two families. A perfect title 
will be given free from all claims to dower. The 
premises may be examined on application to Benj. 
Kmnvlton, or to 
PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors, 
No. 2 Kimball Block. 
Rockland, Jan, go, 1871. tfgU 
JOHN POOH, 
CORONER! 
BELFAST, Maine. 
tf25 
S< ‘1 ioon(^; lo 1 ^ 1 °• 
The Sell IDA MORTON, of 7.1 tons, 
y-±z o. m.built of white oak, ami in good or- 
i. dor, will t»c sold at a bargain. Enquire 
Of I*'. A. KNOYVLTON, Agent. 
Belfast, March 1,1»71 tf.H 
OYSTERS! 
F It E S II ANI) S O E 11), 
Received daily from Portland, by 
Edward Cross, 
and for sale by the PIMT, 4(1 411T or 4UAli- 
liOI. Also PruckerH, Picklew. Hetrliupfi. 
rfkc.. besides a good assortment of fruit and con- 
fectionery. 
TVe\t «lo<»r lo <li«- ( ourl House 
‘.'It. Belfast, Maine. 
NATURE'S 
HAIR 
RESTORATIVE! 
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Contains no LAC SULPHUR- I 
No SUGAR OF LEAD-No 
LITHARGE No NITRATE 
OF SILVER, and is entirely 
free from the Poisonous and 
Health destroying Drugs used in other Hair Preparations. 
Transparent and clear as crystal, it will not soil j the finest fabric—perfectly SAIT., UITAN and KF ! 
Fit IKNT— desideratum.s' I.OMi SOUTH! FOR 
AND FOUND A 1 I, A SI' ! 
It restores and prevents tin- ll.iir from becoming \ 
1 ■ r.iy imparts a suit, glos.-v appearance, remotes j 
Dandrull, D cool and refreshing* to the heitd, cheeks 
the Hair lrurn tailing oil, and restores it to a cn at | 
exi. r.t when prematurely lost, pretent a Headaches, ! 
cures all 11 umors, cutaneous eruptions, and unnat j ural Heat. AS A D1IKSSINT FOR 1 11 K HAIR | 
FI IS IMF RKST ARTlt UK IN INK MARK Kl. 
HR. U, SMITH, I’. tent r. (Jroton .lunetiou, 
Mass. Prepared only by PRO< TKR HKO I lIKHs, 
(iloueester, Mass. The (Jenuine is put up in a pan- 
ne! bottle, made < xpressly tor it, ttitli the name ot 
the article blown in the glass. Ask your Druggist 
tor Nature’s Hair Restorative, and take no other. 
8v~ Unclose a three cent stamp, and send lor “Trea* j 
Use on the Human Hair, which is worth $5UO.OO tu 
any person. CniosT* 
Scientific and Popular Medical Works i 
ON 
Manhood,’Womanhood, & 
Nervous Diseases, 
PUBLISHED BY TIIE 
A _— _ lt.’r'V 
No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston. 
UCMM'C lloiltp.) 
Du. W. II. DARKER, Assistant Physician. 
Medical k notch'd <jc for cvenjbody, >,( (► > copies 
sold iji Ift) years. 
A Hook for K very .tl ;i n. 
THE SUIENUK OK LIFE, OK SEE!'-PRESEll 
\'A HON', A Medical treatise on the Pause and 
Cure of Exuaisiki. \* 11* n ,nv, Pki;m atthi: Dk- 
< I.INI. I MAN, N’Kitvor* and Puysh at. D 1:1:11. 
ity, H yi*o« nosduia, and all other diseases aris- J 
ing from the Ei:i;oi:s of Youth, 01: this Indis- i 
CKKTtiixs ok Ex< issiis ot mature years. This is 
indeed a book Kir every ma i. Prick1 only ^l.1 '.■>.> 1 
pages, bound in cloth. 
.4 EBook for every Woman. 
Entitlekl SEXUAL I’llYSIOLOHY OK WOMAN, 1 
AND HER DISEASES; vr, Woman rr.F.A fd of j 
Pit YSlol.Ok; K'A I.I.Y AND Pathoi.ooicai.i.y, trom 
In: ANk v to Ot d Aof, with elegant 1: 1.1 stiia- j 
tivi. End n.vv ins. HA'» pages, bound in beautiful 
French cloth. Price j-cj.o 1. 
A Biook for Everybody. 
Flatten d by the recop ion of, and great demand I 
for, tile above vaiuaMe a id timely treatise, and also 
to meet a great need of he present age, the author 
has just published a new book, treating exclusively 
ot NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES. 150 
pp. cloth. Price si.'" or si.nt 1:1.1: on receipt of 
■S3 for the other two books, postage paid. 
These are beyond all comparison, the most extra- 
ordinary works on Physiology ever published, 
'there is nothing whatever that the Makuikd on 
SiNta.K, ot Kitiikl: S,.n. can either require or wish 
tk> know, but what D fuily explained, ami many 
matters of tho most important and interesting 
character are intiodi.eed to which no allusion even 
can I"1 found in any other works in our language. 
Ail tho Ni:\v Dts< o\ i:ki ks of the author, whose ex- 
perience is such as probably never before fell to the 
lot ol any man, arc given in lull. No person should 
be without these valuable hooks. 
VAi.i Ai'.t.K I».x>ks. — Wo have received tho 
valuable medical works published by the Peabody 
Medical Institute. These books aroof actual mer- 
it, ami should liml place in every intelligent (ami- 1 
Iv. They are not the cheap order of abominable 
trash, published b.- irresponsible parties, and pur- 
j chased to gratify course tastes, hut are written by a 
responsible profes donal gentleman of eminence, as 
a source ot instruction ou vital matters, concerning 
which lamentable ignorance exists. The important 1 
sub;, ct- presenter are treated with delicacy, ability. ; 
land care, and, a- an appendix, many useful pre- 
scriptions for prevailing complaints are added." j 
A Republican, Lancaster, N. H. 
11 Tie1 author <d these hooks is one of the most ! 
Ion ink it amt p. .pilar physio»au*< of the day, ami int tied to the gr it Unite <»t our race lor these inva I- 1 
liable productions. It seems to be bis aim to induce j 
men and women to avoid the cause of those diseases 
to which they are subject, and he tells them just 
how and when to ilk) it. [Chronicle. Farmington, 
Maine, Sept. 7, .sbo. 
Either book si nt by mail on receipt of price. 
N. R. The a ithor of the aliove named medical 
works is the < hiel Consulting Physician of tlie 
Peabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly cm 
ployid in constitution with invilids from all parts of tho country, that he has no time to attend to 
mere business details, t herefore all letters should 
be 111.in s d to the PEAP.ODY >1 ED1CAL IN.VI t 
M TE.tr Dr. W. It. PARKER, the Medical A- 
sistant ot the a ithor, and hi Rusim-ss Agent, who, 
as wei'. as the author him-t-lf, may be consulted ou 
all diseases repairing skill, secrecy and experience. 
In\ 1 >1.an 1.r Sm tcKi Y and Ckauun Kki.if.i 
lvrir 
| .___ _____ __ 
I do not wish to inform you,reader, that I>r. Won- 
derful, or any other man, has discovered a remedy 
that cures consumption, when the lungs are haif 
consumed, in short, will cure all diseases whet her of 
mind, body or estate, make men live forever, and 
it aw death lo play for w mt of work, and is design- 
ed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise, 
io which Heaven itself shall be but a side show. 
\ on have heard enough of that kind of humhug- 
gery. But when I tell y uiihaf l.)r. Sage’3 Catarrh 
Remedy will postiv* iy cure the worst cases ot Ca- 
tarrh in the IL-ad, 1 wily a.-.-ert that which thou- 
sands can testitv !o. \ pU.implilet giving symptoms 
and other information-out tree to any address. This 
remedy Is 
SOLD BY MOST DID (hi IM S IN AI.I. I*A UTS 
OF THE WORLD. 
Price .'»o cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt 
of-ixty cents, or lour packages for two dollars. Be- 
ware ol counterfeits and worthies-' imitations. See 
that my private stamp, which is a positive guaran- 
tee of g- nuiueness, is upon the oui-ide wrapper. 
Remember this private Stamp, -ued by the United 
States (invt rnment ■ xpivs-lv tor stamping mymed- 
ieiem s, has my portrait, mime and address, and the 
w« rds S. Certificate ot (iemnneues-," engrav- 
ed upon it, a 1 id need not be mistaken. Don’t be 
.swindled by travellers and others representing themselves a- Dr. .v:l I am the ouly man now liv- 
ing tliat has the knowledge and right to manufact- 
ure the (lenuine Dr. Sago’s C itarrh R onedy, and 1 
never travel to ell this modieine. 
R. V. PI LR(’K, M. D. 
‘Laos. ! u seneea street Butlulo, N. Y. 
( 1 ( s*« o \ 
j To Females iu Delicate Health. 
DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. ? Kndi- 
y ot t strci t. Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases 
incident to the female systmii. l’rolapus I teri or 
Falling of 111 ■ Womb, Fima AIIum, Suppression, 
and other Menslru it Derangenn-nts, are all treated 
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief 
guaranteed in a few du> -. So invariablyjcertuin is 
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate 
complaints yield under it, and the alllicted person 
soon rejoices in pcrleet health. 
Dr. I .low has no doubt had greater experience in the cure of diseases ot women than any other phy- sician in Boston. 
Boarding accommodutions lor patients who mny wi-h to stay in Boston a few davs under his treat- 
ment. 
Dr. Dow, since ls-P,, having confined his whole at- 
tenthm to an dlic, practice lor the cure of Private 
Diseases and liana!" Complaints, acknow Judges no 
superior in the L uited State- 
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or they will not he answered. 
Oiliee hours from H A. M. to O’. M 
Boston, July &>, Is?1.). lyr.i 
FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE. 
Tito Mrhooucr Ncmttor, :ij ton.-, 
o. m., a viTy good vessel in every re- 
spect. Well found in Sails and Rigging, has igo 
fathoms new cable. Will be sold very low, 
i:. 1). GARDNER. 
Bucksport, Me. ttl« 
B 1 v ADI. E V R 
X. L. Phosphate of Lime ! 
rrvrn k best ri.Ki'i i.izek in the market 
I lit JE. BEiJIiV*. 
-111Foot of Main Street. 
“Buy mo, and I’ll do you Good.” 
Dll. LANUI.EVS 
ROOT AND HERB BITTERS 
[ This medicine is, without the possibility ot a doubt. the very best remedy known tor the following and 
I all kindred diseases : /ndu/estion, Ccstiveness, Liver 
Complaint. Liles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia, ! Diruness, Scrofula, Suit Ilhcnm, Lanr/uo'’', Laziness, I Debility, .Jaundice, flatulency, foul Stomach, <)V. 
By the timely use ot this medicine the blood is 
purified. The appetite is restored. The system is 
strengthened. Hip liver is invigorated. The breath 
is sweetened. The complexion is boautilied. And 
the general health is 
best o it e i>. 
The best Boots, Herbs and Barks enter into the 
composition ol this Remedy, making it a simple 
and sate, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases 
of the blood. 
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. For sale 
by all Druggists, lmos;o 
A GREAT MEDICAL DISCOVERT 
•? Dr. WALKER'S CALIFORNT 
VINEGAR BITTERS | 
_r1 
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Hundreds oi Thousands 
Hoar testimony to their W-:. !• :• 
fill Curative Effects. 
WHAT ARE THEY Y 
THEY ARP NOT \ \ 
FANCY DRINK, 
nml Rot'usc* Ki.iuors ■’■•‘'t. r. d, — ! t;..i 
cried to please tire tast-\ called** I'nnii ... 
crs," “Restorers,” «o., that 'read tho tipple. u t 
drunkenness and min, but arc a true Medicine,made 
from the Native Roots and Herbs of California, tree 
loom nil A icolioli Si iiiiu hurls. They arc tl- 
RREAT RLOO*> PIRU-'IEK ami A 1.11 I. 
GIVING PRIM IPI.E a petted Re-.vat. and 
h.vigorator of‘.ho System, carrying dl i'.: poi.- -no'is 
matter and restoring the blood t. a !c -alt by <■ -ndit— a. j 
No person can take these Ritter- ;•.<•- idie t-* J 
tion and remain long uimvii. 
81C0 vvill be given lor an mciirubl. ,p j 
tli; bones are not destroyed by — —. d ; •-> 
ether means, and th>- vital organs waste! !•. — .tv- 
point of repair. 
I'or I liHaiiimnl ory mid Chronic Khi-imw:- 
liMin nod (.out, Dyspepsia or Indigoxtion, 
llilioiis, Reiiiilloul mid Iniorniitloui ! < v. 
Diseases of (lie lllood. I.'m r. Kidney-., mid 
lllnddrr, these Hit tors lave been m-.-t 
f«l. Sueli Diseases are caused b\ Vitiated 
lllood, which is general.y produced by d.-r.im 
of tlio Digestive Organs. 
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION. Head- 
ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the 
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations t th,.- Stomach, 
Pad taste in the Mouth, Rilioua Attaches, Palpitatb :i 
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs, 1 *.i: 
r.-gions of the Kidueys a:ul a hundred <-tl.er pa n 
Symptoms, are tho ollspringsof Dyspepsia. 
1 
They invigorate tho Stomach and stimulate C — t> r- 
pid livor and bowels, which render tin :n f i- i’i •! 
efficacy In cleansing the blood of all imnui ti .. ! ; 
Imparting new life and ig-.r to the whole rysli ;:i. 
FOR Sit IN DISEASES, Erupti-m ..1, :i 
Rheum,Blotches, Sputa,Pinq les, Bust-. p... 
buncles, Ring-Worms, Scald-Head, sore Kyi,;. K: 
elas. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the skin, Ur 
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatev name or;.at :r 
arc literally dug up and carried out of the sy.t m in a 
short time by the use ofthe3C Bitters. <>;.•■ 1 itt. !i 
such cases will convince the most Incredulous ot tk ;r 
curative effect. 
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you fin 1 its 
impurities bursting through the akin in Pimples.) op- 
tions or Sores cleanse it wh.n you find it obstructed ! 
and sluggish in the veins; cleanse it when it is fi 
and your feelings will t**ll you when. IBt!ie bi- •••! ! 
pure and the health of the system will follow. 
PIN, TAPE and otl:n-WORMS, lurking ir. Cm 
system of so many thousands, are effectually dost .>■ 1 
cd and removed. For full directions, rial > ;iy 
pie circular around each bottle, print 1 In f 
guag -s—English, German, French and Spanish. 
J. WALKER, Proprietor. R. II. MeDONALD & 1 
Druggists and Gen. Agents, San Francisco, Cal., 
and Svt and 31 Commerce Street, New York 
Uf~ SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DKALKRb, 
lyr.dO 
THE GREAT CAUSE 
HUMAN MJHtY. 
Jmt PuhU^nt, iii a Sealed F.nr>iope. I c 
\ Loclun' on lie Nature, I'rritmi'iit ami ikulical 
Cure of Seminal Weakness, or Sperm: iorrloei. u- 
iluceil by Self-Ahusc. 1 uv'duntarv Kiui.-'ic u- 11*.( .. 
tency, Nervous Debility, and Impedinn to M ir- 
riage generally ; Consumption, Epilep-v, ami I- u i 
Mental and Physical incapacity -Is R>‘l:! !.’! 
.1. CL'I.YKUWELL, M. D., Author ot the ■ Gr- «-n 
Book,” iSce. 
The world-renowned author, in thi- admirable j 
Lecture clearly proves from his own experience that 
the awful consequences of Si If-Abuse may !••• :h ct- 
ually removed without medicine.-*, and wit mut 
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instrument.-, 
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode ot cure a* 
once certain and effectual l»y which < \«ry satbrer, 
no matter what his condition may be. mav nr. 
himself cheaply, privatelv, ami radical!*. i'Di'-' 
LECTURE WILL l’UOVIi A 1 n 11 DU 
ANUS AND I'llitfsANDS. 
Sent, under seal, in a plain nv > an;. 1 
,jress,on receipt of six cents, or; wo .Mag. imp- 
, v addressing the miblishers. L Also, DK. (TI.VliKW lil.l. M ,rri; i, o 
I'i ice cents. 
Address tin l‘u It I slier-*. 
* II AS. .1. ('. KLIN Is \ 
I'i'S lloner.r. Ncn 1 oik. Ik <>. 1-ox -S.YhO. 
lyrS 
1). it M. Lake Railroad. 
< > l-KX Tt > HITRNIIAM I 
On and after Monday, 1>c. ", T-.'o, tr ims v. ill run 
between Belfast and Burnham as follow 
Leave Belfast, 7 A. M.: City Point, M.: ; 
Brooks 7.17 A. M., Thorudik'-. > A. M. IH 
■'.-L A.M.; Burnham, A:, v A. M.. .Mix 
M.; Loti P. M.. J. 1 7 P. M ; ilP.M., I* Vi. 
L‘!0 P. M.; Leave Burnham, < iA 1*. M.. I Hi: n 
P.M.; Thorndike, iV.-J P. M.; !».i HM L. V 
City Point, 7.ah P. M.. Belfast i*. M.: Mix :. 
A. M.; 10. M A M. 1" > A. M 11. A. M 
A. M.: inn P. M. 
Passenger Train leaving BHt.-t at \ M.. .-••• 
nect.x with Trains mi Maine iVutr.ul Lai!: ;., at : 
Burnham lor Portland, Boston, and ali i.»i>- : 
west of Burnham, on Maine Centr 1 and Pm :! .t:d 
and Kenuebeo Hail roads. 
Mixed Train leaving BeH.-i at l.cn eonneets 
with Train on Maine C mitral Railroad t A iguma 
and Skowhegau, and with drain going l.a-t Ft Bangor and all Stations on Maine Central \ • 
pean & North American Railroads. 
Trains over Muine Central Railroad I dig B 
gor at 7H > A. M., and Train our Pot: land aH K< n 
lichee Railroad-.going Last' leaving Ain: at \ 
M., arrive at Burnham in season to e.,: •, w t; 
Mixed Train over Belfast .and Mo. ii. ... 
Railroad, arriving a! Lellast at TJ 'o. 
Stages will leave Lellast for Seat--pe;; \ S'", k 
ton on arrival of 1*. M. Train 1'mm I. mill itn, 
returning in -mason t» eonn- et with ihe A. M. 
Traiu tor Portland, Boston, &c. 
Through Tickets to Portland and Bo.-to,i ai. .-old 
at all Stations on this line, 
tl'da A. HAY FORD, Supt. 
A First Class Investment. 
j 
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS 
Y111110 attention of persons making ii of money is call* u to t 
security. The Bonds run for twenty \ear-, at x 
percent, interest in gold, and are mvc. j.. •>. < 
the roadbed of the corporation, which n. in'. 1 
nine hundred thousand dollars. The whole amount | 
of these bonds to be issued is limit, .i to one hard 
red and fifty thousand dollars, each bond bearing 
a certificate of one of the trustee- that it is | 
turn of the said limited amount. 
The money markets ot the w o ld do n-d j-re-. nf 
a better or safer securitv. 
These bonds are now ollVred for sab on 1 i 1 rai 
terms. Apply to W. T. rOLIlTKN, Tr- unn r. 
Belfast dune I. 1S70. !?:1 
B9 icslvdS's Sain* 
c r i: s 
TETTER!TETTER!TETTER! 
ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!! 
Kiysinelas, Scald Head, Ringworms, Ulcers, Burn-. Salt Rheum, Chilihlains, Scalds, Pimph Bho. 1 
Frosted Limbs, Inflamed Lyes, Piles, and ill Kmp- 
lions ol the Skin. Also good for Scratehes mi 
horses. 
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded. 
For sale by all Druggists and country store.-. 
F. 1L HIESKLLL, Proprietor. Bangor M. 
G. c. Goodwin Co., Wholesale \g. Ti'- II. m 
over Street, Boston, Mass. Price ant* per 
Box. 
OF 1812. 
OF KICK liS, SOLDI KK.S AM* MIAMI V \\ Ho served sixty days in the War of m hr 
widows ot such married previous to l-i.f are .t>w 
entitledtoa peiuion ol'c-'poi mouth. I have til ihr 
rolls and records of such service, ami superior 
vantages lor presenting claims, can apply iu pi r-un 
Qr by letter. All persons entitled that want their 
claims prosecuted promptly should apply to the re- 
liable agency BI. V. AIHIITO.V 
Law A Pension Agent. 
No. I Main St., Bangor. Maine. 
-I
| 
CAtmor .—All rjmrtiM has the name Peruvian 
Syrup,“Peruvian Bark.”) blown in the ^rlaua 
A 32-naga pamphlet* sent'free. J. 1*. DlnsaioRK 
Proprietor, Lib l)ey St.'.-,- New York. 
** Sold.by ul l .Druggists. 
Money Cannot Buy It! 
For; SIGHT IS PRICELESS! 
THE DIAMOND GLASSES, 
MAM FACTI KKI) BY 
J E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y„ 
A iiii an iiuii- I'en <1 to the public, are pronounced 
l>v all In c i < 'pticians <>1 the World to be the 
MOST PERFECT 
N rn-;tl, Arti!. i;-! i; to the hticiau«yover known. 
Tl; v are ground under their own supervision, 
Iroiu linn..!1' < -ta 1 Pebbles, ui.lted together, ana 
derive tin ir ni. Diamond on account of their 
hardness and brilliancy. 
The Scientific Principle 
■ chi.-h tie are constructed bring? the core or 
"i iu i"».s directly in front ot the eye, pro- 
ii.• a el. ;.r nd distinct vision, as in the natural, 
i• dt My sight I.i.d pre\enl ing all llupleasnilt sen- 
-a; i.- ueb i- immering and wavering ot sight, 
diz/ine.-* Xc.. j.uli.»r t.. all others in use. 
They are Mounted in the Finest Manner, 
In tram.'s of Die he.-t .pi iiity. ot all material* used 
tor that purpose, 
rur.m r/xi // jxn dchmuu rv 
CAN Nor I! I SI UPAS'S Kf), 
CACTION,—N„ne genuine unless bearing their 
trade m:irk<> stumped on every iraiiie. 
1?<A A< 1 VliLA RD. 
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for 
IIELI'ANT, Maine. 
f rom whom they ran only be obtained. These 
•• !- not suptdied to i’edicrs. at any price. 
lyNii 
GET THE BEST. 
Hu Ei h Irbenlinc II.air My «•. long anil la 
v.*r;dd> known > the pul lie. st unis peerless and tin 
... I !i is tin t.< a ipiickest, cheapest, the 
natural, dm ibb harmles.- and ellectual llair 
Dve in the world. It olors hair or whisker* Itrowu 
or Dlack instantam u.sly.and give* them a perfectly 
natural appearac- ', and i- in a tended with any 
injurious ei’ee*. Regular park ge with brush aid 
*p''uge complete, only sM.nu. i.KO. C. (JOOD- 
HlN x CO. Sold b\ ill druggists. din os Id 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 
1018 1M Itll l l.\«~ Tilt: IILOOU. 
The reputation this ex- 
cellent medicine enjoys, 
i- derived from its cures, 
many of which ure truly 
marvellous. I n vete rate 
cases of Scrofulous dm 
a.-e. where the system 
eemed saturated with 
"eruption, have been 
I'unued and cured by it. 
SerofuloiH a flections and 
disorder-^, wlneli were a^* 
^rravated I \ the scrofu- 1 :i-’ contamination untd 
rii-v.l m such great imm!., all, .,,t every see* 
lion el the country. that t,. ,,-;UVl.|y need to be int'onned ol it*, virtu, -s or uses. 
XTefulotis ]> ■: MU i- the lilo-l de-drilCUVe 
enemies ot our race. < M'tea, tins uie-een and on tell 
t, in at ot the«<rgni., in undermines t he constitution, 
:n 1 invite thi attack of enter hi ii,g or fatal disease-, 
without ex< itiny si i-pud-m >*f its presence. Again, 
P -ecu) to breed inlr M-m tl ronyliout tin* body, and then, ••n some fa*, m-a1 i,,a, rapidly develop 
mto one or other of it hideous forms, either on the 
M.'l'taee or among tl.e vita! In the latter, tuber- 
clcs iii;i> 'U'M,-a' depo-;11•.| m t:e lungs or 1 ""i t. or tumor- f I m the live •. ,-r it shows 
it presce. v I v rup on tin* skin, or foul ulcer* 
an-m ,-u -a. | ,f Ib-m c the o«v»i 
J'!il 1 -e of a b, ,.| this Sarsaparilla is ad- 
x isal'I*', > n v> i,,m ■ live yiuptoms of disease 
appear. 1‘ i- abb, t'-d with the following coin- 
J’l.oir, _••!, tir.d immediate relief, and, at leugtl S AltSA PA RIL- 
/ 1. St. InUiony's Pi re, Itnse or Hrysipelas, 
Tetter, Salt Jllieum, Seal,I II. nil Itinyteorm, 
Sore l ips, Snr> liars, and other emotions ol 
V'-i'-’e l"ini- Scrofulous <ii>ra->-. Also ill tin* 
ore on iled Ion. -. a- Dyspepsia, Drojm y, 
li-xit Diseas, / / pitepsy, JSeurafyia. and the \arioi: t leer,ns aiVertieiis ,f tile muscu- 
lar an ! lien <m v-t.-ut 
Syphilis I ip real a I Mercurial Diseases 
are ure,! by u. though a long tune is required for 
Mibd iim.' tiie ob-.iiii.iP- maladies by tiny medicine. 
I»>,i lony -ntnim a this medicine will cure 
*' 
mi pi s /a no rho it or H hit,’S, I ferine 
le,■ration I > mat. Diseases, are com- 
in-mlv -".-a r,b,\.d aid uhnnatelv cured bv its 
putifyiim ami invim r.ii mg ,-it^ct. ‘Minute li'iree- 
ti -n for ca'ii ca-e ai p-inid in our Almanac, sup 
plied grat Itiioumatism iml Hout, when 
'•aimed by m- mimint m of extraneous matters 
in the iii.«. 1, \ h*' 1 qm- kly to it, as also l.iver 
Camp!,tiuIs. i-pi,/11a, Congestion lujiam- 
luation of the l.ir, >•. and ,/aunrliro, w hen arising', 
a they often do, from the rankling poisons in the 
1 ••••'. ill S.uts.tr I It III I is a great n 
storer f- •• the treiigth ami vigor of the system. 
I e v. l.mu/aiil ia-t I. is t less, JJespon- 
ttent, V- epl. ,sv. ..- I 11...1 I,"I \ er-'cou* -Ip 
prehensions -r hears, •-*»> -f the affections 
.* e \ •:-• M ,-ah in ss. u it tind immediate 
rebel and eonvm in... v •. ideuee ol its restorative 
pow or upon trial. 
/ i: r a urn n r 
BJt .5. < IR’B tV < O 
ttml lmili/tiiitl f h,-mists. 
SOLD BY A1.1. 1 > 1 >l < ■ •• I > i;\ KliYWHKRF. 
SOi.bin A l.L lii:l Ails l ''. 
lyr-Y.vow 
TRUNKS! TRUNKS! 
WM P BURRiLL & CO 
11. ■ hr t-* a', aii thrnif lv«-s of 
RAILROAD FACILITIES, 
H i'> c. 'lun' ii l tli*- M'inufaetureof 
TPiUMKLS 
in nil V.mHit s and Styles, 
in mi cm ok 
m-J.FAsT, the wi t -ill.- of l’li ulx K .w, over 
Black's Si aw I- i*• f.■; y. 
1 li'",«' Ininks arc oil'i cl nr tli-* public at whob 
'•a!* iT ri ii.. and as !n ip as flu call be purchased in Boston. 
• v *.\a ra :i; .i to .- nil. d runks ami V.alised 
a, c i- ft 1i; a »«- iio\i: 
u. v. in iiiai.i., it'ii 
B. ha-:. April *»*•. D ■*. ffpj 
PL.th.isio I Phthisic ! 
1.1'. IV IV I.NII Al.AN I J'l.r till' PIUM-ic. 
U.WAVS I i I ,1 R V 1'! S-? 
11 'aft Di -1 re~s: up- a •> > id I lit!.. inalewiniu- 
lltes. Inhaled with til. f •!■»•:: f I. it goes direeth 
tin I.tings iml air cells, tiui ridiet immediate and 
corta :t:. 
FA'I FN 1; I>. May is. !Wp. 
Fr ice .. ets. By Mail #1.00. 
■5 < M'M M«. l*roj»i iHor, 
IltdfuHl. Vfaln«*. 
AMERICAN HOUSE 
n E I. F A S T 
-o — 
!. C. BOBBIN'S informs Ids friends 
11 1 ie |.i.Ijlie h.it he lms leased tbe af»m e 
" I M.' >v a la I ii diluent, w here lie oilers 
ii terra in linn to the frav el ling public, lie will thorough renovate the house, 
M u and e*. ery way conform to vyo.I 
•If will he -app'i.-d w itli all tin 
that in lie procured. and special atten 
I' 11 I • lal li-.dne-s in the sleeping 
All tin- 't.:e- !i :: ing the *-ji > take their de- 
i.- jrom tl.I •. «i. In run regular!) 
t“ the boats, and pn ■ eonveyed to anv part of 
tin- itv or e ,nntrv, 
IN It 1 May !>:•'. tt It 
H. II. FOHF.ES 
No. I •' I \lent S’| n •< ■ 14 
Is lilt: BKST AND <' II I! A I'l> 1 FLACK K;* buy your 
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers. 
I'm re you will lind t'-e I..up.>t "..id Ibut psstirr 
nn fit ui.i lie eu -I pi i. < t-> -•■! limn j,, tp, 
city. 
I'u 'em w ofk d u ii the it- kf// e, and of tin 
l*e<t stock, t flic \i I’rif. ADo repairing 
d- -lie ill t lie be--! maun ami at Short Notice. 
1 1 i'u M /■-' 1 \ I- s K K ! .^1) 
li'1' ;-v 11 H. H. FORBES. 
IAST K UN 
EXPRESS COMPANY! 
">■ in.) alt. Jmiaiy cl, II,.- KA.STKlt.N KXl'KI.sS 
<'(>. will run :i 
X_> r\ily X£JZSC P JL* 
V I % 
Com;, .tiiu- IU IIMIAM willi 1'. x presses to an,I 
from MOTION *n«f rOlUI.AM>. 
11:7 *:. "-ULtlfmi. Affnni. 
Belfast Savings Bank- 
NOW IS TJIU Hill: HI DKI’OSIT. 
“A penny saved is a penny earned.” 
J -[Kl’nsl I > mail.. t. In (ore the 1st of any I J Dion. >i, will ■■ j .ci d upon interest tvcr> 
iin.ntJ., ,M.I. .ini Aoumber) nml interest conipult 0 upon Cm mm, in June unil December. 
Iirpii'ils rei'ei\. J ,1 ,ily ut (lie ttnnkina Honm. li"in ii to l-.‘ A. 11. .iu,l J to t p. M. Satunlaye trom l> to C: A .11. 
JOHN H.yUlMBV.Trcn*. AsA KAltNCK, I’rrat. 
Belfast, July I:;, Inyo. HI 
j)LA('Ha.niTII <t <'041,! 
At wholesale or retail at Hie lowest market price by 
A. J. IXAURIMAN & CO., 
No. f>0 Main St Belfast, Maine. 
K.'b. ll.K-f. ti:: -* 
